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0 Africville Follow-up 

MESSAGE 

► On October 7
, 

19
6
9, arrangements were made for Delores Rutledge, Clerk

Typist in the University Ave. Social Services office, to carry out 

some research for the Dennis Magill- Don Clairmont research team rea 

recipients of social assistance prior to, during, and subsequent to 

the Africville Relocation Program. It is my understanding that this task 

has been completed, and I draw the matter to your attention for two 

reasons. Firstly, Mr
.Magdll agreed to take the responsibility for having

Miss R utledge reimb ursed for overtime hours worked in order to complete

the assignment, and as this was by arrangement of Social Planning, it
should also be the respnp�ibil1ty of this office to ensure that this was

◄ 

carried out. Secondly, the information compiled should be inQlwieJi-1.�n._ __ _
__ t_h_e_Af_r_i_c_v_il_l _e_F _o _l_l_o _w _- _u-=.p _i _n_f_o_r _m_a _t_i_o_n-'--b_e_i...;;.;n=.-...._.....a=..c..t=h�e=r�e�d�1 �b-�he Soc 1 a 1 Pla nnin.g-

► office, and should therefore be regu_�s..t_eJL.__f_rom either Miss-Ru.tJ.-e.gd-e+-1�--◄
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PROPOSAL FOR PROVISION OF HOUSING 

TO LOW INCOME FAMILIES 

submitted by 

THE AFRICVILLE ACTION COMMITTEE 

in co-operation with 

the 

SOCIAL PLANNING OFFICE, CITY OF HALIFAX 

April, 1970 
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INTRODUCTION 

' 
The Africville Action Committee, in cooperation with 

Social Planning staff of the City of Halifax, make this sub

mission in response to the recent announcement by the Honorable 

Robert Andras, Federal Minister responsible for Housing, in which 

he invited proposals for experimental approaches to the provision 

.___. of housing for low income families, and designated substantial 

Federal funds for their implementation. 

First, the former residents of Africville, a people 

_most drastically affected by the current shortage of housing in 

this area, wish to commend you on your commitment to the goal 

of eliminating the housing problems of the poor, and for the 

priority assigned to this matter in budget allocation for the 

forth-coming year. 

Before proceeding to the specific details of what we 

offer as a unique approach to m~eting housing needs of low 

income families, and therefore of demonstration value in the 

greater assignment of building a comprehensive national policy 

on housing - we wish to ~eview, briefly, the history of events 

leading up to the current life. circumstances of the former 

residents of Africville. Such an historical account, serves 

not only to lend perspective to some of the specific measures 

incorporated into the proposal, but also adds strength, we 

suggest, to the argument for urgent and far-reach~ng remedial 

action being taken with respect to the provision of housing 

for this pJpulation group in particular. 

AFRICVILLE RELOCATION 

On January 16, 1964, Halifax City Council committed 

itself, by unanimous consent of its members, to a program of 

relocation, ~ehousing, and rehabilitation of the community of 

Africville in the ensuing three years. Thus, by the end of 

1967, approximately four hundred persons who comprised the 

population of this predominantly - Negro urban fringe ghetto 

were moved from their dilapitated, but nonetheless single

family dwellings which were subsequently demolished. The 
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majority of famili.es relocated to the northend of Halifax 

proper, some into high density public housing, some into 

temporary accommodations in city-owned housing scheduled for 
- . 

demolition, many into slum housing owned by the private sector 

and a small numcer into homes of their own, the downpayrnents 

for which were furnished by settlements received from purchase 

of their Africville properties by the City. 

Since its inception in 1968, the Social Planning 

Office of the City has been conducting a follow-up program 

involving the Africville relocatees, the rationale and purpose 

for which is set out in a proposal adopted by City Council in 
1 

April, 1969, a copy of which is appendaged to this submission. 

PRESENT HOUSING c·IRCUMSTANCES 

With specific reference to housing, it is noted that 

as of this date, thirty-three ;ormer Africville families are 

accomodated in public housing. This. represents the total number 

of relocatees desirous of such accomodations and includes many 

families whose earning capacity is severely restricted by 

reason of age, disability, and lackaof breadwinner. However, 

it also includes approximately five families who do not fall 

into this categ8ry and who are adversely affected by the 

disincentives imposed by the present rent-to-income formula. 

In addition, there are at least ten famllies presently 

living in grossly inadequate rental accomodations owned by 

private landlords or by the City of Halifax (and therefore, 

temporary only, by definition) who express a strong desire to 

participate in a scheme designed to provide a more permanent 

independent, and satisfactory mode of housing, offering the 

possibility of eventual home ownership. 

1. The recommendations contained in the Africville Fol~ow-Up 

Proposal, submitted by Social Planning staff, City of Halifax, 
March 3, 1969, we·re adopted unanimously by Council, March 12, 
1969. 
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· rt is recognized that the Africville relocatees 
by virtue of their membership in a lower socio-economic segment 
of society are likely to be viewed as "marginal credit risks" 
in such a scheme. However, recognizing that the provision of 
accomodations for low income families can be stimulated only 
with the aid of so-called "non-market devices•r or some manner of 
subsidization, given present conditions of our economy, it is 
urged that there are a multitude of factors which make this 
population group deserving of consideration in embarking on an 
experimental program of housing for the poor. 

SUITABLE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

In the first place, the former residents of Africville 
are a readily identifiable group of individuals and families 
about which a wealth of demographic and socio-economic data is 
either r~adily available or easily obtainable in the form of City 
of Halifax records, as well as a comprehensive study of the Afric
ville Relocation Program presently in the final stages of comple
tion by a research team associated with the Dalhousie University 
Institute of Public Affairs, entitled "A Sociological Investiga
tion of Plan~ed Social Change.

2 

Further, the Africville relocatees are members of a 
minority group which places, in addition to the already burden
some socio-economic barriers to meeting their housing needs, 
added difficulties in competing for housing in an.already scarce 
market, in the form of discrimination and de facto segregation. 
This situation typifies that of vast numbers of the nation's 
poor, as minority status is a factor in the housing problems of 
low income families. 

2. This study is being carried out by the tea~ of Dr. Don Clair
mont and Professor Dennis W. Magill, and is financed jointly by 
the Department of Public Welfare, Province of Nova Scotia, and 
the Federal Department of National Health and Welfare. 
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It is in~reasingly recognized that the so-called 
bulldozer approach to urban renewal is ''giving way to a more 
careful concern to preserve and strengthen the social fabric 
of urban renewal areas" 3 This means, in eff~ct, that the 
relocated residents of Africville are victims of an urban 
renewal scheme already acknowledged to be unsuccessful, and 
outmoded in its approach. The phenomenon of contributing to the 
further "overcrowding, increased rentals and the speeding up 
of the blighting process in other areas'r resulting from the 
demolition of low-income housing in a renewal area is clearly 
perceived in l970, but was not so apparent to the people of 
Africville, nor to City officials in all fairness, when the 
promise of improved housing conditions was held out as a major 
aspect of relocation. The Africville relocatees have been 
further frustrated in their attempts to find adequate . suitable 
accomodations by the fact that ~o measures aimed at -increasing 
incomes were written into the relocation scheme - for many 
relocation had the opposite effect as a maj8r income source 
in the form of the City dump was cut off - making it virtually 
impossible to compete for decent housing at the soaring 
rentals commanded. 

Nevertheless, one of the strengths offered by the 
proposal to be made here is the fact that the S~cial Planning 
Office of the City of Halifax has recently committed itself to, 
and begun to implement, a comprehensive rehabilitative program 
including educational, employment, social, as well as housing, 
measures. A major goal here is maximization of the earning 
potential of those relocatees who have expressed a desire to 
upgrade themselves which should, in turn, make the goal of safe 
and decent housing more realistic and attainable. 

3. Marvin Lipman, "Social Effects of the Housing Environment'', 
Background paper prepared for the Canadian Conference on 
Housing, Oct.1968, p.11. 
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With the gradual implementation of measures outlined 
in the accompanying Africville Follow-up Proposal, a working 
relationship between the Africville relocatees and the City of 
Halifax has been established. Particular referenceiis made to 
the Seaview Credit Union, incorp~rated under the Nova Scotia 
Credit Union Act in April 1969 through the co-opaative efforts 
of former Africville residents and Social Planning staff. 

Under its Board of Directors elected from the membership, com
prised of relocated Africville residents, with representation 
from the City of Halifax and the Nova Scotia Credit Union League, 
the Seaview Credit Union is nearing the end of its first year's 
operation. The initial funds to establish the Credit Union were 
advanced in the form of loans of $20,000 and $50,000, ultimately 
repayable to the City of Halifax and the Province of Nova Scotia 
respectively. A total of 84Africville relocatees have subsequently 

purchased shares totalling $35~.00. 

Within its narrowly-defined boundaries the Credit Union 

appears to have benefited its members to a considerable extent, 
particularly in the area of debt consolidation. However,. the 
single most persistent and recurrent problem which lies outside 
the scope of the Credit Bnion's present operation is that of 
housing, whether this be the unavailability of adequate rental 
accomodations, the unsuitability of public housing for particular 
families, or the inability to keep up with monthly mortgage paymen~s. 

Recognizing a direct relationship (without attempting to 
assign it a quantitative value) between inadequate housing and the 
prevalence of social problems in a general sense, it is suggested 
that this relationship takes on even greater proportions in the 
lives of a people successfully mobilized to relocate by the wery 

promise of decent . and healthy housing. 

4. See Appendix C for the Annual Monthly -statement of the S.C.U.L. 
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The goal of achieving adequate housing for a specific 

number of low income families is scarcely unique, and its merit 

is not even subject to question. However, the opportunity of 

driving towards the realization of this goal in a manner consistent 

with the philosophy so ably articulated by Marvin Lipman, that -

The experience of having a part in shaping 
the future of one's community can signficantly 
effect the outlook of people accustomed for 
the most part to feelings of powerlessness in 
the face of events.5 

does not present itself readily. It is this essential fact that 

prompts the relocated residents of Africville to propose than an 

already-established organizational base exists in the form of the 

Seaview Credit Union, from which ·to involve this group in a mean

ingful experiment aimed at the _solution of the housing problems 

which beset them. 

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES 

This proposal is guided by at least basic principles, 

namely -

1. That no single blanket solution can be appli~d to 

meet the housing needs of any population group, any more than a 

single-barrelled governmental policy can solve the housing 

problems of the nation. Rather, the Africville relocatees are a 

heterogeneous population group in respect to family compositions, 

and economic circumstances - a fact to be taken into account in 

devising any realistic housing scheme for persons living in an 

urban renewal area. 

2. That, a s6und proposal for the provision of housing 

for low income families must, therefore, offer a diversity of 

options for tenure, ranging from condominium ownership to tenancy 

5. Lipman, op.cit., p. 26. 
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with option to purchase, but all designed with a view to 

incentives for responsibility and independence. In this regard, 

it is suggested that the dissatisfactions associated with con

ventional public housing work an added hardship on the Africville 

relocatees due to certain deeprooted socio-cultural factors. 

Based on a long tradition of home ownership, there is high 

value attached to independence and privacy. Reinforcing this 

dispositio[: is the continued prevalence of the extended family 

household composition, which is regarded as generally unacceptable 

or at least unsuitable for public housing occup~ncy. In addition, 

the fact that Africville residents were generally unaccustomed to 

paying rent in any amount, coupled with less stable employment 

patterns prior to relocation, makes them more vulnerable to the 

psychological disincentive imposed by the rent-to-income formula 

than the general tenant population, with the result that public 

housing occupancy could in some circumstances have the effect of 

working at cross-purposes with rehabilitative efforts being made 

to increase earning potentials~ 

3. That programs designed to meet the housing needs of 

the poor should aim to upgrade the existing housing stock through 

provisions for acquisition of older dwellings, their rehabilitation, 

and maintenance, as well as to add new units to the supply of 

housing available to lower-income families. 
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PROJECT PROPOSAL 

It is proposed that the Seaview Credit Union or a sub

organization thereof be enpowered to serve as a sponsoring body 

for the purpose of operating a non-profit housing development 

cooperation designed to meet the needs of its membership, that 

is, the former residents of Africville. 

In accordance with the provisions of Section 16 of the 

National Housing Act, this body would allocate 5% of a suggested 

$250,000 sum to be used in a scheme involving both new construction 

and the purchase and improvement of existing buildings for these 

families, whose incomes are inadequate to meet current rentals 

on the open market. It is further proposed that some portion 

6f this share be sought from the ~ity of Halifax in the form of 

serviced-land to be used in the program. 

The assistance being sought from the Federal government, 

therefore, is a grant in the amount of 95% the proposed sum to 

establish the type of housing co-operative, with a revolving 

mortgage fund, being sponsored in a like manner in many other 

countries. 

In the event that the Federal government is unable to 

offer assistance in the form of an outright grant, it is proposed 

that an interest-free loan be advanced, to be gradually written 

off at a rate consistent with the amount of the ~nnual subsidy 

being provided to public housing units serving the same n~mber 

of families as may be .accomodated under the proposed scheme. 

The present cost of one unit of publtc housing is 

approximately $20,000 and the average annual subsidization of 

that unit in this region is $83. A loan, in the amount suggested, 

to be used in a program designed to stimulate an increase in the 

effective housing stock by means of upgrading of existing dwellings 

as ~ell as construction of new buildings, with the added advantages 

of individual or co-operative ownership, wo uld appear to merit an 
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annual write-off of $16,000 - an amount approximating the yearly 

subsidization of 16 units of public housing. 

The administrative structure being suggested for this 

operation would include a Board of Directors, consisting of 

Africville relocatees and representatives from the City Social 

Plamning and Real Estate Divisions as well as Central Mortgage 

and Housing Corporation, with an Advisory Board being established 

to draw upon the expertise of knowledgable aid concerned citizens 

from financial, and legal factors, construction and development, 

and related fields. 

It is further requested, that consideration be given 

to the granting of funds to cover costs for providing instruction 

to some of the Africville relocatees to assist them in developing 

skills essen~ial to organizing and m~naging such a self-help 

project. It is recognized that the expertise of consultants is 

an essential element to the success of such a large-scale under

taking, but the ultimate success is dependent upon the co-operative 

involvement of persons directly affected along with the professional 

input. Thus, it is envisioned that some of the Africville relocatee~ 

should, themselves, have the opportunity to gain some knowledge 

of real estate management and of the development business, so 

they may be involved in co-ordinating the efforts of the technical 

consultants. 

Preliminary discussions have been condu·cted over ·the 

past six months between ManPower officials and Social Planning 

staff with respect to training programs involvi~g some of the 

Africville relocatees and it is hoped that a program could be 

devised tothe teaching of skills related to the rehabilitation 

and maintenance of existing dwellings which might be purchased 

under this housing scheme. Not only are such · skills a require-

ment for the success of the project but they are readily transfer

able and are therefore of rehabilitative value in terms of increasing 

the employment potential of the participants. 
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CONCLUSION 

In his recently published _boo~, The Right to Housing, 
Michael Wheeler identifies one of thee significant aspects of 
the Canadian Conference on ~ousing as being the recognition aid 
support given to "the growing claim of residents for more direct 
participation in decisions affecting their housing enviroment." 
Consistent with the position articulated by M. Wheeler -
that genuine participation is a prerequisite of a vital demo
cracy as well as the necessary means of avoiding the mistakes 
inevitable in plan~ing for people rather than with them - we 
urge the Federal government's consideration and support for this 
self~hel~ housing project. 
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APPENDIX 

A, Africville Follow-Up Proposal 

B. Supplemental By-Laws, Seaview Credit Union 

C. Annual Report or most recent monthly statement 
of Credit Union 

D. Magill-Clairmont Research Study 
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See attached article re. ~TASK-FORCE MANAGEMENT APPROACH~ 

- Suggested model for Africville Follow-Up Program 

(Cross-reference: Protestant Orphan's Home file -
Veith Street Settlement Proposal) 
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Africville Follow-Up Program in Board of Health Minutes 

December 9, 1970 

AFRICVILL~ FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM 

A report was submitted from staff relating to 
the ~bove matter. 

MOVED by His Worship the Mayor, seconded by 
Alderman Meagher that representatives of the Africville 
Action Committee be heard. Motion passed. 

Mr. Arthur Dixon, representing the Africville 
Action Committee addressed the Board and stressed the 
need for certain matters to be discussed with respect to 
the Africville Programme and suggested that a committee 
be formed of City Staff and possibly members of Council 
to sit down with / the Africville Action Committee. He 
feTt that.consideration should also be given to a re
evaluation of the Africville lands. 

After some discussion, it was MOVED by Alderman 
Hogan, seconded by Alderman Meagher that His Worship the 
Mayor appoint a committee of City Staff and Council members 
to meet immediately with the Africville Action Committee 
to discuss the matters raised. Motion passed. 

l 
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COMMITTEE OF FORMER AFRICVILLE RESIDENTS 

Queationaire Report , Sunday, January 26, 1969 

A Response 

If queationaires have been distributed to all of the persons 

and families whom the committee members agreed to make contact, 

.§1 responses could have been anticipated. To date, completed 

questionaires have been received from 44 of this group. In other -
words 55% of those who should have received queetionaires have 

returned them. 

I 

This _can be broken down by group into the following: 

Home Owners 

Public Housing Tenants 

I 

Rentai!Accomodations 

TOTAL 

(17) 

(25) 

(39) 

81 

60% response 
21 returned' 

84% response 
21 returned 

33% response 
13 returned 

55% response 
44 returned 

-. 

' ' 

• I 
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17 HOHE OWNERS No Response: ftom 7 
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1 
l 
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Clayton, Mr. and Mrs. William· 
J?ixon, Mr.- and Mrs. David (Elsie) 
Flint, Nrs. Effie I 
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Marsman, Mr. J.nd Mrs. Clement (Ivy) . 
Newman, Mr. and Mrs. Granville (Matilda) 
Sparks, Mr .• and Mrs. Alb'E!'rt (Muriel). 

25 Public Housing Tenants - No Response: 

f , I ,,. 
i !' C ' 

j' ,, I • 
• I 

· ... ' 
. ., . 

: ' ,· '11 
I •• 

i ,I 

I 
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• I • • 

I ... 
• I • 

'; 
i 

l 

l 
f 
I 

,·-:-- 
: i . 
;J 

l 
: 
·\ 

.. . ........ 
,.1,, 

, .. ,. ...... 

....... - -

Byers, Mr. Eddie 
Byers, Mrs. Sarah 

, 

Dixon,· Mrs. Dora (father, ·Jas. Parris) 
Pete~son, Mr. Herman . 

Rental Accomodations · - No Response: 

Boyd, Wesley 
Crawford, Mrs. Viola 
Cain, Mrs. Frances 
Carvery, Arro'm 
Carvery, Edward, Sr. 
Carvery, Miss Hattie 
Carvery, Mrs. John (Dorothy) 
Carvery,_- Miss Lucy 
Carvery, Mr. Wm. 
Cassidy, Cyril 
Cassidy, Robert Jr • 

• Cassidy, Mr. an~ Mrs. Robert Jr. 
Desmond, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. (Pat Wesley) 
Dixon, Miss Iona 
Dunsworth, Mr. Fred 
Elcock, Kenderick 
Hill, Mr,., and Mrs. Maurice 
Howe, Hr. Russell (Rose Swami) 
~ackson, Hrs June · 
Oul ton, Hiss Phyl-lis -
Simms, Vincent 
Thomas, Mrs. Erla (and family) 

- Thompson·;. Mi:ss Evelyn -
-Welsh, W • 
Whippy, ?rames 
Williams, Joseph 

l ~ • 

··--- · -

.. 

from 4 

from 26 

.• 

I . 

.. . \ . 
l' 

I . 

• 

,... 
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B Additionai Names 

The Committee's opinion is needed oµ whether the following· 
• 

five individuals or families should be added to list of relocatees. ' 

earvery, Clarence 
, Downey, Paul 

/

Fowler, Wm. (Pauline Jackson) 
Howe, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey 
Stewart, David 

/// -
C· Definition of Relocated Family 

It needs to _be clarified that relocated fami1es include 

only -those -· 
(1) · who moved from Africvtl-1::e:::-after June 1964 and 

t2) who constituted a famiiy unit head of household 

1 

at that time>i.e. - families which have been formed 
since that time cannot be regarded as relocated families 

D Action Taken to Date 

In reviewing the questionaires as ~hey came in and 

through specific telephone inquiries, a variet~ of crisis situations 

have been brought to our attention over the pas~~ - 8 weeks and attempts 

have been made, to deal with as many as possible. Some of these were . ( ' 
problems res~lting directly from the relocation program whereas others 

related to pr~blern si~µations which_gccurred quite apart from relocation. 

For example, 

1. Housing ~ 

' • Mrs. Evelina Tolliver lost home 

., 

Mrs. Betty Black no arrangement~ 

2. Furniture Accts. 

3. Prov. s. Assistance 

4. Home Makers Course 

Ernest Flint 
Myrtle Carvery 

Walter Nichols 
George Grant 

Betty Black 

Loretta Black 

~: 

accepted settlerr 
overcharge· 

reinstated 
1 exceed income ma 

entry to public nousin 
prevent eviction 
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5. ManPoWier Upgrading three men with dependents referred for 
one year program on wage basis . .. 

6. Abattoir Dispute . speci~l arrangements made to assist appr6xr 
10 families affected, including 3 from 
Hfx; Co. - for one full week. 

Action Proposals 

a) 

.. 

• I 

• 

The task of adding up the debts accumulated by residents1-

relocated from Africville is made difficult for 2 reasons -
The lack ·of respons.e to the questionaires from almost. half of the 
families, and the incompleteness of information submitted ~n 

t ·hose -que~tionair es returned·. · However, on the basis of those 

re~urned, it appears that -

Home Owners indebted 
Public Housing Tenants 
Rental Group 

825,000 
10,000 
15,000 

A great many problems ariae in trying to arrive at some 
means to help families handle these debts, .and these will 

T 
have to be resolved, with lhe help of this committee 
before any formal proposal can be drawn up for consideration • 

.f 

Even then, we have no way of knowing what~response tnere 
might be from Council or the Province. We ar·e prepared to 
sugeest, however, that arrangement.be made for a loan fund to 
be established by the City - perhaps in the amount of $50,000 
initially-· so that money at a low rate of interest can be 
made available to th~ relocated families who have indicate~ 
tnat they want some assistance from us by completing the 

·questionaires·. 

There would.have to be~ ·maxi~um set as the amount ~ver which 
no one family could borrow, ~nd there would undou~tedly have 
to be some stipulation that debts incurred for specific kinds 

of p~rchaaea only could be considered valid • 

• 
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The primary purpose of such a loan fund would be to help 

pay off debts to finance companies and merchants who are 

charging unreasonable interest rates. Thus, the debt would 

then be to the loan fund, and. monthly payments could be worked 
~ 

.out at a reasonable rate, consistent with the family's income 

and ability to pay out of the monthly budget. 

The major problems which would arise in the administering or 

such a fund would be 1) to ascerta.in that the loans were used 

for the approved p~rpose and 2) th~t families make their 

monthly ·premiums in the amount agrfed upon to repay their 

loans from the fund. 

Only· in this way, could the fund c.ontinue to operate, making ne11i1 

funds available to be loaned out in turn. 

At this point, it is absolutely impossible to know how such 

a proposal might be received by the various.eovernement levels, 

but what we must first do is work out some of the specific~·, 

including the terms on which money might be loaned, and the 

degree of responsibility which , this committee is willing to 

accept in order to make the scheme1. work. For example: 

1. What kinds of debts are we to consider -

furniture! 
car? • 
clothing? 
medical? 
other? 

I 

2. How can controls be placed on the use to which the money 
is put1 

. 
f 

3 • . What factors have to be considered in arril.ving at a r _ealistic 
interest rate! 

rate of interest on. bank loan! 
bad debts? 
service costs? 

• 
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4. What steps can this committee ta,ke when families 

default on payments1 

5. Efforts might be made to get finance companies to 
agree to . accept .a lump sum settlement on outstanding 
debts which would reduce· the amo~nt of the loan needed 
to settle the debt. 

6. Maximum on amount borrowed? 

3b) Housing Problems ·t._' 

Public Housing 

This group from all indications seems .to be the moat satisfactorily housed. 

., 

·• Pr,ooblems of House Keeping Standards 

• l 
- threatened eviction I 
- referral to Neighbourhood Center Class 

Rental Struct¥res 
l 

- social workers' committee working on suggested changes 

- Housing authority agreed -to consider ·change in treatment of "special 
needs· grants" from welfare department. 

- also~ Mr. Ward's success in hav;lng the Housing Authority agree to raising and 
and lowering rent /every quarter] To date, overtime for ·previous ~ears has 
been reflected in bigh _rents wi~hout review for 12- months. · 

Rental Accomodationa Group 

Unfortunately, Social Planning has no resources for apt - finding, but we are 

prepared to recommend to the Housing Author~ty that priority consideration be 

given to a certain _group of families who ar~ in tjnsatisfactoru housing situations 

• 
either because they have n~ver been properly rehoused in perrnanen~ housing .2£., 

.r 

· for one reason or another, problems have arisen in the housing arrangement. 

The help of this 'committee would be needed in drawi~g up this priority list. 
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·Problems can be anticipatei in getting the Housing Authority to accept 

~ some families into public housing b~cause tney fall belo~ minimal acceptable 
I • 

1 housekeeping standards. However, an attempt could be made to enroll such 

. , 

_persons in HomeMaker classes at the Neighbou·I\hood Center. 

Home Owners 

Because of the imcompleteness of the information submi'tted ;,egarding 

amounts of mortgages, it is difficult to get a c~mpiet~ picture. 

However, certain information is availabJe. For Exam»le, it is known that 

a total of 8 homeowners are making monthly mortgage payments averaging 
... 

$110.00 and the amount of the mortgages remaining is \approximately $70,500 
.. 

for these 8 families. 

'-..J"1. ........ 
. • Proposals 

~, We may want to negotiate with individual mortgage companies to determine -
I 

wheth~r they wohld be agreeable to having the mortgage paid out. However, 
I 

~- it is known that some mortgages conta~n a clause which prevents this. ~orne 
j 

I I I ti ••• • 
~· I ,~ ,. 

\~J. 

. . ,, . 
' •. :t, 

1c·.onsideration might _be giver to taking ove~ second mortgages or to taking over 
I 

all mortgages held at a r~tj hig~er than the conventional mortgage rate - in 

instances wher~ families are threatened with _eviction. ·\ .- . 

,•· t ,'' 
' ,. i' 1' J '- l I 

I, t tf* '1 '''t• j-
, ~ ,J.l'I I ~p 

', l '. • 

i\. 

• t 

' . '., 
:· . •'' · 1 -· ,.· 

l i $- r • '• ' "s 
: • ,0 I ;/'I•• : ,,• ••, 

,!'( • , r r • , • 

,· ' 
'J 

',~I, 
f' • • • 

. ,'i . ... ' ., ,{, . . ,, •I• 

,• \.' 
t • I' 

' . 
.. 

•, 
... 

... . I• 
•' 
'' 

1 · . ' t 
I• 

I· ' 
l 

•' ' 
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TO: HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR AND MEMBERSOF THE HEALTH AND 
WELFARE COMMITTEE 

• 
FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: Report on the Follow-Up Program of Africville 

• -

-

------------------------------------------~-----------~-------------
On March 12th, 1969, Halifax City Council adopted a 

report submitted jointly by the Social Planning Office and the 
Committee of Former Africville Residents proposing a six point 
program for the Africville Relocation Follow-Up. These measures 
can be summarized as follows: ~ 
.. 1. That the City of Halifaxxofficially endorse the position _· 

tat the social measures for which the City Council hereby grants I ,._ 

support represents the City's recommitment to the housing, 

education, and rehabilitation of the residents of Africville. 

The responsibility for which was assumed in the 1963 adoption of 

the Rose Report. 

2. That the City of Halifax make available the sum of I• 

$20,000 to be used together with the ai~ount of $50,000 which was 

advanced by the Province of Nova Scotia to establish a loan fund 

for families relocated from Africville, with the provision.' that this 

loan would be ultimately repayable to the governments concerned. 

That allowance be made for appointment of a Board of Directors to 

administer said fund and that the appropriate authority be sought 

to allow the aforementioned to act as a cooperative body in administerin 

the loan fund program. 
• ... 

f 
1·1 · , , 1l 

• 
3. That the City Council grant approval to the establishment 

of a priority listing for the immediate consideration of the/Housing 

, f'i- I ,, -. . )~ " 

11 
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Authority of families relocated from Africville 

- ..... 

who have not 

... -

yet 

I • 
h' 

been satisfactorily and/or permanently rehoused by the City. I 

4. That social planning resources be allocated to hire 
I ! 

staff required to conduct those programs deemed necessary for families 

relocated from Africville . II I 

In line with recommendation Number 2, it is well known to 

this body that the Seaview Credit Union was incorporated under the 

Nova Scotia Credit Union Act in April of 1969 and has been in full 

I 

operation under an elected Board of Directors since June 1st. During 

its first five months a total of 63 relocated Africville residents 

have taken out membership in the Credit Union and 45 members have 

received loans tota1iY9 $30,S04 . SO. While it is evident that the 

Credit Union has been of considerable benefit to a number of people, 

it does not solve the problem for those who cannot be granted a 

-

I 

11 1 

·I 

sizeable loan because of lack of adequate income, and in other instances 

the maximum loan has not been sufficient to consolidate the total • · 

indebtedness of the family . Similiarly it has not relieved the I • 

circumstances of those home owners who have first and second mortgages 

on their homes, and in some instances a third mortgage . 

With regard to recommendation #3, it can be reported that 

several families have been admitted to public housing since the 

.. 

priority listing was established with the Housing Authority. Four 

families remain to be housed who are on the priority list, and a 

commitment has been made by the Housing Autho.tity that these will 

be accommodated as soon as the new public housing is completed at 

II 

i 
' 

the Corner of Gottingen and Maitland . If this commitment is fulfilled, 

then the number of Africville families accommodated in public housing 

will total 33 . 
r. 
I 

• 
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With regard to recommendation #4 re allocation of 

I .f 
• I 

: I I 

• 
I 

I 
staff resources, a former Africvill e resident, Mr. Harry Carter, 

has joined the Special Project Unit of the Social Planning Department 

in June, 1969 . His hiring was endorsed by the Seaview Cred~t 
I 

Union Board of Directors and since that time he has been serving 

in the dual capacity of Manager of the Credit Union and as 

Case Aide involved in other rehabilitation aspects of the !friqville 

Follow-Up Program. A portion of the Special Projects Supervisor's 

time has also been allocated to the Africville Follow-Up Program, • 
but as of November 1st, 1969 this position is vacant. • .. 

Recognizing the needax for a more intensive and concentrated 

effort on the social measures pertaining to housing, employment 

education and rehabilitation of former Africvilme residents as 

defined in recommendation #1, it is the intention of the Social •• ~ 

Planning Department to endeavor in the immediate future to 

commission additional staff resources to the program in the form ·• 1 

of a professional social worker assigned, if not full time, at 

least primarily, to the Follm-·-Up Program. 

Progress with respect to the housing, employment, education, 

and rehabilitation of former Africville residents is not easily 

assessed for two reasons. In the first instance, these are highly 

complex and difficult areas in which to effect change and such 

changes are not readily measured . However, in order that we might 

more accurately assess the employment problem and the need for 

retraining, a survey of relocated Africville residents poeentially 

,I 

in the working force has recently been completed with the assistance 

of the research team engaged by Dalhousie Institute of Public Affairs 

with the following findings: 

,, I 
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Of the 89 responses from relocated 

employable age, 22 indicated that they had employment probfems - I 
of a sufficient severity to interest them in some form of 

training or upgrading. It is hoped to use the specific 

information compiled from the survey in t h e development 6f 

projects in conjunction with the Department of Manpowe~ that 

will be of benefit to the people concerned. 

•·' 

During this first phase of the Africville Follqw

Up Program there appears to be general agreement among tho~e ' 

concerned • 

l ! Is the matter of adequate housing for those who 

have never been satisfactorily housed. 

2. Is the debt position that many families have inc4~red 

as a result of an increase in expenditures that occured as a 
• 

• • 
result of their being relocated. These expenditures tend to 11 

be related to the fact that many families were not paying r~nt 

or the cost of utilities before they were moved, as well as 
I 

other incidental expenaesures that are associated with living 

in a more urban environment. While expenditures for many families 

increased as a result of their move, their capacity to earn did ~4 

not increase by the same proportion. As a result, many families 

have incurred debts that they find difficult to meet. l • 

With respect to the problem of adequate housing, it 

is recognized that a number of families whose earning capacity ~ 

is severely restricted by reason of age, disability, or lack of 

a breadwinner are best accommodated in public housing and it has 

already b een noted that all applica nts for public housing have 

bee, or will have been, suitably accommodated by the Housing 

Authority within a matter of weeks. However, among the present 

.k 

• 

,, 
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1, .,. • -· occupants o f public housing , there are at least four or five 

. - C: -.·.J 

I I " 
! ~ I 

1-
lir ... _1 

11 

I • 

t' J i 
111 ,I 

• 

-

-

families who f eel trapped by the rent-t¢-income formula which 

results in continual rental escalation with each increase in 

earnings and who express a very strong desire to have the opportunity 

to invest in a more satisfactory and independent mode of housing 

accommodation. There are, in addition, a number of occupa~ts 

of City owned housing, which is at best only temporary, who are 

also dissatisfied with their present accommodations and would 

like to be able to take advantage of similar opportunities. 

Among the group of approximately 22 families who are 

r renting from private landlords there are an additional six to 

eight families who express a desire, and are financially situated 

in such a way that it appears feasible, that they too might 

participate in a housing scheme especially desigeed to their 

, and offering the possibility of eventual home ownership. 

.. 

·,1 

•I 
Ill 

... 

~ 1 . 

• 

The problem of paying on several mortgages by those who 

etm their own home has been previously expressed . 

Recognizing that conditions of the housing market are 

such that no relief is likely to be forthcoming for any in this 

group of approximately 15 families in the foreseeable future, it 

is recommended that immediate measures be undertaken to 5iupport ~ -1 
.i ... ,, 

demonstration housing with a non-profit housing scheme designed ~t~ J 

to meet the requirements of the aforementioned families. , * ~~1 
I ,t, "t1I 

It is proposed that a non-profit corporation be fprmed I 
1 -41~ 

for this purpose in an effort to fulfill the Cityis commitment •~ ;~ 
I i i 

in the area of housing. Every effort should be made to explore 
1 ~! 

the availability of public and private funds . A portion of the 

City's contribution to this undertaking, might be in th~ fofm of 

granting available serviced land (such as the Prison Lapds ~hich 

are presently being considered for development), espertise ( such 

I I ... ~ - r I 
- •j 

I 

r. 

II 
' ' 

Ill'' 
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as the Legal and Development Departments). - • "r I - l'' \- _. I· 

It is estimated that approximately $250,000 would be (i"': 
required either in the form of land or money to carry ou~ the 

I 

proposed demonstration housing scheme. The money, thro~gh the 
I 

non-profit housing corporation,would be used to grant ~ortgages 
for the 
xk& xm purchase of existing dwellings; for the buildi~g of new 

housing units; and for taking over mortgages to assist home 

owners. 

It is recommended that an effort be made to reduce 

construction costs for such an undertaking by drawing in advisors 

from the business community; eJq1loring the use of Manpower 

training resources, which hopefully would involve as many former 

Africville residents as possible in traineeship related to building 

construction and related trades. 

It is recognized that the selection of participants 

in the first phase of such a housing scheme is inevitably a most 

difficult matter. The criteria for selection should be established 

by an advisory board consisting of former Africville re~idents, 

representatives from the City, and such volunteer expents from the 

community whom the Africville relocatees designate as having their 

confidence and interest in this undertaking. If this scheme ~ 

can be viewed as a pilot project, with the goal be:i!ing to demonstrate 

the feasibility of further such programs, it shoulcil be possible 
I I 

to gain the co-operation and support of a wide range of persons, '1 

those personally effected and those interested in practical solutions 

to our current housing c r isis. .. • 
On Thurs day, October 2, 1969, an action committee of ' 

Africville relocatees petitioned t he Mayor of the City of Halifax 

to arrange a meeting ' . 
I It - ..... , i , .... I 

I 
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of responsible officials to discuss the · following points: 

./ I. . . . ~ 
' "' ' - - I 

Ca) The Africville Trust Fund 

(b) The Assessment of the value of the Africville proper,y. 

During the course of the meeting it was decided by the 

group that it was not appropriate to ~iscuss the Africville 

Trust Fund with representatives of the City. 

An Assessment of the value of the Africville property 

was requested under the terms of a staff report that was submitted 

"at the time of winding up its affairs, the Sub Committed on 

Africville recommended that if after complete expropriation of 

Africville area there is any increase in the value of land by 

resale or a portion of same as defined by the City Cou~cil, the 

City of Halifax, that such an amount should be allocated to the 

Trust Fund which has been established by the settlement of 

Seaview Baptist Church for the education of the descenQent~ of 

the area whose homes are expropriated and such fund to eXJ?ire 

December 31, 1967" 

The Finance and Executive Committee on October S, 1967 • 

• 

agreed to defer consideration of the matte!:" pending receipt of 1 '-~I 
( ) i ·-.}~ 1'W"' 

a staff report showing a the total cost to the C ty of the ~ 

land and buildings at Africville, Cb) Other costs associated witlt 

the relocation of Africville families and (c) the val4e of the 

land as determined by an independent appraiser, or appraisers. · 

It appeared to be the hope of the Africville action 

committee in asking for reappraisal of the land that if such a 

reappraisal indicated that the value of the land had increased ' \ 
\ 

that the amount of the increase to reduce outstanding debts that : 

had been incurred by individual famil '{J . ~ . 
I • I 

• ' •:i I j 

J 
li1 

I 
I 

! 
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Complete one form for each candidate selected 

NAME o o o • • • c o o • o o o o o o o o o a Q o ~ o o o o o Q • o o Q a o ~ o • o e • o • • o • o ~ • e , 

ADDRESS o o • o o • o g o o o • ~ o o e o o • e c o o o o • o • • o o o o o TEL0 NOo • 4 • • • • ~ o o e • o 

AGE 0 0 O e ~ O O e G O O O O 0 e O O O 0 NO o of Dependents 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • e O • • • e e e e • ~ e O 0 

No o of Years out of school -~ C ~ Q O O O e e 0 O Ce O O O e COO • O O O e e • e O e • e e • • 0 0 

UNEMPLOYMENT: Chronic (Longterm) Sporadic (short term) 

Noo of Months employed during past six months o • o • e o o o o • o • • o o o • o o o o • o o 

Note any physical or emotional considerations ~••••••oo•o•••••••o•o••o• 

• o • o o • • • • e o o • • • o • • o • e • o o 

0 

o o e o • • a • • o • • o o o • o • o • • o o o o 

0 0 0 0 e e O O O O • 0 • 0 0 • e • • • a O O O 0 

0 0 O O 0 e e a e • • O • e O e e e • • 0 0 • G 0 

Grade completed 0 0 Q O O O O O O ~ 0 0 0 0 Q O 0 

Skills (List any known) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q O O O O O C O e 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O O O O O O 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 G O D O O O Q O 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O e O O O C O O ~ 0 

o o o o o o o o o o o 0 e o o o o o o o 

Degree of Motivationg High Moderate Limited 

Additional Commentsg O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 0 0 O O O 0 Q ~ 0 0 0 0 & 9 0 0 e e O O O G O • 0 e 8 0 0 0 

o o o o o o o Q o o o o o o o o o Q o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ~ ~ a o o o o o o o o m o o G e • • o • • • o • o & • m o o 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ O O O ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 G O O O O O O O e ~ 0 0 ~ Q O e O O $ 0 • e G O O e • 0 0 0 0 
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ATTENTION: COPY TO MR. H. D. CROWELL, SOCIAL PLANNER , 

(~e.-~~ u, ~-o.,:,n,,_J__,~ 

~ ~~ ~o~ ~~) 

Mr. Donald Fry 
Assistant Manager 
The Halifax Housing Authority 
\•Tarspite Terrace 
Mulgrave Park 
Halifax, N. s. 

October 16, 1969 

Re:1 Rehousing Program -
Uniack Square Redey lopncnt Area 

D r Mr. Frya 

We have sted on th attached sheets the names and 
addresses of tentia andidates for rehousing \1ho are 
presently liv n ity-owned properties and who appear to 
fit the family structure required for bachelor, one bedroom 
and two bedroom ccomnodation. 

I feel sure that not all of the names shown have 
ppli to th Housing Authority, and I wish to request that 

you advi us of the names for horn you have not yet receiv 
applic tions. 

As mentioned at our last meeting, it would be of 
assistanc to us to discuss the potent! 1 pplicants at 
our meeting on Friday, October 17, 1969. 

JCS1dmc 
cc Mr H. D. Crowell ../ 

Mr. S. J. LancJmaid 
Enclosures 

Yours truly, 

J. c. Sullivan 
Tenant Relations Offic 
Real Estate Division 
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D. c. Slayter, Administrative Assistant 
City Manager's Office 

Alexa McDonough, Special Projects Supervisor 

December 17, 1970 

Africville Relocation Costs 

Further to your memo of December 11, 1970, concerning 
the above mentioned matter, D.E. Large, Chief Accountant, 
has indicated that the updated total cost to the City of 
Halifax for the Africville Relocation is six hundre~ ten 
thousand eighty-six dollars ($610,086). This figure 
includes all costs associated with relocation, such as 
property acquisitions, legal fees, moving costs, furniture 
purchases, and staff time in carrying out the relocation 
program. 

Not included in this figure are the costs of the 
FollowUp Program which have, to date, consisted of a $70,000 
interest-free loan to establish the Seaview Credit Union 
"ultimately repayable" to the two levels of government (of 
which $50,000 is in the form of an advance from the Pro
vincial Department of Public Welfare), and an annual salary 
of $4,500, commencing June 1, 1969 for a Case Aide assigned 
to the Africville FollowUp Program, a nd whose responsibilities 
include serving as Manager of the Credit Union. This salary 
is shareable under the Canada Assistance Plan and, therefore, 
the direct cost to the City of Halifax is approximately 
$lyl25. annually or one quarter of the stated salary. 

We shall be glad to furnish any additional information 
requested in this regard if we are able. 

AMcD:brnb 

Alexa McDonough, 
Special Projects 
Supervisor. 
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NOTICE OF MEETING 

WITH AFRICVILLE ACTION 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13 

~ 
¼ 

- . ~ ,~Q__ ~ -~ 

On December 17, 1970, Halifax City Council 
directed Mayor Allan O'Brien to appoint a committee 
of City staff and Council members to meet with the 
Africville Action Committee to discuss matters per
taining to the Africville FollowUp Program discussed 
Committee of the Whole December 9, 1970. 

Accordingly, the following persons are being 
requested to sit on this committee which will convene 
Wednesday, January 13 at 8:00 p.m. at the North Branch 
of the Halifax City Regional Library (Maitland Street 
entrance): 

Mayor Allan O'Brien 
Alderman David MacKeen 

R.B. Grant, Director of Development 
H.D. Crowell, Social Planner 
Alexa McDonough, Special Projects 

Supervisor 

The Africville Action Committee is being 
invited to nominate representatives to meet with this 
Committee. 

If unable to attend this meeting, kindly 
notify the Mayor's office (425-6000, ext. 269) in 
time for consideration to be given to rescheduling the 
meeting. 

/bmb 

H.D. Crowell, 
for 
Mayor Allan O'Brien. 
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THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY, HALIFAX CANADA 

Mrs. Alexa McDonough 
Social Work Supervisor 
Social Planning Department 
City Hall 
Halifax, N. s. 

Dear Mrs. McDonough: 

December 18, 1969 

Enclosed is a typed transcript of the 
interview you completed with Mr. Magill, Research 
Co-Director, Africville Relocation study. 

Mr. Magill asked me to express his thanks 
to you for your assistance. In February, 1970, the 
report should be available from the Institute of 
Public Affairs. 

Enclosure 

Yours sincerely, 

c:(.nx-~ 
(Mrs.) A. Martin 
secretary 
Africville Research Project 
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Mr. Lloyd Farrell, Chairman 
Africville Action Committee 
3706 Lynch Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Dear Mr. Faarell: 

April 16, 1970 

Enclosed you will find two copies of the housing 
proposal which you have discussed with Mr. Crowell in Directors 
meetings of the Seaview Credit Union. 

The proposal has been submitted to the office of the 
Federal Minister Responsible for Housing and to the Atlantic 
Regional Supervisor of Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation. 
We have indicated to both departments that members of the 
Africville Action Committee and Social Planning staff are will
ing and anxious to discuss details of the proposal at their 
request and we therefore await further word from them on this 
matter. 

AMcD1jav 

Yours sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Alexa McDonough 
Special Projects Supervismr 
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Mrs. Angela Martin, Secretary 
Africville Relocation Study 
The Institute of Public Affairs 
Dalhousie University 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

May 6, 1970 

RE: Inquiries from Africville relocation files. 

Dear Mrs. Martin: 

I regret the delay in responding to your inquiries 
of March 30, 1970. I have just rejoined the Social Planning 
staff this month and have been trying to deal with a backlog 
of demands as speedily as possible! 

Not all of the information requested is available, 
but research of the relocation files reveals the following -
1. Re: Bavid Stewart: 
The records indicate that Mr. Stewart received a cheque in 
November 1967 for the amount of $7,500.00, but there is no 
record of any additional payment. 

2. Re: Ella Thomas: 
This individual received a settlement of $1,500.00 for her 
interest in Property No. 128 in Africville. The total purchase 
price of that property was $3,500.00, one thousand of which was 
paid to Mrs. Louise Izzard and one thousand to Miss Irene Thomas. 

3. Re: : 
 , received a settle

ment of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00). Although it would 
appear that  should have had a claim to her dower interest, 
the records do not indicate any payment to her. Any settlement 
she received would have been given her by  out of his 
settlement - that this took place is, however, somewhat unlikely. 
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4. City's estimate of amount spent on relocation as of 
April 1970. $607,487.86 

~ . Re: Settlements with Nolan and Reginald Carvery: 
This respective files of the above named would not indicate 
a joint settlement was made. Rather, 

Reg Carvery for Property No. 20 

approved by Council: 

June 30/65 $1,000.00 paid to the Carverys 

that 

July 18/67 
176.20 
420.00 

$1,596.20 

paid ~n outstanding tax account 
for loss of rental revenue between 
November /65 - July /67 

TOTAL 

Nolan Carvery for Property No. 59 and 60 

approved by Council: 

December 1/66 $ s,000.00 
500.00 

74.40 
26.10 

$ 5,600.50 

6. Re: Welfare Payments: 

paid to Cerverys 
furniture allowance 
outstanding hospital account 
outstanding ta~ account 

The percentage breakdown between City, Province and Federal 
government on Social Assistance expenditures is 25%/25%/50% 
respectively. Initially, the welfare expenditures for 
Africville residents were placed on the standart claim which 
the City submits to the Province for sharing according to the 
foregoing formula. Although sharing was obtained for the 
major portion of these expenditures, I am told that the City 
had to bear the full cost in cases where families received 
large cash settlements from the City and could not be regarded 
for social assistance purposes as being in financial "need" 

7. Re: Hospital Bills 
The bills were actual amounts based on the City Collectors 
records of bills which patients had failed to pay and the 
City had therefore been held accountable. Since payment for 
these bills had already been made by the City to the V.G. 
Hospital the cheque from the Africville capital account was 
made payable to the City itself. 

B. Re: Tax Bills 
As in the case of hospital bills, unpaid taxes would have been 
assumed by the Collectors Department. Therefore, upon receipt 
of payment from the Africville account, the city collector's 
office was able to indicate the debts involved as having been 
paid. 
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(3) 

I hope that this information will serve your purposes. 
Do not hestitate to contact me if I may be of further assistance. 

AMcD/jr 

Yours sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Alexa McDonough 
Special Projects Supervisor 
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Mrs. Alexa McDonough 
Social Planning Office 
Halifax City Hall 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Canada 

Dear Alexa: 

August 14, 1970 

For the Africville Relocation Report, I am presently 
completing the revisions for the chapter, "The Relocation 
Decision: 1962-1964." However, I do not have the Minutes 
of the Council Meeting which approved the Rose Report. 
If it is not too much trouble, could you send me a 
xeroxed copy of the Council Minutes--January 16, 1964, 
pp. 39-441. I am specifically interested in pages 42 
and 43, which should contain the wording of the resloution 
passed by Council. (J 

Starting in September, I have accepted a position as 
Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, University 
of Toronto. I expect to be in Halifax in 0a;r:ly October 
and hope we will be able to arrange to have lunch. I 
will be interested in your opinions of the Africville 
Report. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dennis w. Magill 

DWM:NJE 

6344 Southwood, Apt. 3-N 
Saint Louis, Missouri 63105 
U.S.A. 

P.S. I will be in St. Louis until the end of the month, 
and as I am trying to finish the report I would appre
ciate it if the xeroxed copy of the Council Minutes 
could be mailed within the near future. 
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Mr. Dennis w. Magill, 
6344 Southwood, 
Apartment 3-N, 
Saint Louis, Missouri 63105. 

Dear Dennis: 

August 25, 1970. 

The attached copy of January 16, 1964 Council 
Minutes is forwarded for your use in preparing the 
Africville Relocation Report. 

We are eagerly awaiting publication of the 
relocation study as are many Africville relocatees 
who are hopeful that it may enhance their present posi
tion vis-a-vis the City. 

The Seaview Credit Union has not beenwithout 
its share of problems during the past year, but it is 
been a valuable learning experience for both Social 
Planning and many of the former Africville residents. 

Looking forward to further discussions con
cerning the Africville Study, I am 

AMcD:bmb 

Encl. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Mrs) Alexa McDonough, 
Special Projects 
Supervisor. 
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Mr. Calder Hart, 
Regional Office, 
Central Mortgage & 
Housing Corporation, 
Scotia Square, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

Dear Mr. Hart: 

November 12, 1970. 

Enclosed are copies of the three reports 
pertaining to the Africville Relocation and the one 
pertaining to the Followup Program which we discussed 
in a phone conversation on 11-3-70. 

The Africville Relocation Study being con
ducted by the Institute of Public Affairs at Dalhousie 
is likely to be the most comprehensive and objective 
assessment of the relocation program. Professor Don 
Clairmont of Dalhousie, co-author of the study, informs 
me that the first six chapters of the study are complete 
and if you want to contact him directly (424-3483), he 
will try to arrange for a preliminary draft to be made 
available to you on a confidentail basis. 

Feel free to contact me again if I can be of 
any further assistance in this regard. 

AMcD:bmb 
Enc. 3 

Yours sincerely, 

Alexa McDonough, 
Special Projects 
Supervisor. 
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Research Proposal 

URBAN RELOCATION OF AFRICVILLE RESIDEN;rs --------·- -----·-·-·- . 

A Sociological Investigation of Planned Social Change 

Donald Cla 1.:rrr,ont. o.nd Dennis W o Magi.LL 

Confidential: This research proposal may not be quoted without 
written permiss1.0P-
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This research proposal was written in October 1967 ·at the 
request of the Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie University, 
Halifax, Nova Scotiao In 1968 the study was approved and financed 
by the Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare and the Federal 
Department of National Health ana Welfare (Ottawa)o The Institute 
of Public Affairs assumed responsibility of the administration of 
the study, 

ABSTRACT 

Africville was a Negro quasi-community withih the boundries 
of the City of Halifax , Nova Scotia . It was a "shack town;, of 
approximately 400 people and 80 families , many of whom are descendants 
of settlers who moved there over a century ago (see pages 20-22 of the 
proposal)o By October 1967 (the time of writing of this proposal), the 
planned relocation o f the Ies1aent s o f Arricville will be largely completed. 
This research is a comprehensiv'e evaluation of the relocation. The 
proposal reviews reloc2.tion 'theo:.cies r ,; approache.s, issues and findings. 
The theoret.ica.1 concerns and resec'.rch de.sign of the study also are 
presented. 

CON'l'ENTS 
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The phenomenon of relocation has at its core the changing of residence. 

The changing of residence or geographical mobility appears to be part and 

1arcel of ecenmoic~ and social developnent, although, of course, it occurs 

also outside this context. Rossi (1) has pointed ~ut the great mobility of 

urban Merica, noting that about 1 of u.s. urban citizens were living in 

1950 in places in which they did not reside in 1940. Elsewhere (2) it bas 

been pointed out that approximately 12 m:1.1.lion American femilies move each 

year. Comparable data from Canada and other highly industrialized societ.ies 

also support our initial presunption (5). Much of this raobllit,y does not 

involve long distance movements, a fa.ct which indicates that the mobility 

is not due to t.he vuga.ries of the labor market. Mor~over, it has been shown 

that neither divorce nor mortality when ndded to new household formation can 

account for more than a f.:lnaJ.1 po.rt of the .llmerican mobility rate (4)G 

Changing residences, then, o.ppears to be part; of r1ormal livir,g patterno for 

many if not moat people in our r,ociety. Relocation must be seen in the 

context of this general mobility but at the same time its distinctive feat

ures must be noted. Perhaps the most important differentiating aspect of 

relocation, as the term is used here, is tlm·t it is pa.rt of planned social 

change carried out under the auspices of public agencies. As such the 

initiation of the change-of-residence is a function of political processes 

and, fran the point-of-view of the relocatees, the move might be considered 

involuntary. It is the political not the involuntary feature of relocation 

that must be highlighted since the latter clearly represents a continuum 

that is applicable in all changes of residence. 

Relocation may pertain to businesses, private residences or social 

organizations end its scope might range from involving a single individual to 

changing whole neighbourhoods or even entire communities. Then, too, relocation 

ma-. be an adjunct of a variety of governmental programs, varying considerably 
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2. 

in tenns or policies and aims. For e:xample, consider the urban renewal and 

public housing progreme of displacement and relocation with those of 
,. 

departments of highways, roads and communications (5). In this proposal 

and in the actual research, we will be concerned with relocation as it 

pertains to private residences, involves neighbourhoods or canmunities and 

is a :f'unction of canprehensive programs of social change. 

While relocation accounts for only a small proportion of the mobility 

noted in Canada and the Unit,ed States, its sjgnificance is great both be

cause of its distinctive nature and because of its acceleration in recent 

years. Urban renewal in the United States sprung from the Housing Act o:f 

1949; between 1949 and 1961, 112,721 families and 56 1616 individuals had 

been required to move (6), It has been estimated that the federal government 

will. have forcibly displaced four million .Jlmerican citizena by 1972 (7)t 

Urban renewal and public housing projects have becane part of ordinary city 

administration in both Canada and the United States. Relocat~on on a larger 

scale has also become prevalent, in Canada since World War II. •rhe most 

etriking programs have been in the Arctic and 1n NewfoundlE..Ild but tenative 

projects of conwable magnitude have been scheduled 1n New Brunswick and 

Nova Scotia (8). Under these latter programs, relocation has entailed long· 

distance movements and more radical re-structuring of life-styles. Planned 

social change under governmental auspices is not only here to stay but 

every indication points to its becoming more widespread and more profound 

1n its consequences. 

Three aspects of relocation must be evaluated and studied, in general, 

as well as 1n the particular relocation instance (Af'ricville) which will~ 

the focal point of our research. These three aspects are the housing, the 

* Not all of these can be attributed to urban renellal. 

I I 

'" 
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social-psychological and the political- administrative. 

1. !Jousin271 

Housing is the observable beginning and end-point of the relocation 

process. Much relocation, especially in urban areas, is presumably 

initiated as a response to the "inadequate" housing found in slums 

and"blighted" areas. A theory of housing often provides the •nourish

ment upon which proerame of soolal change depend. ~.Questions con

cerning public and private housine, standard wid subs·l;amlard housing, 

rental and home ownership and so forth, often provide the basis for 

evaluation of a program's success as well as t.re fuel for the 

polemlcs which typically accompany the governmental initiative. 

S0cial-psycholQ2icals 

Social-psychological aspects of relocation are much more complicated 

ytlt more fundamental than housing per se, since relocation (as we 

conceive of it here) ia generally meant to have a therapeutic role 

with respect to social and psychologi~al problems. While there are 

variations in the extent of the therapy presumed, relocation is 

usually meant to have implications for a eestalt or social problems 

focusing about poverty and including segregation, poor housing, 

educational end occupational op~ortunities, values and attitudes 

towards life in general. 

~. Political, Adm1o1Btratiyga 

Simply because relocation does :involve planned social change 

carried out by public agencies, its political-administrative 

aspects take top-billing, especially in the u.s. where urban renewal 

has been more ~iliYe- than in Canada and where there has been 

I I 
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more political organization at tile grass-root level {a). 

Relocation involves politfcal processes whereby decisions are 

made, legal rights are specified and styles of life are changed. 

It is inevitably bound up VIith the exercise of power and the 

conflict of interests,. although, again,. we must note that there 

are variations in the extent of poli·Ucal consciousness aroused. 

and pruc Uc. s -- i,J ie nfl;} r .loi...1.-- ~.i.011 i.., ac l;ulllJ.;y ce1 r led l:.11.I'ougll 

and although the mesb is not so fine t-hat t,be trJO are inseparable, 

they ru:lght; best l.,e vie 1ed an COIU(JOmmts of e. vector Te.lntive t,o 

a matrlx of. . ·;.&.t·1f~~4X,}ij posa:J.bil:Ltlos 

'l'hese, then, are tho thru. nt3poct1J o .' r<ilo ·:ni.. J.011 

contour of the "relocr:ltion phenomenon 17 for our invc~,l,:i r,a.U.011. F,;:· •• h W!i}ect 

might be oxamined on :lts c1wn meri.t; for e:t8.illl 10 ,11 om, ;;1:ig h ., i11vc}.ri.,1p,u-te wh~ t Ler 

relocation baa generally resulted in hous:J.ng .lmprove.mEm ts ( 9) or whether 

relocatees on the whol, ht,,:lia undergone rJ. clmugo in ut,tltucles towards life (10) 

or one might concern onei:;1?J.f' \:l.l:h the rw.turu.l hisl:.ory of a 1eloi::ation, 

attempting to Eihed llght on political--e.chnlnisLr1-l,:i.ve f h· turcr". Yet Llll three 

aspects are interconnected and might even be considered as constituting a 

hierarchy. A theory of housing appears to underlie the therapy of relocation, 

at least. to sane extent; housing :improvement dl'awe its vitality from its 

presuned implication for social problems. Even assuming that relocation is 

directed at better houaing and has therapeutic intent, the defini·tion of a 

social problem and the techniques suggesied for its remedy are largely 

political-administrative considerations. Thus a compnehensive treatment of 

ff- This is owing partly to the racial problem in the United St~tes. It might 

also be noted that in the u.s .. , urban renewal is a program that moves 

directly fran an agency of the- federal government to the municipalityo 

I I j 
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relocation, especially of the type of relocation now prevalent in our 

society, will have to be many-sided. 

/3 . Theories and Approaches; 

So far as we lmow there is no such thing as a theory of relocation; 

rather, relocation is a context wherein specifie theories or hypotheses may 

be examined. In fact, though, the literature tends to be very descriptive and 

particularistic. Moreover, -the literature tends to be primarily concentrerted 

on urban renewal and related programs whereas a theory of relocation or 

research on relocation should have a wider frame of reference. Al.though it may 

appear far-fetched, the displacement and relocation of Indians during the 

period of American colonization may have certain parallels in tl:ie actions of 

same city administrations against slum-dwellers; several writers have referred 

to urban renewal as a race-class struggle (12). In any event relocation 

research is not confined to the boundaries of metropolitan areas. Although 

we are not going to do it here, it would be useful to review the literature 

more expansively. One of the goals of our research will be to do just that. 

There have been several excellent case studies of relocation projects (13) 

and several good survey-type a.na.lyees and evaluations of urban renewal 

relocation projects (14}; these latter studies have focused on use of 

available, accessible materials (secondary data analysis) in most instances 

and have, perforce, been restricted to the housing and political-administ

rative aspects of relocation. In his review of the literature, Back noted 

that the structure of research follows mainly the administrative actions, ~e~ 

how things are done in the community (15}. Back, himself, directed one of the 

few research efforts which concentrated on the social-psychological aspects_ 

but his approach and his methodology were inadequate for the task (see 

section on methodology below). As in other areas of social science research 
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few longitudinal studies of relocation have been undertaken. This fact has 

important implications especially for the social-psychological aspects or, 

stated otherwise, for the evaluation of relocation as therapy. Efforts have 

been made to overcome this problem by comparing groups and individuals 

located at very points in the process of relocation (16). 

1. The Decision-making Approach; 

Perhaps the most common approach followed in studies of relocation is the 

dealsfon-maldng approach. This of course is readily related to our conception 

of relocation as planned social change carried out under governmental. 

auspices. Here one focuses on how and what decisions are reached by all the 

parties to the relocation. In fact, however, most of this kind of research 

. concentrates on decision-making at the higher levels - at the governiaental

community elite level (17). The reason for this "bias" is partially indicated 

in the following r8llarks of one advocate of this approach: "when a community 

activity like an urban renewal project is one that may interfere r:ith the 

balance of power, with taxation rates or with sources of incane - or that 

will require laree suns of money, either public or privnte - its success 

will be related to the amount of bacldng given it by decision-making leaders 

and, to a lesser extent, to the extent of popular support for it"(l8). Thus 

studies of relocation becClllle studies of community power in the Dahl tradition (19) 
I 

and since the relocatees do not often constitute a cohesive interest group, 

they rEceive less attention. Clearly this approach emphasizes the political

administrative aspects of relocation. Its advantage is that it makes us 
. 

aware of the multiple aims of relocation and cautions us with respect to 

viewing housing improvements and social problems therapy as the "raison d' e_tre n 

of relocation. Its disadvantages include ignoring the social-ps~•chological 

implications for the relocatees, paying slight heed to the decision-making of 
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the relocatees and conceiving power in such a Dalllian fashion that racial 

and class issues are underplayed. Finally, for a variety of practical 

research considerations, these studies are usually particularistic and thus 

the generalizability of research findings is problematic. 

2. The Cost-accounting Approach• 

Another approach often taken in studies of relocation is what we will 

refer to as the cost-accounting aprroa.ch. Research in this tradition often 

is more evaluative rather than explanatory and focuses on the more readily · 

obtained observables such as changes in housing quality, truces, housing 

availability and prices (20). Typically, private and public initiatives in 

the area of housing are compared and, s01Uetimes, therapeutic implications of 

relocation, as measured by rates of deviance and employment and so forth, are 

assessed. This approach has political-administrative implications although it 

directly examines only tangential aspects of the political-administrative 

pro~esses such as the time taken to cauplete the relocation. rt tends to take 

these processes as given, thereby giving credence to the manifest aims and 

policies of the relocations. Moreover, while not a necessary limitation, 

cost-accounting studies have paid little research attention -~o attitudes and 

values; this is a dangerous prooedure in that the authors in their evaluation 

usua.lly assume that the relocatees think and value as they do (21). The 

· advantages of this ap:i:,roach is that it does evaluate relocation in a given 

political-administrative context, developing objective indicators of its 

housing and therapeutic aspect. Also, it lends itself to survey-type analysis 
. 

and consequently has generalization power. There is no basic reason why this 

approach cannot handle push-pull factors from the relocatee's perspective Bn:d 

it would seem that such an analysis would be valuable not only in rendering a 

a more canprehensive evaluation of therrelocation but also in explaining 

' I 
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relocatees' adjustment and consequent changes in values and attitudes (see 

section on specific research goals below). While such an extension would make 

research more complicated and, giving pra.ctical research considerations, would 

raise questions of generalizability, several studies have indicated its 

value and have developed appropriate research tecbniques (22). 

3. ,Bace or Class Strua:~le Approacb1 

other approaches to relocation may be si~etched more briefly. Some 

writers have viewed much contemporary relocation as a race or class struggle(23). 

The rationale here is that many relocatees are low in socio-economic status 

and/or minority group members and that much relocation benefits the elite 

directly or indirectly by, for example, forestalling the spread of the 

relocatees. The argument is that relocations are projects of elite decision

makers and that these elites, like other individuals, act out of self-interest. 

The advantage of this approach is that it explores beneath the manifest level 

of aims and policies, and emphasizes the differences in social attributes 

between the relocatees and the backers-directors of relocation. This approach 

emphasizes the political-administrative aspects and explicitly conceives 

social problems (housing too) as political issues. Its disadvantages include 

a noticeable looseness in the handling of data, a too quick dismissal of the 

manifest level of the project and of tne therapeutic implications of relocation, 

and a too .simple categorization of self-interest and class (race) consciousness. 

4. The Action Research Approachz 

The above approach is often connected with what might be termed action 

research. Here an effort is made to expressly bring relocation into the 

political arena by attempting to organize slum-dwellers and relocatees into 

a cohesive interest group (24). Action research bas much value in making the 

researcher aware of the.social-psychological aspects of relocation, from the 

relocatees' perspective espeoiallyJ as well, it lays bare more fully the 
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political-administrative conflicts and possibilitiesr Generally most action 

research shares one very important premise: the effectiveness of relocation 

therapy is contingent upon the active participation of the relocatees. Without 

the action research it is argued, such active participation is minimal with 

the result that relocation may be most sensitive to the interests of the elite 

and have only a surface connection to basic housing and social problems. 

Action research can have much scientific value also when it considered from 

a sociology of intervent;ion perspective (26). Here one manipulates or 

tinkers with a "real" (or 11field 11 ) situation in order to see whether the 

effects a.re as predicted. Of course the situation is unlilce that of a 

laboratory experiment and thus considerabl~ caution must be exercised in 

analyzing and interpreting the data. 

5. The Drama Approach: 

Relocation can be seen as the process of social change in microcosm. 

Because it is often considered as discontinuous, as implying a practically 

irreversible extensive change as soon as a crucial point in the process has 

been reached, it has been canpared with a drama. Back focused on the dramatic , , 

aspects of relocation, using the teT!llinology of the drama, v,hereby the action 

was conceptualized in terms of scene, agent, act, agency and purpose (27). This 

rather interesting approach promised to shed same greater light on social

psychological factors and on the presumed "non-rational" and creative forces 

at work. While it does provide a healthy corrective to the more usual way 

An especially interesting action research approach is found in some 
Model City programs in the United States(25). Here individuals in areas 
tentatively scheduled for relocation or rehabilitation are not only 
made conscious of relocation ~ossibilities and issues and organized into 
effective interest groups but, also, they "play games" indicating how they 
would envisage a desirable change and how they would allocate a fixed 
amount of money among the myriad of alternatives. Besides encouraging 
involvement, such games provide an excellent way to measure the values 
and attitudes of the potential. relocatees, providing a sophisticated 
methodological. basis from whence to assess/predict the relationship 
between relocation and consequent changes in values and attitudes (see 
section on methodology below). 
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in ~hich man is viewed and the effects of relocation measured, the approach 

itself is rather vague, difficult to translate into adequate research 

procedures, and, thus far, of limited value. 

The number of possible approaches to relocation is truly a function of 

human ingenuity. The above represent the ones moet commonly used. In addition 

sane studies have focused on particular aspects of relocation. Hawley, for 

instance, bas advanced nnd tested the general proposition that the greater the 

concentration of power in a community, the more likely the community adoption 

and implementation of urban renewal(28)e EVentually, it might be hoped, a 

theory of relocation consisting of interrelated propositions of this type 

(along with statements of initial conditions) may be developed. At the moment 

such propositions are lacking and so we have a plethora of approaches instead. 

Our own approach will not simply represent another iron in the fire. Although 

it willeanphasize an exchange theory approach,(see section on specific research 

goals below), this will be seen to have some affinity ,1i th the decision-

making and~cost-accounting approaches while, unlike these, concentrating on 

social-psychological aspects and the relocateeso 

Issues and Findings1 

Among the many issues commanding the attention of relocation studies, 

the role of housing is particularly stressed. Of especial ~onaBrD:.has been 

the relationship between adequate housing and social problems therapy. In 

housing journals and expressly underlying much governmental initiative in 
. 

relocation is the "theory" that by improving the housing conditions of 

relocatees one is d ,1ng sanething to change attitudes and values and thereby 

to ameliorate social probl~s (29). A rather complex causal chain is being 

postulated and it is small wonder that the "theory" is hotly disputed. False 

criteria of causality have often been advanced in the attack on this "theory"(:30)e 
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A comprehensive review of the literature bearing on this issue led Schorr to 

the following conclusion: "housing does have an effect on general morale, 

though concerning aspirations the effect of housing is more difficult to &f!Sess. 

Ho1111ing does se.em to influence family and social relationships."(31) Conant 

and others, while not denying that there may be ~ome effect, have indicated 

that other factors such as job opportunities are much more important (32). 

This exceedingly complex issue must be broken dovm if it is to contribute to 

our understand:1.ng of relocation. 

1. Housing 

In the first place it may be noted that there is al.most perfect unanimity 

in our society with respect to ideal housing for families; the choice is 

the 6ingle family unit surrounded by its own yeard, convenient for the 

* surveillance of children and offering a decree of privacy (55). Opinion polls 

have consistently found that roost people would purcha:-.,e new and better homes 

if they were to receive a monetary wind-fall. Thus a high value is placed on 
. 

housing and one might expect that hous:ing improvement, other things being 

equal, would boost morale. Thus if relocation were just a ma.tter of housing, 

the problem would be relatively simple; the unanimity referred to above 

would facilitate the developDent of objective indicators of housing improv~

ment. At this simple level much relocation research has been directed. 

Generally these studies have concentrated on relocations within metropolitan 

areas in our society and have shown that only rarely does relocation yield 

the choice housing described above. Usually the relocutees do get better 

housing but it is a matter of degree and in sane instances relocation simply 

means that the relocatees move fran substandard housing units to other 

substandard units (54). The findings also indicate that more housing is 

destroyed by relocation projects than is newly constructed; accordingly, 

relocatees often find they have to pay more for comparable housing. 

* This choice implies surrounding physical amenities. 

l I 
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Ty-pically large, poor, minority group families are the least likely to 

obtain housing improvement. A further consideration is that sometL~es 

relocatees who owned their fonner homes have received better housing but 

have been forced to become tenants; on the other hand, many relocatees 

who became haue-owners could not maintain the co~ts and evGntually returned 

to the slum-tenant st&tus (55). We intend to examine the Africville 

relocation on this strictly housing level but this will not constitu~e the 

main goal of our research. We do hope, however, to contribute to research at 

this level not only by adding more dato. to the pile but, also, by developing 

measurement techniques which enable us to determine how much more or less 

value relocatees attach to their new housing. Ratio measurement of variables 

such as this will enable us to assess better the effects of relocation (see 

section on methodology below). 

2° Contextual Factors 

Relocation or course usually does not mean that things o~her than 

housing remain constant. It is because of this fact that evaluation is a 

cauplex task. To go from a slum dwelling to public housing is more than a 

change in housing, just as moving from one community to another is more than 

simply a housing change. In sane instances the express aim of relocation may 

be a change in total envirorunent (or just clearing the land for other 

purposes) rather than housing improvement; so, too, from tpe relocatees' 

perspective the former may be the most important consideration. The problem 

is to know what are the salient features other than housing per se and how 

they can be measured. One might expect great, but hopefully patterned, 

variation in what will be considered important by social class, etlmic group 

and culture. Among the possibly important aspects of the change in residence 

wrought by relocation, changes in status, disruption of social networks and 

the rapport between public agencies and relocatees have been emphasized in 

the literature. 
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Changes in status, f~om the point of view of housing and location, 

refer to the move from bane-owner to tenant or vice versa nnd to t>,hether or 

not tre relocnte:es nre in private or public housing. It is vrell-founded that 

home-o~nership is considered generally to be superior to rental; lt fits in 

,ti th the ideology of pride of ownership and explains why home-ovrners usually 
t, 

offer greater resistance ot relocation than tenants (56)v Relocatees in urbEI.Il 

areas when asked to indicate how they ~ould improve urban rener-al programf~ 

have typically urged governmental subsidy of privately-orned houses. We can 

l 
expect, then, that changes in housing status vdll be related to :ir«locntees' 

adjustment and chane;es in values E>..nd a.ttitudes. Ju~t &s important apfienrs to 

be the i,rivate-public dimension with recards to ten6.Ilcy. Although studies 

have indicated that tbose relocating in public housing fared better tl:an 

those in private (37), they have also shown that many attach low value to 

public housing. Presumably there is the feeling that public housing has a 

stigma and the unwillingness to accept the rules and regulations of publicly 

administered housing. Researchers have often assailed the 11 tyranny11 of the 

public housing authority but fran the relocatees' perspective the problems 

are usually not conceived of it in tenne of ler,al rights. Relocatees, essumiilg 

they do ~et into public housing, are often summarily ejected if they carry · 

over their old behaviors in the new housing. Thus, even if they attach high 

value to public housing, their security may depend on a radical re-structuring 

of their life-styles. 

P particularly controversial aspect of the change in residence wrought 

by relocation concerns the possible disruption of social networks. Sociel 

scientists have especially assailed relocation projects for the uprooting of 

families end the sacrificir.g of canmunity values (ia). Their inference that, 

for these reasons, the costs of relocation are very high for the relocetees 

may be more a function of their ranantic ima&e of the folk than an assessment 

of the actual facts. ~e have indicated earlier that mobility is prevalent in 

I I 

,1l 
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our society and this fact itself implies many may truce relocation in stride. 

' Moreover there has been a tendency to identify all demolished urban rener.al 

areas (and poverty areas) as cohesive socie.lly viable neighbourhoods or 

communities. In fa.ct the majority are not. Low status areas, in our society 
. 

at least, are generally areas of anonymity (59). Moreover, when other variables 

are controlled, no relationship is found between length of residence end number 

of personal ties (40). The discussion here has been more polemical than is 

desirable primarily because research pro_cedures ):,.ave been gro6s and inadequate. 

We hope to contribute here by developing measures of int0gration for the 

neighbourhood (some might say community) based on our earlier studies (41) 

and by getting measures for a variety of variables dealing v.,ith "involvement", 

from individual relocatees. This should enable us to explore this issue more 

effectively with respect to satisfaction with the relocation. Finally one 

fOint needs to be emphasized: sane critics have had it both ways - they have 

assailed the social uprooting and also have often indicated that relocatees 

have merely been moved to a vicinity with comparable conditions. Clearly it is 

necess~, to study the new social environment to detennine whether the reloc

ation has resulted in greater "involvement" or at least one of a different 

kind. It might very well be that since most relocatees move only short dis

tances and since transportation and ccrrununication systems ere so developed, 

little effect rlll result from the possiblylminor changes in socinl network. 

Two factors appear likely to modify any finding, namely, the length of time 

that the people have been relocated and the degree of geographical mobility . 
entailed. Both factors will be considered in our research design. 

Another important consideration in relocation research is the rapport 

established between the public agencies and the relocatees. If such rapport 

has been achieved and if reloc&tion is perceived as an attempt &t housing 
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improvement, then one might expect satisfaction and a more positive orientation 

among the relocatees, especially those having young families (42). The wa:y 

relocation is carried out from start to finish is itself a variable. Some 

factors contributing to this rapport included advanced discussion Ylith the 

relocatees, consideration for all the hidden costs of relocating, provision 

for counselling, continuity of services and the "carrying of the ball" to the 

relocatees rather than requiring them to come to the agencies. When these 

factors are effectively made part of the relocation project, satisfaction 

among relocatees is more lilcely and positive changes in attitudes and morale 

are more probable (45). ~hile this "rapport" variable is rather difficult to 

measure in any precise ~ay it is importMt. It is also an area where r,e can 

learn from European experiences. 1'1hether because European peoples have been 

l&ss inclined to accept mobility as an essential part of living or because 

of political factors, in most European nations the degree nnd lcind of 

assistance relocatees receive far exceeds . that in our own soc~ety (44). 

We have indicated some of the features, in addition to housing per se, 

which bear on relocatee satisfaction. This list can be developed further but 

this should be done ca~efully through pre-testing an accotmting scheme. We 

plan to do this prior to the Ai'ricville study, using a comparable sample or · 
relocatees. A final consideration, beariug on the three points just mentioned, 

should be noted. Much relocation in our society involves minority groups, be 

they Negroes, Indians or Eskimos(45). It has been found that relocation poses 

more caoplex problems for this kind of relocatee: housing is more difficult 

to obtain, raprort is more difficult to establish and the disruption of 

social networks appears to be a more important consideration. Relocation 
I 

here is often directed to the reduction of segregation and the disruption , 1 

of extant social networks. The evidence is that in the United States and parts 
t · 

of Canada existing segregation patterns were often continued or intensified by 
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relocation(46). Concerning the social networks, there is considerable 

debate over the value of a relocation which would disperse the minority group 

members yet still leave them socially disadvantaged. Under these conditions 

the power of the minority group as a pressure group may decline and whatever 

unique cultural emphases it 1'.as might be lost in•return for a very modest 

improvement in housing. Thus when the relocation involves minority group 

members, aa does Afrioville, all the issues increase in complexity and their 

measurenent is somewhat different. 

3. The Broader Question: 

Thus far we have considered relocation in terms of housing :iJDprovement 

and related features bearing on relocatee satisfaction. However we have noted 

that relocation is often a function of canprehensive programs of social change. 

consequently it must be conceived of in a more expansive manner since other

wise its implications for social problems therapy would be limited indeed. 

Many critics while not denying sane value to relocation as it'bas been dis

cussed thus far in this section, legitimately question its impact on other 

social problems. Many backers-directors of relocation would be disappointed if 
--------

change were limited to a perhaps brief boost in morale and· a slight housing 
..... 

improvement. Without concomitant programs bearing on the fundamental economic 

---------- ~ and educational problems it is un;ikely that relocation would have the effects 

manifestly indicated by its political rationalization. In a broader sense, 

then, relocation may be viewed as the foci for significant vocial change. 

As sane Vll'iters have noted, "the relocation process often discloses the social 

and economic needs of displaced persona and thereby offers a unique opportunity 

for effective application of the techniques and services of local, state and 

federal programs dee.ling v:ith less privileged social and economic groups. 

Such programs include housing, public assistance, education, employment and 

training"(47). Thus in evaluating relocation and in assessing its effects we 

'' 
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we have to examine the scope of the project and the success and implications~ 

of its other programs, if there are any. This requirement increases greatly 

the ccmplexity of the research, not only by adding to the number of variables 

to be considered but, also, because their consideration necessitates a longit

udinal approach. We hope to examine the A.fricville relocation at this level 

by determining the presumed therapy intended, by examining the programs 

set-up, by obtaining from relocatees assessments of the relative importance 

attached to the various problems they face and by canparing relocatees located 

at different points in the relocation process. 

4. The Pol;l.tica.1-- Administrative Vector 

While relocation by definition involves planned social change carried 

out under governmentallauspices, it need not have anything to do v,ith housing 

improvement or social problems therapy. We have assumsu above that it does 

but this should not be taken for granted in any specific relocation instance. 

One lunerican critic has argued tha·I; "relocation has been only ·an ancillary 

component of the (urban) renewal process; \·,ere this not the case, the 

community would find totally unacceptable "slun clearc.nce" projects which 

leave as many as two-thirds of the displaced families still living in sub-
I 

standard conditions, or which actually increase the incidence of overcroV'lding 11 ( 48) ~. 

Elser.here it has been noted that "civic" executives (primarily businessmen) 

mobilized entire canmunities, used both federal and local funds, and 

improved the downto\'m areas to meet the needs of banks, department stores 

and office buildings, however, rather than those of the black and Tihite 
,,. 

poor11 (49). Redevelopnent of the central business district ( the CBD) and the 

clearance of land for industrial purposes are often the underlying reasons 

for relocation or at least account for the selection among the possible 

relocations. In other instances relocation may indicate an unwillingness on 

the part of the government to undertake the social and economic programs 

I I l 
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necessary to maintain the relocatees in their old habitat. In some instances, 

then, the presumed social problems therapy of relocation may be a convenient 

rationalization or a rather unfounded hope, the result of which can be the 

further oppression of the less-privileged. 

In this context we can advance a cost-benefil analysis of various 

political-administrative models fromtthe point-of-view of relocation therapyp 

Here we will simply indicate and briefly describe what we think a.re the 

important rnodels. In our actual research we vrill carry out the ene.lysis both 

in general tenns and in terms of the specific Africville conditions, These 

modela are the welfare model(50), the politicaJ.{51), the tre.ditio:nal.{52) and 

the city designer(55). The welfare end the city deslgncr models are the most 

prevalent political-adminietrative approaches to relocation in our societya 

This reflects the fact that relocations are rarely voted upon, that basic 

political issues are often not debated and that much reloctd;ioil is by admin

istrative fiat. The welfare mod.el focuses on the social probl~s therapy 

of relocation,{at least regarding housing)} the city designer model focuses on 

beautifica·l;ion end questions of zoning and structure, with specificntions for 

housing. A.characteristic of both is the emphasis given to expertise or 

"technical" lmowledgeo Such an emphasis does have many advantages but the 

disadvantege is that little attention is nccordvd to low-status relocatees 

either as participants in the implicit political process or as contributors 

to the specific policies or plans of action. The polit,icnl model on the other 

hand stresses relocatee participation and emphasizes the developnent of 

stroog interest groups engaging in collective action with the relocating 

agencies. It conceives of social problems as political problems and emphasizes 

their solution through political action; relocation is approached, then, not 

as a place for expertise particularly but as a place for conflicting interests. 

This approach to relocation has the disadvantage of over-emphasizing the 
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solidarity and canmon interests of the relocatees and poses some administ

rative difficulties. The traditional approach to relocation is more difficult 

to define but it entails a model that plays down both expertise and political 

action. It is the neighbourhood or canmunity leaders (often the indigenous . 
minority group .leaders) who, working through indigenous social organizations 

plan and carry out the Elocation. Here we often find that people a.re co-oper 

atively relocated. 

We ~ill not go further into these political-administrative models of 

how relocations should be conducted. They can be said to constitute a vector 

since depending on which model is applied, the implications for social 

problems therapy, legal rights, relocatee satisfaction and so forth are 

different. Each has its advant1Jges and disadvantages and in euch case there 

is some room for variation. In any specific relocation one of these models is 

typically emphasized. We would like to develop each in general terms and also 

suggest how in the Africville instance each model would have functioned. 
I I 
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D Africyille 
• 

,; 

Africville is a Negro enclave ~ithin the boundaries of the city of 

Halifax. Relatively invisible since it is tucked allay in the corner of the city, 

P.fricville is a shack tom of approximately 400 people and 80 families, many 
,. 

of whom are descendants of settlers \·1ho moved there Pell over a century ago • 

.Africville is a depressed neighbourhood or "community" both in physical tenns 

and in terms of socio-economic indicators. The shacks are located beside the 

city dump and railroad tracks cut across the unpaved dirt road which ]eads 

into the area. Sewage, lighting and other public services are conspicuously 

absent. The people have relatively little education, very low incomes and 

much underemployment. It is uncertain whether there is a strong sense of 

"community" among the inhabitants but some residents do indicate a satisfaction 

with living there. Property claims a.re in choas with only a handful of 

families having legal title; others claim squatters rights and ~till others 

are renting. Africville has been for a long time a black mark against society 

and the area itself has been indicated to be required for the future industrial 

and harbour developnent of the city. 

We have used the present tense above but in fact Africville no longer 

exists. The people have been relocated by the city officials. We think it is 

important to study and evaluate this relocation both in its particularity and 

against the bac~round of general relocation issues. 1here are six main 

reasons why we take this position. First, liCricville is part of a growing 

trend of governmental relocation initiative and there is good reason to thin1c 

that other tentative reloc:-,tions in Nova Scotia and elsewhere v,ill be 

patterned after the Ai'ricville experience. Secondly, Africville has a national 

and even an international reputation. It is well-known and there is, then, a 

broad public interest in the relocation. Thirdly, there is a great deal of 

information available on Aif'ricville and on its relocation (54). This makes 

I I 
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possible an in-depth treatment of the relocation and its effects, a fact 

which should be stressed since most of our information on relocation c01nes 

fran studies which have been ex post facto and have had to depend on sub

jective reconstructions and skimpy historical data .• Fourthly, the Af'ricville 

relocation ~as not ad hoc and haphazard. It was well-planned and followed 

reasonably closely the suggested procedure outlined by a noted welfare 

specialist. Moreover, there was much preliminary discussion of the r~location 

among city officials and with .Arricville residents. The involvement and the 

prodding of the Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights "forced" city 

officials to articulate their policies well and in detail_; many of the 

implications and alternatives were therefore considered. 

Fifthly, the At'ricville relocatio~ appears to have been a rather 

progressive one; none of the more blatant criticisms may be directed against 

the city administration. The city aaministration under its Soc~al Developnent 

agency attempted to end the existing segregation, provided counselling and 

other services on a continuous basis, carried the services to the people (at 

least in the initial stages), made seemingly generous settlement claims with 

the relocatees, paid for moving expenses and provided up to $1000. for new · 

household furnishings, wrote off tax and hospital bills of the relocatees so 

that"as much as possible''they could start off with a "clean slate", advised 

and assisted relocatees with respect to new housing and other problems such 

as employment. In sum, the Africville relocation was comprehensive and was,Ofp-a.u..yj:~> 
. 

undertaken by a concerned, sympathetic city administration. Equally signifi-

cant was the edministration of this welfare approach to relocation. A,socia.l 

worker was appointed to take front-line responsibility for its varied aspects 

and to act as·<l.1ason between the city administration and the relocatees. He 

was given some autonomy and an independent fund to meet day-to-day emergencies 

end opportunities with a minimum of bureaucratic delay. The Halifax 
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Advisory Canmittee on Human Rights ~as maae part of the adiainistrativc 

structure of tqe relocation. This fifth point is what makes the Africville 

relocation especially valuable for study. With no blatant vreaknesF>es, polemics 

are readily avoided and research becomes more or~ative; greater possibilities 

. 
exist for making a real contribution to our knowledge of the relcoation 

process. 

'l'he sixth and finnl reason is that the rclocF,tion has a.lready been 

acclaimed as a success locally. Also, in our discussion of the Africville 

relocation~ ~ith government officials and relocetees in the St. Louis area, 

we have found that most persons rate it very highly. thus it deservez to be, 

studied end evaluated. Was it a success? ii~ran ,•:hose perspective? 'l'o \"that 

extent? What features accounted for the success or failure? What were the 

alternatives? How does it help us build up a theory of relocation? By 

answering these questions we hope to contribute to the understanding of the 

t· 

Africville relocation end of relocation generally. 

sSpecific Theoretical Concerns 

r,re have indicated what the main issues of relocation are e.nd how we 

intend to explore these with respect to the Africville instance. Our research 

thus should yield answers to the questions raised above. In this section we 

will provide a general overview of our specific research concerns. First, we 

intend to study the natural history of the Af'ricville relocation; ~herein, 

through examining available records and data and conducting intervier1s, we 

can interlace the developnent of AfrjJhille v:ith the nature of the societal 

response to it. In this way we hope to get at the sources of pressure for . 

change, the influence of press coverage, publications and social organizations, 

the individual and collective attempts by Africville residents to change or 

improve their position (i~•Jmigration, mutual assistance and so forth), their 
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response to the relocation project, the eoals and administrative procedures 

of the relocation project, the comprehensiveness of the pro~ram and the means 

by which rapport between public officials and relocatees was or was not 

achieved. The specific research procedures will be discussed in the next 

section but here it may be noted that in order to augument our understanding 
I 

of A!ricville prior to the relocation, we shall study a comparable Negro 

enclave in the Halifax area (ie, the Bea.chville or New Hoad settlements) which 

has not as yet undergone relocation. BY using this natural history approach we 

hope to be in a position to know something about the decision-making processes 

underlying the relocation project and the degree of solidarity and integration 

that characterized Mricville; this also provides us with rouch of the cata 

necessary for a cost-benefit analysis of alternative political-administrative 

approaches. 

Secondly, we plan to evaluate the relocation on a variety of criteria. 

The evaluation will not only consist of before and after camparisons but ~ill 

also take into account short run versus long run effects. These comparisons 

v·ill be based on housing conditions, housing status, employment, income, 

segregation, relief and welfare dependency, social networks (ie, friendship 

ties and social involvement) and general attitudes and dispositions towards 

life (ie. alienation, optimism and ambition). This list - like all the lists 

in this proposal - is not meant to be exhaustive; a more detailed acco,mting 

scheme will be developed after the pre-test of our ideas and methods with 

canparable relocatees in the Stl Louis area. Two further points should be 
. 

noted. Long run versus short run effects will be measured in a relatively 

crude way, by compar~ relocatees who have been relocated for more t han two 

years with those who have relocated within the past two years. Also much 

baseline data is available on the Africville relocatees but where such data is 

lacking and where subjective reconstruction is an inadequate procedure, \,e \1ill 

substitute (and interpret cautiously) data we will gather fran a comparable 
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Negro enclave in the Halifax area. This strateey is particularly applicable 

in assessing changes in alienation and other "life-attitudes"e 

Thirdly, the general perspective within which v:e view relocation is 

based on exchange theory. Whether or not the relocatees or public officials 

will consider the relocation a success -- v:hethel.' they will be satisfied -

depends on whether they have made a profit. Considering the relocntees and the 

public officials, it is important to develop for each a list of what are the 

costs end rewards of the relocation. The rewards fran the point of view of 

public officials might include taking possession of the property of the 

relocatees so as to develop the area as desired, eliminating poor housing 

and so forth; for the relocatees the rewards may be obtaining better housing, 

the opportunity of integration ~rith the broader society, concerted counselling 

and so forth. The costs fran the point of vie~ of governmental or public 

officials might include the time taken to persuade and cajole the people to 

relocate, the monetary costs of the relocation program and so forth; for the 

relocatees the costs may include such things as the disruption of their social 

network, the inconvenience of the relocation timing and so forth. Here ~e are 

simply being sugp,estive since it is quite possible that both relocatees and _ 

public officials would indicate other rewards and costs as more importantg .In 

any event, we think it useful to develop an accounting scheme and a measurement 

procedure whereby we can determine just what the rewards and costs are am the 

relative weighting each has. Even at this relatively simple and manifest 

level there are many research difficulties: problems of levels of generality 

with respect to the costs and rewards, of historical reconstruction, of 

exhaustiveness of the accounting scheme, of interpreting the response of 

public officials and of measurement. Nevertheless, all of these prd'lblems are 

manageable and thus we should be able to explore meaningfully beneath the 

surface of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the relocation. 
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G<>ing beyond the manifest lev~l of exchange indicated above~ we intend 

to ,explore the perceived exchange. Here we will obtain from the relocatees and 

public officials their perception of the other's rewards and costs ;,:and of the 

relative importanc~: the' other attaches to each. Such an analysis should 

enable us to explore· the rapport established between the parties to the 

exchange and to compare public and private claims of success, 

Viewing relocation ae exchange is more ooraplicated than e1m1,11 ta.td,ng into 

account articulated coat'e and reward&. ~iad aota oonPtitute the exohange 1y1terii 

and dOlll&in oonsan1u1 (our politioal-administrAtive facto~) ie a prerequ1uitt 

to thie exoh~•• Thie latter ooneiderAtion empha1i1e1 the prooeeaea of 

negogiation, bargaining and. lesitillizing, It :L11 impoae:Lblt to capture the 

full action that ie implied by the exahqe perapootiv, whon pelocntion has 

already taken places nevertheleao, we hope to graep it1 mua teatureu, We al10 

think that this exohense perapeative is usetul in un4or1\Md~mr p~e an4 

post :reloca.tion phenomena. auoh as the develoi:mcmt ot the sl\111 ~d th• adjuuiment 

in public housi.Dg. ,. I 
Final~, we are concerned with stud;ying tbe AtriqvUla relgoation 1n the 

context of relocation genere.J.ly and thus we attaoR ~Q~~ impor'\Mee1x> reviewing 

relocation more expansively than has ret been done. Similari1, preteeti:ng our 

ideaa and discussing relocation with officials an4 tt@locat;e~§ pi the St, Louis 
1 1 l 

area is an important consideratidh. 

§Recific Research Procedures 
• 

we have indicated that the initial aspect of our study will be a 

pretest 0£ many or the ideas outlined in this proposal. Particularly important 

in this pretest will be the attempt to develop canprehensive classificatory 

schemas tar dimensions such as costs of relocation, ~uall.y important 1s the 

developnent ot measurement procedures and the testing or certain scales 
\(.II C, ) 

~ I I I 
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dealing with housing improvement, alienation, ambition and optimian and 

involvement. To obtain weightings for costs and rel'lards of relocation we 

hope to use magnitude estimation procedures if this technique is indicated 

by the pretest to be workable and convenient. In this pretest we will work 

wit h both relocatees and public officials. 

~e have noted that considerable infonnation is already available 

on the Africville relocati<m and. the reloca:t0es; consequently, prior t,o 

actually going into field, much worlc can be accomplished through a.n analysis 

- of available records, particularly with respect to the more slmple 1 questions 

such a.s changes in housing status. Analysis of such data. \'Till constitute un 

important step in the development of our semi-structured interview schodule 

and in the refi.ne:nent of our id.ea.a and methodso 

The pretest and the analyGis of a.vaila.ble data on the Africville reloc-

ation will be done between January and May 1968. The field work will begin 
I 

at the beginning of June and go on until the end of Abgust. To make our 

before and after evaluation of relocation more effect,ive and to increase our 

understanding of Af'ricvills prior to re.location, we will include in our 

field work the study of a comparable Negro enclave in the Ha.lifro:: area 

which has not yet been relocated. In our field work we will largely be 

conducting interviews with relocatees, public officials and other interested 

and infonna.tive persons. Our experience in the area, based on several years 

of residence and research on the Guysborough Negroes and community:mtegration 

in Btlifax county, will enable us to locate initial sources and obtain 

referrals; we hope in this manner to interview bath critics and supporters 

of the Blocation as well as those who are neither public officials nor 

relocatees but had a roli in the relocation (ie. members of the Halifax 

Aavisory Committee on Ifuman Rights). 

From a methodological perspective the chief difficulties in this 
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study ore two-fold. First, there are difficulties when using survey methodology 

on such a small population (sample) base; secondly, ideal evaluation would 

entail not only before and after canparison but, also, controls at various 

points in time .. There are some techniques available for adequate survey-type 

analysis with a B!Daller number of cases but these 90 not completely overcome 

the problem. Nevertheless, we will have enough cases to be suggestive if not 

definite and, in addition, we will often treat questions as stimuli -- a 

tactic which, insofar as individuals are taken across a content continuum, 

is more valuable under our research conditions. Our controls are nat the 

best (for example, people who have been relocated for more than two years 

might be said to have been less resistant to relocation than those who 

relocated within the past two years and thus, comparing these two groups 

confounds long run versus short run effects with other factors) but they are 

the only available ones. Of course we hope that the depth to which our study 

is directed will more than offset the above problems. Certainly we thin1t our 
. 

study by. incorporating several research strategies will be more valuable 

than a cross-sectional survey carried out under ideal conditions. 

There will be two main investigators r or this study and two student 
J• 

assistants. The main investigators have carried out research in the Halifax 

area. The students have had experience interviewing and will, of course, be 

given whatever additional training is deemed necessary. 

I I 
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THE FAMILY COURT 
For The County of Halifax 

1.;/r.i. ...... . 
TO: ·--~~ 

.9-.J.1fl{. • • • 7rG> ~-
· · · ·~ · · · · · · · · · 

Dear Sir: ~,/)A 
This will intorm you that ~ :.   . 

/_2 
was int.erviewed at the Famil;J Court on•••• •••• ••~ 
and a cm aint and/or information was laid under ~?. ••••••••••••• 

• -~ inst ~  .... /2 . .... . 
Ir. ~ ~ • A Court Hearing has been scheduled. for.. • •••••••••• • 

~----~ ·I-:··~' 
If you can be or further assistance in this matter, please feel 

free to attend the Court Hearing or contact the undersigned at 455-7224 

Yours truly, 

"' "' "' 
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DEPARTMENT OF 

NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE 

RALSTON BUILDING, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA 

April 28, 1970 

2-20014-A 

Mr. Harry T. Carter, 
R.R. #1, Hammonds Plains, 
Halifax County, N. s. 

Dear Mr. Carter: 

Re: Mr. Aaron Carvery 

• CANADA 

MINISTl!:RE OE LA 

SANTE NATIONALE ET DU BIEN-tTRE SOCIAL 

EDIFICE RALSTON, HALIFAX. NOUVELLE-1!:COSSE 

We wish to confirm our conversation today, in which you were good enough 
to agree to assist Mr. Carvery in completing a 1970 application for the 
Guaranteed Income Supplement. 

Unfortunately Mr. Carvery completed the wrong form. The application 
for the Supplement is enclosed, as well as a self-addressed envelope. 

Thank you very much for your interest and assistance. 

Yours very truly, 

JAM/bt 
Encl. 
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Mr. Harry Carter, Specia Projects Officer V 
TO, Mr. Milton Dixon, Maintenance Administrator 1. FOLLOW UP 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

A. W. Churchill, Administrative Assistant 2• FOLLOW UP 

January 27, 1970 3. FOLLOW UP 

Moving of Mr. Aaron Carvery' s Belongings 4 . COMPLETION DATE 

It appears that under the terms of the Africville re
location program, we have no alternative but to bear the expense 
of moving Mr. Carvery's belongings from Upper Water Street to 
3297 Prescott Street. It is understood that there may be as many 
as three or four truck loads, each costing approximately $25 for 
truck rental and $25 for fumigation. 

Would you please proceed as arranged and ensure as far 
as possible that those actually handling the furniture, etc., take 
as much care as they can when moving into Prescott Street. As much 
as possible should be placed in the garage and the basement in the 
interest of preserving the house in good condition. Your co
operation is appreciated. 

AWC/mjm 
cc Mr. S.J. Langmaid 

Mr. H.D. Crowell 

A. 
Administrative Assistant 
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Complete one form for each candidate selected 

NAME G • Q o • • o o o • o o o o o o o o o o o o ~ o o o o o o • o o o o o m o • o ~ • G • & o • o o • e • 

ADDRESS Q o • o c • o o o o • e • o o e o • • e c o o o o • o • • e o o • e TEL0 NOo e Q e e • e • 0 0 • e 0 

AGE o o o • a o o • • o o o o o e Q o & o NO o of Dependents 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 e • G ~ • • e e e e O O ~ G O 0 

No o of Years out of school ~ o o o o o o e o o o o • • o o • o o o • o o o • • • • o • • • • • • o o 

UNEMPLOYMENT~ Chronic (Longterm) Sporadic (short term) 

Noo of Months employed during past six months 0 e O e O G O O O e O e O O • 0 e O O O Q O O 0 

Note any physical or emotional considerations o•••••••o•••••••••o•••••• 

• o • o e • • • • ~ • o • • • • • • o • e • o o 

0 
0 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 • 0 0 e O O O O O O O O e e O O 0 0 

0 0 D O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O e O O G O O 0 

0 0 0 0 0 e O O O O O O O O • 0 0 0 0 O O G O O 0 

Grade completed 0 0 Q Q O O O O O G O O O O G O 0 

Skills (List any known) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 • Q e 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Q O e O O Q G O O O O Q O 0 

o o o o o o o o o o o e o o o o o o o o 

0 0 0 Q O Q O O O O O G ~ 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 

Degree of Motivationg High Moderate Limited 

Additional Commentsg o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o Q ~ o o o o e • o o e • o o o G o • o e • o o o 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O Q O O G O O O O O O e O O O e e • 0 e • 0 0 e O $ e C O 0 

o o o o ~ • o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o • o o o o o o e • o e o • • o o o e • o o o o 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D O O O O O & 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D O O O & 0 0 G D O O O O e O G • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n • 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • e O O O O O O O O O O O 0 0 D O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O G O O O O • 0 0 • D O O e e • e O O O O O O O O G O 0 

o o o o o o o o • o m m o o o o o o e D o & o o o o o o o o o o o m • o o o o • o G ~ o o o o o o ~ o o o o o • • o o o • o • e a Q o • • c 
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PErITION to the Mayor of Halifax, His Worship Allan O'Brien 

We the undersigned, formerly residents of Africville, 

hereby request a meeting with responsible city officials 

to discuss the following points: 

(a) the Africville trust fund; 

(b) the assessment of the value of the 
Africville property; 

(c) the present conditions of the former 
Africville residents. 

We request the meeting to be held 

The undersigned appoint the following individuals to 

be their spokesmen: 

(a) George Grant Sr. 

(b) Kenneth Cassidy 

(c,) LLoyd Farrell 

(d) Evelyn Dixon 

(e) George Grant Jr-• 
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TO: »is Worship the Mayor and 
Members of City-Council 

·-- ~- ·-•· 
FROM: s.A. Ward, City Manager 

DATE: May 14, 1970 ___ _ 

SUBJECT: Proposal for Provision of Housing of 
Low Income Families Relocated from Africville 

Introduction ,. 

In response to the. recent announcement by Hon. Robert 
Andras, Federal Minister Responsible for Housing, in which he 
invited proposals for the experimental provision of housing to 
low income families, the Africville Action Committee, in co
operation with Social Planning, has submitted a preliminary brief 
to Central Mor~gage and Housing. Although the initial and informal 
reaction from CMHC officials has been favorable in terms of the 
concepts embodied in the proposal·, some minor revisions and a more 
detailed submission has been requested. 

.-
There are several reasons for asking Council'~ consid-

eration of this scheme at this time, not the least of which is the 
obvious fact that such a proposal could be successfully implemented 
only with Council's approval. Specifically, the proposed scheme 
calls for a commitment of resourGes from the City which Council 
alone is able to make. 

Present Housing Circumstances 

It is already known by Council that the Social Planning 
Office has, since the latter part of 1968, been engaged in~ follow
up program involving Africville relocatees. For the information of 
Council, as of this date, thirty-three former Africville families 
are accommodated in public housing. This number includes many 
families whose earning capacities are severely restricted by reason 
of age, disability, or lack of a bread winner. It also includes at 
least five families who do not fall into this category and who are 
desirous of moving to a position of home ownership or private 
tenancy. 

In addition, there are approximately ten families present
ly living in grossly inadequate, and often temporary, rental accommod
ations owned by private landlords or the City of Halifax, who express 
a desire to p articipate in a scheme designed to achieve a more 
permanent, independent and satisfactory mode of housing, offering 
the possibility of eventual ownership. 

. It is recognized that present conditions of the housing 
market and of the general economy make. the provision of low income 
housing dependent upon the aid of "non-market devices" or some 
manner of subsidization. It is suggested that this very fact, 
coupled with Council's original commitment to the relocation, 
rehousjng and rehabilitation of the Africville residents, make 
this population group particularly appropriate candidates .for 
experimentation in the provision of housing to low income families • 

.. 
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Project Proposal 

With the gradual implementation of measures outlined in 
the Africville Follow-up Proposal, adopted by City Council on 
March 12, 1969, a working relationship between the Africville 
relocatees and city staff has been established. The Seaview Credit 
Union, incorporated under the Nova Scotia Credit Union Act in 
April 1969 and made possible by Council's loan allocation of · 
$20,000, together with $50,000 from the Province for this purpose, 
has been in operatioD for one full year. Although the Credit 
Union has not' been without problems, specifically with respect 
to procedures for approval of loans and regularity of collections, 
staff from Social Planning and Finance (Interna~ Audit) are working 
closely with the Board and Committees of the Credit Union to ensure 
its continued success.1 

Within its narrowly-defined boundaries, the Credit Union 
appears to be benefitting many of its members, particularly in the 
area of debt consolidation. However, the single most persistent 
and recurrent problem. which lies outside of th~ present scope of 
the Credit Union is that of housing, whether this be the unavail
ability of adequate rental accommodations, the u'nsuitability of 
public housing for particular families, or the inability to maintain 
monthly mortgage payments. 

It is proposed, therefore, that the Seaview Credit Union, 
as analready-established organizational base for co-operative 
endeavor between the Africville relocatees and City staff, or some 
sub-organization thereof, be empQwered to serve as a sponsoring 
body for the purpose of entering into a non-profit housing scheme 
designed to serve its membership. 

Equity Reauirement 

In accordance with the provisions of Section 16 of the 
National Housing Act, this would necessitate t~at the Credit Union . 
be in a position to put up the eg~ity of 5% required t o ob t ain 
fu nding fro_m_t.b..e_E__e._d_ex.al_ g.o.v.er.nmer:1-t for a scheme in vol viQg construction 
~ g units for familie~ whose incomes are inadequate to meet 
current rentals on the open market. 

The Seaview Credit Union therefore seeks authorization ~ 
from City Council to designate whatever portion of the $22,000 not ( 
presently in demand for loans that might be required for equity to 
launch the program. 

Land Reauireme nt 

CMHC reaction to the preliminary draft submitted for their 
consideration suggested that the feasibility of obtaining support 
from _the Federal government for this proposal would depend, in large 
measure, upon the availability of a serviced-land site which could 
be used for construction. This is one of the reasons for seeking 
Council's support for the proposal at this time. A second reason is 
the economic reality that unless assistance in the form of provision 
of __ s~ ced land is forth-coming from the Ci ty_,__the- cos.t _ o_r fio~ g-

/ .'.'.::_ ts cons tr uc ted, even with the non-profit s po nso rs hip and the 

\ 1. It will be of interest to Council. to know that 84.Africville 
V reloca tees nave purd1asea snares in tr.e crecli t Uni o n t.ot.aI ring 

$376.00; and that $49,898.67 is currently on loan to the 
membership with monthly collections totalling approximately 
$900.00. 
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various provisions for cost-reduction, would still be beyond - the 
reach of the families who would hope to participate, either with 
a view to purchase or renfi1Y: · ·· · 

It is significant that the current climate at the 
~d.eral level indicates support for proposals based on the co
operative inv6lvement of the municipality as provider of se~viced 

and with sponsoring organizations from the p~ivate sector. 

Although a detailed consideration of and consultation 
with the entire relocated Africville population would need t9 be 
carried out before final determination of the participants fer . 
the proposed scheme could be made, .it is projected that approximate
ly 16 units of row housing, consisting of three and four bedroom 
units, might be both desirable and feasible. Council is therefore 
requested to consider the allocation of a serviced land site which 
might be suitable for this ?urpose. 

Management Comoonent 

The administrative structure being suggested for this 
undertaking would include a Board of Directors, consisting of 
Seaview Credit Union members, City staff from Social Planni~and 
Development, as well as CMHC representatives, with a voluntary 
advisory board selected to draw on the expertise of knowledgable 
and concerned citizens from financial, legal, construction and 
development segments of the community. This so-called "'fask-
Force Management" approach is the model which has emerged from 
the.experience of the American poverty programs as the most effective 
organizational strategy providing for an alliance between indigenous 
and professionalist savvy.2 

Other Resources 

It is envisioned that, by means of a consciously-designed 
instructional component, some of the participants could be given 
the opportunity to develop some management skills, particularly 
in the area of real estate and development. This would not only 
provide one way of reducing costs but also an opportunity for 
people involved in a self-help program to develop t~ansferable 
skills, thereby enhancing their earning potential. 

These same two goals would be served if negotiations with 
Man Power, which Social Planning is prepared to initiate upon receipt 
of Council .approval, could lead to establishment of a training 
program involving a number of Africville relocatees in the learning 
of skills related to housing construction. 

It is hoped that cost-reducing features outlined and 
others that might be suggested by the "experts'' could produce row
housing at a cost per unit which would require a monthly rental or 
mortgage payment within reach of the approximate 16 families with 
incomes in the $5,000 vicinity who might, conceivably, participate. 
However, recognizing that this may not be attai~able, it might become 
necessary to seek additional support from Provincial gover·nment and/ 

2. See Andre L. Delbecq and Sidney J. Kaplan, "J:'he Myth of the 
Indigenous Community Leader: A Case Study of Managerial 
Effectiveness Within the War on Poverty", Academy of Manaqe
ment Journal, March 1968. 
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or private sources in the form of subslzation of rental or mort

gage interest rates, at least until such time as these may become 

federal housing poli~y provisfons. 

HDC/jr 

Respectfully submitted, 

S. A. ARD 
CITY MANAGER 

.. 

,, 
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.. ~O~F lDEN'IJ AL 

March 39 1969 

-------------------------~--
The Afr:i.ev:Llle· Follow=up P:t-opc,se.l accompanying th:is 1 atter 

1a subm1tt.e.d·fo-:- y 'lta· considera,tiori.~ prior to Cc,1nrnittee c,f the 11.:nole 
1erlnesd&y~ March 5o 

You will t:.ot,a tb.a t- this haEi ·been labelled a con.f:i.ae-"'t:.ts.1 fjt:tff 

:-~port,, Th1 s mHl.SU•'.' -.:t W~ts tr,1.k<;:in s.ft~r much delibe:t"Ution am~g "staff &nd 

m~mbers: of the C<,7l1mi t tee o!: :itc-x-roe:t.• · Af'r-icville resi.d~nts.. It .i.S hopad 

that, o!.l r.-t:'f.:.dinR th~ 1-~port, ;;,ou will agree that the ratioru>.le for z-e= 
qnttf'.tii:,g t-hat :i.~ be t:r·~att1d confidential is aonsist6nt with the pur-poe:e 
t1,.nd a:1.rna 1)± t.he prc•je~t. p:rop.:•tsalo 

As ea.l:"ly as December 196.3 ~ Dr o Alber·t Rcs9 :l n. a report -to this 
G!lune11 atated th.at 

The ~omn;unity kno~r?!. as Africville, within the 
munici.pa.1 boundaries of the Cit.y of Halifaxv is without 
doubt. one of th({¼ moat intensively studied communitiss :i.n 

_North A.m~.r:i.ea .. 

\_.,-.ith(~r-· f':,;;pe1•-ts on r·el.c!!a.ticn projects hav~ :l.mbued "- fricville with a 
1'1-m tioM,1 9 an.d ev~~ an :inter-n:!l!.tional v :t·ep~-1t.ation'·.. The extensi.ve 9 per-haps 
f¼Xcer1aj v.•7.·, publ:k·l ty g1.ye,n, the Af:r·:t~s;,ill~ rela©ation through the med:1.!t. 
ha..·, G(;ut.ribilted still furth~1· to the 11 0V';;.t'=exposur(:!" of the lives of 
t~e people involvedo 

J.n vie~ ·of thiB 9 the pc.si ti~D. is taken that widGE,rp:r-ea.d p-:tblit')i t;t 
•"If ~U!'l'•Jnt 1n:oblcms i'Q.eing :r.•~loca t,:i.d A£:r·i©\"i U e resi.r.lonta er of a ttempta 
-..,,:,- i r!:--"" 1rL"'t. d& b;r t.he CJ~y to r1.11:fil1 its <- c ~·•.uitment 1;o these f'amilie,a would 
~.,. ~-;. ·:1 -::li,er s.· t::t't.>dtt: to th>!' City rior ta. servica to thoee aff'ectedc ror 
1:'.~::!::1 l'.°''""'.'\ROI.i 9 :l.t :i~ f"'lt: t11R.t ke®pi.ng thf.' recomm•~•rjdaticn :tor th~ A.fric-ville 
· ·,·~o\>7 uc• ~·onf:!.d~'.rltl~l ·1,d.11 f a1.© ili t~t® at,aff i:c. ~arrying o,ut; wh.ateve:t' 

,::l.c.s1g.--wn•"l'tf; City Coun~il ma,y make :i.n th:lei regar-do · 

H.IJC/jj 

Raspe~tfully eubmitted 9 

S o A.,, lilll'd , 
C.i t,y Maru:tger 
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TO: Hi.fl Worship th(l Ha:yor and M&mbers of the City Council 

FROM: 

DATE: March 4, 1969 

SUBJECT: Afrit;'tl'ille Follow=up F:t·oposai 

As a result of follow=up by City Social Planning staff int.o 
the circumstances surrounding the indlviduals and families reloce.ted 
from Africvi11e it has become obvious that i.here ia a real need for 
some financial assistance on a self-help basiso City staff has been 
in touch vi.th the Provincial Depar-i,me:et of Public Welfare which has 

•• / It,, (. \ 

also recognized. the- n.:;~d a.t1d it iEl now suggested that some a~tion can be 
taken which will eM.bJ.e the City o:f.' Hi:.lifa.x a.nd the Province of 
Nova Scotia to give help i.:a a sigrificant way w:l.thout imposing any 
large financial burden on thuae bodieao 

It is proposed that a credit union or some similru:- organization 
be established to operate a loan fund ccmtl'ibu ted by the City of Halifax 
and the Province of Nova ,'k,otia togeth_er rl th sufficient initial control 
to ensure the 1:m,;:eess of t.he ope:t'ationo Once the organization becomes 
well established it would eantinue to pr-ovide a useful measure of 
aelf=help and h·a.ining for the individuals involvedo 

It should be noted ~hat the proposal, ~hen made 9 ~-a.a given 
favourable consideration by the Hono1.1~"tbJ..e Perey Gaum ·ru1d he approved 
thst the sum of fifty thO'aS-a:t\d dolla1•s; ( $50 9 000) be advanced to the 
City of Halifax for the purpose outlinedo 

In view of t.r.1.~ indica t:io:n of su:pf,oYt from the Province 9 

City Couucil. is :t'l""•:rueated t<:, grant its :!.mmediat,~ con.side-ration to 
the foll owing ap~cifi~ re-commenda ti ems = 

I That th~ .City of Halifior. officially endorse the position 
that the social measures for which City Council hereby 
grants 5uppo:r.t represent the Cityi~ recommitment to 
"the rshousi.ng 1 employm_e...-;.t~· eduGation and rehabilitation 
of the residents of Af:t'icville 11 

9 the responsibi.li ty for 
which was assumed in the 1963 adoptio~ of the·Rose Report; 

II 1~at. the City of Hal.ifaz m&ke avail&ble the sum of 
t1".1enty thouaand dollars ($20 9 000) to be used together 
with the amount of fifty thousand dollars (S50i000) 
advanced by th-9 P:i:-ovinae of lfova Seotia 9 to establish 
a loan fund for families relo~ated by the City from 
Afx-ic;y-ille "ii:i.th t."1,. -:r- .... visi~n th.at thi.s · loan would 
be ultimately re.:.:,aYttbl-:-- to the Governments concerned o 

III Th.at City Council. approv·e reeomme-:nda tio:ns for the 
app~intmeht of a Board of Directors, consisti~g of~ total 
t1f twel'J'o p~:t>&o:!!6. to admi~ister f;he fundo 'Ill.is Board 
"IY:.ld co:ntd.st of :i.·,~:p:re1:,'l:'-~;tatives f~'om t:he Conurd.ttee of 
Fo:rmer A.fric:ville Residt?nta 9 Social Planning staff, and 

· ci ti:,;ena from the broader eummuni -r,y ·who possess talents 
in 11.ue with the _requi.rewents of ad.ministE?ring such a 
lo!ln fund (chru·tered &c.~ounta,nts and lawyers 9 for example); 
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IV Tno.t up:-:ropri~tc :i.cr.,~ . .J1.ati·vu z t..;,ho)~ity be sought to allow 
the af0rcm~ntioned DJ~rd of Directors to act as a'co-operative 
body· in the -admlnlsl:.:ttio1-:i. of the loan i'uri.d prog:cam as outlined; 

V Th3. t C:.i. ty Council gra;:I; appro~.ral to th~ esta.blishnent of a 
priority listin~ for ~he im~odiato conGideration of the 
Hali :fa.x Housing Au t:~c::-.i.. ty v c.> f fr-nilies re:loc!l. ted from 
Africv.i.lle '.Iho hc::..v1..~ n0-t yet b2 e n satisfactorily and/or 
permanently rehoused by the ~ity; 

VI Tbat a suitable po ... ::i.o:.:~ cf zt.:1 ff sal&.ry :-eso"t:r-:es re\'!cntly 
approved in the 1969 cocial PlanniZig budge!.: for rehabilitative 
and prev0~tive services be Qllocated to hire staff needed to 
conduct those proGr~ms deemed necessary for families relocated 
from Africvllleo 

Respectfully submitted 9 
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Mayor Allan O'Brien 

H.D. Crowell, Social Planner 

December 30, 1970 

Africville FollowUp Committee 

When Alexa McDonough and I met in your office 
December 21, 1970 to discuss the formation of a 
Committee to concern itself with the Africville 
FollowUp Program, it was decided that a general 
meeting of Africville relocatees should be called 
for January 13 for the purpose of electing represen
tatives from the community to serve on the newly 
convened committee. 

However, on reviewing City Council minutes 
from the December 17 meeting, we subsequently became 
aware that the motion in Council specifically states 
that the appointed committee shall meet "with the 
Africville Action Committee". For this reason, we 
have departed from the original plan of action, and 
scheduled, on your behalf, a meeting of the City
appointed committee with the Action Committee at the 
time originally suggested for the general meeting. 
It would probably be advisable for the matter of 
representation and representativenees of the Action 
Committee to be raised at the outset of that meeting. 

Trusting that this arrangement will meet with 
your approval, I am, 

HDC:bmb 

Encl. Notice of Meeting 
Excerpt from Council Minutes 

Yours sincerely, 

H. D. Crowell, 
Social Planner. 
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- ~Africville Follow-Up Program 

MOVED by Alderman MacKeen, seconded by Alderman 
-Al·len that·, as recommended by the Board of Health, His 
Worship the Mayor appoint a ~ommittee of City Staff and 
Council members to meet immediately with the Africville 
Action Committee to discuss matters raised at the meeting 
of the Board of Health held on December 9, 1970. Motion 

- passed. 

REPORT - CITY PIANNING COM ... ~ITTEE 

Council considered the report of the City 
Planning Committee from its meeting held on December 9, 
1970 with respect to the following matters: 

Rezbning from R-1 Residential to R-4 Residential - Lands 
of Herman Newman, Purcell's Cove Road 

MOVED by Alderman ·. Abbott, seconded by Alderman 
Hogan that, as recor~~ended by the City Planning Committee: 

1. ~he rezoning from R-1 Residential to R-4 
Re$ iden t ial of th~ Lands of • Herman Ne-vnnan, 
Purce]l's Cove Road be forwarded to Council 
for a public hearing without recommendation; 

2. a date for a publ~c hearing be ~et; 

3. the area outlined on the plan attached tq ·the 
Staff Report dated December 1, 1970 be desig
nated as the area within which persons will be 
notified of the public hearing; 

4. Staff prepare and submit a further report with 
respect to (1) the_ dedication of land for 
widening of Purcell's Cove Road,. and (2) reser
vation and dedication of land for rights-of-way 
for local streets and walkways· throug)1 ·the 
property, prior to the public hearing. 

!-lotion passed. 

Lot 19 Princeto~ Avenue, Spryfield 
Lands Owned bv Mr. Norman Dave, 

Resubdivision of 

MOVED by Alderman Allen, seconded by Alderman 
Sullivan that, as reco~~cnded by the City Planning Committee, 
the rcsubdivision of Lot 19; Princ~ton Avenue (Lands owned 
by Mr. 1'1"orrn.in Davey) in to Lots 19A and 19B, as shown in · 
Case No. 2177 on Plan No. P200/4146, be approved and that 

·staff be instructed to neg.otiate with Mr. Davey on the 
purchase of an abutting parcel of land measuring 6 1 x 130', 
owned by the City of Halifax. Motion passed. 

- 700 -
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To: Mr. Harold Crowell, Social Planner 1. FOLLOW UP 

FROM: D. C. Slayter, Administrative Assistant 

DATE: December 11, 1970 

2. FOLLOW UP 

3. FOLLOW UP ~·. b.c.. ,.,,., 
SUBJECT: 4. COMPLETION DATE --ott-J 

Mr. Henderson would like to know if the $500,000 

mentioned in the Africville Action Committee's report (see 

attached copy) is an accurate figure? Moreover, is it all 

inclusive, i.e., cost of properties, purchase of furniture, 

cost of moving residents to new homes, Credit Union expenses, 

lawyers fees, staff time, etc.? 

DCS/mjm 
Attachment 

D. C. Slayter 
Administrative Assistant 
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The Africvillc reloc1te e ~ have not received" 

'the employment or the other con:.;ide;r.1.ticns reco.r:1rnended 

in the Hose report whici1 was.c1cccpted by the City,the 

Hwnan High ts Cor.1ni ttee, and the 1-\f:ricville people as a 

minimum basis for relocationo 

The relocation of Africville has turned out to 

be s~1ply a real-estate operation instead 6f i project 

in social rene\val. The promises of a ncH start were not 

fulfilled. "hile the City r.iay l:ave spc,nt .;55_.Q~. on~n 

the relocation project it has obtained 12 acres of 
. . ---------· __.. 

valuable_land. The scattered Africville people have 
I 

not done so well. Their plight was recognized by the 

City two years ago when the oocial Planr:ing ·departr1ent 

revim·:ed the relocation and subseque>ntly establis}ied the 

.'.)1.:,,1\!L:,1, c:lwJIT Uf,IU, to lend rioney to the relocat ,'es.This 

i3ancl-1lid r..easure was door.1ed to fail since the reloc.:i.tees 

in need did not possess adqquate financial resources in 

the first place to take cnre of addi t.ion:11 indebtGC.:ness 

crt.!ated by making other nonies easily available. 

Tj_me is runnin[; out: Justice and redreE:. r1ust 

be obtained for the Africville people now. Reassess1:1ent 

of the preser,t condi tio11s must be und•crtav.en to brin[; 

about a neaninp;ful and realistic settlerwnt based upon 

three crit.ic~l factors: 

( ) rj, l 1 e t t i-.. a t con rac · or arreer1ent L·etueen 
pie J-1.fricville people and the Gi ty 
~,hic!J has not been honored and ·,,as 
a J)art of the vuarant(ie pro1 ii sing 
new oppotunit.ies and Inman renewal 
in exchan~e for their co~nunitYo• 

fe0ling..; of the former AfricviJle people c1nd tho assessment 
of .slaff, can c1 realistic redefinj_tion·of~nd recomrnitment 
to, goaJs be Qchicved . 

• ••••••• 2 
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

AFRICVII,LE FOLLOW-UP PROPOSAL 

submitted by 

Social Planning Staff 

City of Halifax 

February 4, 1969 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many backers - directors of relocation would be 
disappointed if change were limited to a perhaps brief 
boost in morale and a slight housing improvemento Without 
concomitant programs bearing on the fundamental economic 
and educational problems, it is unlikely that relocation 
would have the eifects manifestly indicated by its political 
rationalizatiODo 

On January 16, 1964, City Council of Halifax unanifflously 

approved recommendations contained in a report "with particular 

respect to Africville" submitted by special consultant, Dro Albert Rose, 

and thereby committed itself to the relocation of the entire Africville 

community during the three subsequent yearso Perhaps the most signif

icant contribution of the Rose Report, as it haa come to be known, 

was the explication that "the expropriation of Africville and the 

relocation of its residents is far more than a housing problemo In 

essence this process is a welfare problem, not a mere problem of fin~ 

ancial assistance but a multi-dimensional task"o 2 Having clearly 

identified the fundamental needs of the people of Africville as housing, 

employment, and income, and urging that strong forces be brought to 

bear concurrently on the three problem areas, Dro Rose concluded his 

1963 report on a note of caution - warning that failure to implement 

recommended social and economic programs could result in a "condition 

of chronic dependency for many of the families under study11 o 

It is not the purpose of this proposal to analyze the extent 

to which City staff was directed by the spirit and counsel of the Rose 

Report in their relocation efforts between June 1964 and October 19670 

Rather, reference is made here to the Rose Report only as it assumes 

significance in relation to current circumstances of families relocated 

from Africvilleo 

l Donald Clairmone and Dennis Wo Magill, URBAN RELOCATION OF AFRICVILLE 
RESIDENTS (Research Proposal): A Sociological Investigation of Planned 
Social Change, October 1967, pgol6o 

2 Dro Albert Rose, REPORT OF A VISIT TO HALIFAX WITH PARTICULAR RESPECT TO 
AFRICVILLE, November 1963, pgo 5o 
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When social worker, Peter MacDonald, left the employment of 

the City of Halifax in October 1967 having "completed" the Africville 

Relocation to the satisfaction of City Planning staff and officials, 

he urged that consultation services be obtained by a recognized social 

agency to insure that the efforts of the relocation program not be 

frustratedo The following day, the Africville Sub-Committee disbanded, 

and for all practical purpoees, Africville became a closed chapter in 

the City's history during the ensuing yearo 

RENEWED INVOLVEMENT OF CITY 

On October 8, 1968, members of the new Social Planning staff 

were invited to attend a meeting concerning an Institute of Public 

Affairs Research study on the Africville Relocationo The City is in

debted to the Department of Public Welfare of the Province of Nova Scotia 

who approved and financed this undertaking, for it was through their 

attendance at this meeting that Social Planning staff became aware o! 

some very considerable problems being encountered by former Africville 

familieso In a general meeting called by the Social Planning Department 

on October 19, 1968, ex-Africville residents gave angry expression to 

some of their frustrations and discontents, which significantly fell 

rather clearly into the three problem categories of housing, employment, 

and incomeo 

ACTIVITY TO DATE 

An outgrowth of this general meeting was the establishment 

of a committee, comprised of six former Africville residents appointed 

by the respective groups they represent, namely, home owners, public 

housing tenants, and rental occupants; and three City staff members, 

So Ao Ward, City Manager, Ho Do Crowell, Social Planner, and Alexa 

McDonough, Social Planning staff membero This committee has met 

regularly during the intervening months, examining some of the prob

lems with which families are endeavoring to cope and discussing 

possible action proposals. 
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Of the total former Africville population who responded 

to the December 1968 survey, 55~ - more than half - were in receipt 

of regular social assistance from the City of Halifaxo Thia repre

sents a 4°" increase over the population percentage in Afric'ri.lle 

receiving welfare assistance from the City in 19630 There are, 

of course, several factors which account for such an increase, not 

the least of which would be first-time applications from families 

who were perhap• eligible for assistance while living in Africville 9 

but had not previously applied; and, secondly, the adoption of the 

Canada Assistance Plan in 1966 which created eligibliity for a new 

higher-income segment of the general population. Nevertheless, this 

high incidence of welfare dependency must surely be, as predicted by 

Dro Rose's cautious warning, at least in part, a direct result of the 

relocation itselfo Additional information derived from the recent 

survey illustrates other drasti, socio=economic coJM11equences of re

locationo A 1962 Dalhousie lnstitute study cited in Dro Rose's report 

revealed one family in six to be headed by a female, not all of whom 

constituted dependent familieso Information compiled from the completed 

questionaires shows, in contrast, approximately one in three of the 

relocated families to be now headed by females, all but two of which 

are dependent upon welfare assistanceo 

A second alarming statistic pertains to the present debt 

status of the relocated populationo On the basis of detailed data 

regarding current financial circumstances, the 47 families who re

sponded to the questionaire are found to be indebted in the approximate 

amount of fifty thousand dollars (150,000) exclusive of all mortgages 

and rental arrearsa 

FINDINGS OF SURVEY 

In the month of December, through the extensive efforts of 

the committee, a fact-finding survey was conducted of ex-Africville 

families residing in the Halifax areaa To date, 47 responses have 

been received from a total of ?4 families to whom, questionaires 

were distributed and in-person contacts were madeo 
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A small number ot questionaires may still be anticipated as a result 

of follow-up (third) contacts, but committee members suggest that the 

36% from whom no response has been received generally fall into one of 

three categories - those who are managing adequately and are not desirous 

of further contact with the City; those who are disillusioned with 

their dealings with the City to the extent that they refuse to enter 

into any further involvement; and thoae whose problems have overwhelmed 

them so Qompletelf that they have g~ven up all hope and effort to cope. 

HOUSING 

Twenty-three of the relocated Africville families are pre

sently accomodated in public housing. There can be no question that 

these shelter facilities, despite some limitations associated with 

public housing, represent a vast improvement over the frequently 

unsafe and unsanitary conditions in Africville. It is notable, however, 

that .some of these families risk eviction from public housing and 

others, from among the families not yet permanently rehoused, are denied 

entry to same, due to housekeeping practices regarded as substandard 

and unacceptable to the Housing Authority.3 

Of the ten "home-owners" from whom responses were r•ceived, 

two families have recently lost their homes through foreclosure, be

cause of their inability to maintain mortgages and costs, and at least 

three others are threatened with foreclosure due to arrears in mortgage 
4 paymentso Families living in rental accomodations comprise the group 

experiencing the greatest difficulties with regard to housingo 

3 In keeping with its commitment to safeguard the satisfactory reh.ousing 
and rehabilitation of all families f,rom Africville, the Africville Sub
Com~ittee on October 20, 1965, requested that ~onsideration be given to 
establishing a r~urse in housek$eping practices for the homemakers in 
relocated families. This request was ·referred to Po J. MacDo~ld for 
study, ~ut no further mention is devoted to this matter in ~he files. 

4 Reference is made to sta·ff and Atricville Sub-Co,mmi ttee correspondence 
on record fixing policy that the Solicitor's Department would continue 
to provide legal advice needed by homeowners beyond completion of the 
relocation programo Further reference is made to a May 23, 1968, City 
staff meeting called to consider the possibility of assisting three 
families in trouble with mortgages, the outcome of which was a re
commendation that staff should be hired "to take steps to help these 
families". No mention of further action is found in the Africville 
recordsa 
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Although only sixteen responded to the questionaire, several of these 
indicate severe problems of unsafe, . unaanita~y and generally unsatisfact
ory housing conditions, including overcrowding, and exhorbitant rents. 
Committee members have informed city staff that many of the families 
who did not respond to the survey, face the most dire problems of allo 
Several of this group occupy city-owned housing units which, at best, 
are still temporary sheltero Therefore, it seems evident that a large 
percentage of the rental group are in urgent need of rehousingo 

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME 

At the time of Dr. Rose's Report, that is, at the outset 
of the Africville Relocation Program, it was a matter of record5 that 
approximately ten families only were in receipt of welfare assistance 
provided through the City of Halifax. Thia observation was coupled 
with the advice that very considerable planning by City staff would 
be required to offset the disruption of existing living patterns which 
could result in greatly increased numbers of families requiring and 
seeking public assistance. 

CITY'S COMMITMENT 

That City staff and Council, at the outset of the Africville 
relocation program, were sincerely committed to a plan involving 
"rehousing, employment, education, and rehabilitation of the residents 
of Africville over a 3-year period" seems almost indiaputableo The 
June 19, 1964, staff report approved by Council containing the follow
ing statement is just one of repeated references to these principles -

In addition to the question of compensation and social assistance and housing, the City has accept~d a responsibility to assist on matters of employment and education. 

However, a detailed review of records pertaining to the 
Africville relocation program reveals that matters of property 
acquisition, compensation, and rehousing took marked precedence over 
all other considerations of social, economic, and psychological 
significance o 

5 Dr. Rose's Report, op.cito, pg. 60 
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Quite understandably 9 the staff social worker hired to carry out the 

program could not, singlehandedly, have been expected realistically 

to attend to every aspect of need in the relocation processo That the 

fullest co~operation and expertise of the Development Department was 

offered is apparent from the record, but as should be expected their 

efforts were directed primarily to physical aspects of the relocation, 

and matters of compensation, as did the Solicitor 9 s Department address 

itself to legal considerationso 

With regard to employment and education, references to efforts 

exerted are sparse and vague amidst the massive records of the relocation 

projecto Of a possible 12 = 15 persons for whom employment opportunities 

were found (some of which were temporary 9 some permanent), only six 

appear to have been household heads or family breadwinnerso Me~+ion is 

made in a June 15, 1966 Staff report of referrals to the Negro EmpLoyment 

'--' Officer engaged in the Social Development Division of the Department of 

Public Welfare, but recent discussions with this individual suggest 

that very limited gains were made through this channelo 

Similarly, one i~olated effort appears to have been made in 

the education fieldo An upgrading course was established through the 

Adult Education Division in which 13 = 15 persons enrolled, again only 

a few of whom were heads of householdso Four persons only completed 

the first phase of this course and it was dieeontinuedo 

PROJECT PROPOSAL 

It is as true today as it was in 1963 when Dro Rose stated that 

"the r elated problems of employment and income are not solved by a 

process of relocation and compensation, and cannot be met in this manner, 

even if compensation were increased"a It is significant that represent= 

atives of the former Africville residents serving on the recently= convened 

committee possess a real understanding of this concept, and do not suggest 

that further monetary compensation, per se 9 is the solution to current 

problems facing the ex=Africville familieso 
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Rather 9 they are in unanimous agreement that support should be sought 

for a "follow-through" program with preventive and rehabilitative 

aapectso Thua 9 the Social Planning staff has agreed to present the 

following requests to City Council, and to the Province of Mova Scotia, 

to be considered for a joint cost-sharing undertaking, deserving of the 

iJ!IIDediate consideration of both parties -

I ESTABLISHMENT OF LOAN FUND 

In view of the large ·debts accumulated by many Africville 

families since the time of relocation 9 and the accompanying high 

iaterest rates and carrying charges (in some instances amounting to 

22!1, _per annum) 9 it is suggested that a loan fund be established in 

the approximate amount of seventy~five thousand dollars (175,000)o 

Although this would mean requesting an initial amount of 156 9 250 

(75%) from the Province 9 and 118 9750 (25%) from the City, the actual 

"-/ cost to each party would be no more than the interest required to 

borrow these sums= approximately five thousand dollars (15,000) and 

eighteen hundred dollars (Sl,800) respectively, plus an amount which 

would have to be projected to allow for "bad debts" o 

In this way 9 low interest loans could be made available, 

with certain stipulations regarding maximum sums allowable for any 

one family and limitations on usage of such loans= initially to 

families most deeply indebted~ so that debts carrying unr~seo:nable 

rat~s of interest or carrying charges could be paid offo l'here are 

several advantages in the arrangement& which could then be agreed upon 

for repayment to the loan fundo In the first place, families would 

cease to be indebted to several loan companies and merchants, but 

instead would be faced with a single monthly installment on their 

outstanding debtso Secondly, problems of exhorbitant interest rates 

which make it virtually impossible for low=income families to find 

their way out of debt would be greatly reducedo It is significant 

to note that low=interest loan money is increasingly suggested as a 

necessary ancillary service to families involved in relocation pro= 

grams because of the many hidden costs to families for which compensation 

is rarely granted 0 Thirdly, realistic monthly installments could be 
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set for the repayment of loans 9 consistent with a family 0 s income 

and its ability to payo This process would allow for a measure of 

budgetary counselling to families who, until relocation, were not 

faced with the problems of monthly bills for such services as rent, 

fuel, electricity, water, transportation to work (in some instances, 

from Halifax County), and so fortho Such involvement would also 

bring to light problems relating to inadequate income 9 unemployment, 

and lack of job skills~ for which some solution could be soughto 

Fourthly, the willingness of the ex-Africville committee members 

to contribute time and effort to the administration and control of 

such a loan fund would be most valuable both as an experience for the 

group and for the success of the p~ogramo Representatives who have 

close contact with families indebted to the fund 9 and who at the same 

time, have a personal.. interest in "making it work" for themselves, would 

be invaluable in eldorcing regular payments and in coming to terms 

with problems which prevent families from meeting their obligationao 

II HOUSING MEASURES 

It is recommended tlat i,unediate steps be taken to rehouse 

those families relocated frOJD Africville who are not yet housed in 

permanent decent, safe, and sanitary facilitieso In most instances, 

this matter could be facilitated by establishing a priority listing 

for immediate consideration of the Halifax Housing Autho~ityo In 

addition to the problem of vacancies being found for these familie-,-- 1 

some attendant problems can be anticipated with regard to unagceptable 

standards of housekeeping, and provisions should be sought to deal with 

theseo 

Although some consideration should be given the possibility 

of making loan money available to homeowners who are in urgent need 

of temporary assistance with mortgage paymentsg the Committee expresses 

the feeling that the incidence of such problems would be greatly re= 

duced if the loan fund becomes operational, and the pressures of other 

debts become somewhat alleviatedo Some consideration might be given 

to seeking legislative authority to take over second mortgages l n 
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instances where families are in difficulty with meeting payments; 

or~ to take over mortgages held at a rate higher than conventional 

mortgage ratesa If such a plan vas documented as desirable and the 

necessary authority granted, it would require that the loan fund be 

i ncreased perhaps to 1100,000. 

III HIRING OF SPECIAL PROJECT STAFF 

The final request is for assistance in meeting salary re

quirements t o hire,!! least one full=time staff person to carry out 

the recommended programso 

It would be tile responsibility of this staff member to 

carry the relocated Africville families as an undifferentiated case

load, to whom a whole range of rehabilitative and preventive services 

should be provided, including family counselling; planning for job / 

training, work activity experiences, and job placement; and re£-e:ra1 

for specialized services (treatment for alcC>holism and c~protective 
- ' 

services, for example)o 

It i~ noted that the Social Planning Department has iacluclltd 

i~its 1969 projected operational plan, a proposal for a special project 

ata.1 ... of three ~ualified social workers who will assume responsibility 

for speeifie rehabilitative and preventive programso The Afrierllle 

p~ogram could be structured in such a way that the staff member hired 

to cenduct this particular project would be responsible for co-ordination 

of comprehensive services provided to the former Lfricville families, 

with the freedom to delegate responsibility for specific services to the 

ffll"'iffl,l(! .J'Pe>@iai.l project staff o 

COJCLUSION 

Detractors from this project proposal who woul~ state that 

sufficient or excessive funds have already bee~ exp~nded on the 

Afrieville people are again reminded of DrQ Rose 0 s ~,atement that 
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"the related problems of employment and income are not solved by a 

process of relocation and compensation and cannot be met in this manner, 

even if compensation were increased" a 

This project for which assistance is sought has both 

preventive and rehabilitative dimensions, and should be viewed as 

an endeavor to fulfill the commitment already made, but not yet 

fully discharged, to the former residents of Afriovilleo Some 

features of the proposal, such as the operation of the loan fund 

may be found to have demonstration value as wello In anj case, the 

practical necessity of undertaking this assignment in order to 

prevent and ameliorate increasing conditions of chronic dependency 

and human suffering among a large number of families in this community 

cannot be urged strongly enough, nor can the immediacy with which such 

action is requiredo 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES PROJECT FOR COMPETITIVELY-DISADVANTAGED CLIENTS 

Evolution of Project 

In the Spring of 1969, Social Planning co-operated with Canada 
Manpower in a Work Orientation Program for Culturallv-Disadvantaqed 
Clients. This six-week demonstration project involved sevep welfare 
dependents characterized by one or more of the factors commdnly associated 
with the poverty syndrome including sporadic work patterns, low level of 
academic achievement and lack of job skills, and poor work attitudes and 
performance. By means of placement in carefully selected job settings, 
with the employers' knowledge of and support for the project's objectives, 
and with supportive counselling to assist with personal and family 
problems as well as difficulties encountered on the job, these men were 
helped to develop healthier work attitudes and practices, leading to 
employment of a more permanent nature. 

In the summer of 1969, a second special manpower project was 
initiated on a co-operative basis between Social Planning and Manpower 
personnel, the purpose of which was to bring the services of these two 
agencies to bear on clients identified as being "difficult cases and 
mutually known to both agencies", and to determine additional services 
required to enhance the welfare dependent's opportuni~ies for obtaining 
and maintaining employment. 

Emerging from these demonstrations was a concensus that a more 
I 

intensive and comprehensive approach wa~ needed to make any significant 
contribution in the alleviation problem3 of the so-called ''able-bodied 
unemployed'' welfare dependent. Thus began the effort in September 1969 

.__., to launch a Work . Activity Project under the joint sponsorship of Manpower 
and Social Planning, the stated goal of which was "to break the pattern 
of dependency" by identifying, and assisting with the reduction or elimina
tion of, the causative factors, and by providing a work setting and job 
experience to help the participant prepare himself to obtain stable 
permanent employment or to embark on a cc,urse of further training. 

The attempt to implement this proposal, requiring the creation 
of a work activity program, has been frustrated by various institutional 
constraints imposed by City Union requirements, Federal Manpower regula
tions, and the fact of Social Planning being a municipal agency. For 
these reasons, the proposed Work Activity Project is officially abandoned 
with the presentation of the accompanying proposal as an alternative. 

PROJECT PROPOSAL 

Objectives 

It is proposed that our Employment Opportunities Project be 
initiated under the joint sponsorship of Social Planning and Manpowe~, 
with two primary objectives:-

1. To render employable twenty-five (25) competitively
disadvantaged clients known to both agencies by involving 
them in a comprehensive but individualized program of pre
employment orientation and training; counselling on an 
individual, family and group basis as indicated; supervised 
job placement with support measures; and follow up during a 
permanent job adjustment phase, the project to take place 
over an approximate eight months period. 

2. To document and evaluate the results of the project in 
relation to a control qroup who, during the same time 
period, will receive Manpower and Social Servi~es through 
regular delivery channels only. 

/Sheet 2 •••• 
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Selection Criteria Sheet 2 

Initially, fifty (50) candidates will be selected jointly from 

the files of Canada Manpower (CornwalliE Street Branch) and Halifax 

Social Services (North End Branch offices), according to the following 

cr:-iteria: 

(i) lives within the geographic districts encompassed by 

the Gottingen and Barrington Street offices of Halifax 

Social Services, namely, north of the Cogswell-Quinpool 

Road boundary and east of Dutch Village Road. 

(ii) male, with at least one dependent 

(iii) in rec~ipt of municipal social assistance due to unemp~oy

ment or sporadic employment during three or more months 

out' of the last twelve 

(iv) literacy 

(v) lack of marketable job skills 

(vi~ no physical or psychiatric disabilities so severe as to 

interfere with continous employment requiring some 

degree of physical stamina though not necessarily heavy 

physical labor. That is, requires remedial and supportive, 

rather than rehabilitative services. 

(vii) potential for adapting to a work setting and some desire 

to enhance his life circumstances 

(viii) 

Research Component 

On a random basis, ·one half of ~he group selected according to 

the above criteria will be offered the opportunity to participate in the 

project and will therefore comprise the experimental group. 

By means of reports and tests designed to measure performance 

and achievement, the progress of participants will be carefully documented 

in an effort to identify those factors determining success or failure in 

relation to the stated objectives. 

The twenty-five clients not offered the opportunity to participate 

in the project· will comprise the control group. In an effort to determine 

the effectiveness of the project, the control group identifiable as such 

only by personnel assigned to the project, will continue to recP.ive 

r:-egular services through usual Manpower and Halifax Social Services 

channels. At the conclusion of the project, a determination of whether 

participation has produced any significant results may be made by comparing 

the progress of the experimental with the control group. 

An attempt will also be made to conduct a cost-benefit analysis 

of the project. By comparing social assistance expenditures for the 

experimental group with those for the control group both during the course 

of the project and after completion, it will be possible to determine 

whether expenditures associated with carrying out the project will have 

been warranted. 

/Sheet 3 
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In a joint interview with the Manpower and Social Planning staff 
nssigned to the project, the client shall be offered the opportunity to 
rarticipate in the Employment Opportunities Project. An attempt should 
be made: 

(i) to familiarize the client thoroughly with the proj~ct 
objectives, stressing the comprehensive nature and 
co-ordinative aspect of the program; 

(ii) to make the client aware of the reasons for his being 
suggested as a candidate in relation to these objectives; 

(iii) to mak~ the client cognizant of his responsibilities at 
each stage of the project; 

(iv) to stress to the client that his refusal to participate 
in the project would not interfere with his subsequent 
eligibility for social assistanc2 

(v) to inform the client of any allowances or incentives over 
and above present social assistance, for which he may 
qualify as a condition of his involvement; 

(vi) to stress that commitment to follow through to the final 
stage of permanent employment, if attainable, is essential 
to the successful fulfilment of the project objectives and 
should be a condition of further involvement. (Every effort 
should be made to prevent participation in the program 
from becoming just one more temporary job situation or 
increased income source.) 

tvii) to make the client aware of the realities involved in 
obtaining permanent employment in relation to current 
conditions of the labor market. 

(viii) 

Having committed himself to participation in the project, the 
candidate becomes a member of the group which, during a projected 6 - 8 
weeks, is engaged in the following activities under the joint direction 
of the Manpower and Social Planning special project team: 

(i) discussion re:general problems of employment: implica
tions .of being in the "most vulnerable" segment of the 
labor force (last hired - first fired, subject to lay-off, 
etc.) and provision of fac t ual information re:general 
employment conditions 

(ii) identification of more specific individual attitudes and 
behavior patterns associated with sporadic employment 

(iii) discussion and attempt to deal with disincentives to work 
identified by the group 

(iv) determination of individual interests, aptitudes and 
achievement levels, utilizing testing facilities where 
applicable 

( v) expl·ora tion of realistic alternatives for employment, 
both short and long term (upgrading, training, steady 
employment supplemented by social assistance, continuing 
sporadic employment, "job creation", etc.) 

(vi) work orientation counselling re:employers' expectations 
relating to punctuality, attendance, appearance, 
respon s i bi. li ty, pro cluc ti vi ty, etc. 

(vii) examina tion 
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Employment Opportunities cont'd: Shee t 

(vii) examination of relationships with employer, fellow 
workers and family, as they affect job performance 

(vDi) improvement of job search, application, and interview 
techniques 

(ix) participation with prospective employers in group 
sessions involving mock interviews, role playing etc. 

4 

(x) consumer education pertaining to consumer rights, 
consumption patterns, wise spending, false advertising, 
costs of borrowing, etc. 

(xi) assistance with budgetting, consistent with social 
as$istance allowances as well as future self-earned 
income, where an increase can be anticipated 

(xii) video tape recording of group sessions and the use of 
these for study and discussion by the group 

Incentives to Participation 

During the pre-employment phase outlined above, participants 
will continue to receive social assistance for which they qualify as 
unemployed heads of households. However, case transfers will be made 
from the present Social Services worker to the Special Project worker 

'-' under Social Planning who will be responsible for any continuing social 

assistance to participant families. 

Financial incentive for recipients to participate in the 
Employment Opportunities Project will be offered in the form of the 
Work Incentive.Allowance which presently consists of five dollars (i5.) 
weekly exempted from earnings in the budget calculation, in this case 
to be added to the assistance paid out to the recipient. 

An effort will be made to offer, in addition, special incentives 
to further induce participation, such as extended dental and optical 
services. An attempt will also be made to provide temporary relief from 
financial debts which frequently serve as a disincentive to employment. 
(Reference is made to the recently enacted Insolvent Debtor Legislation 
which may be applicable in some instances.) 

Counselling 

In addition to group counselling dealing specifically with 
work orientation, individual and family counselling will be offered by 
the social worker assigned to the project where individual and/or 
family adjustment problems present obstacles to healthy job adaptation 
of the project participant. The participant will be viewed, therefore, 
as the principal client but the worker will be concerned with total 
family functioning, and to this end, will engage in assessment and 
referral of any family members requiring specialized services, and will 
serve as co-ordinator for the "service input" of other social agencies·, 
where such co-operation can be obtained. 

/Sheet 5 
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Employment Opportunities cont'd: Sheet 5 

Job Recruitment 

Responsibility for recruiting placements for the three-month 

job t r aining phase will be assumed by the Manpower counsellor who will 

endeavor to find employers meeting the following criteria: 

(i) offering jobs suitable to the limited skills and achievement 

levels of the project participants 

(ii) demonstrating a commitment to the project objectives and 

some understanding of the circular cause-effect relationship 

between sporadic employment and poor work habits 

(iii) willingness to furnish a genuine training experience 

(primarily in the development of appropriate and accepiable 

work habits under supervision) under contract with Manpower, 

as opposed to exploitation of a cheap labor source), and 

agreement to make special provisions by prior arrangement 

for participants to attend group counselling sessions, agency 

appointment, etc. as required 

(iv) willingness to engage in pre-employment dialogue either 

directly with candidates or indirectly through the project 

personnel re:employers' expectations re:work performance, 

etc. 

(v) agreement to conduct periodic evaluations of the participant's 

progress and, meet with project personnel and participant 

around difficulties which may arise in the job setting 

(vi)' willingness to offer participant permanent employment at 

(vii) 

end of training phase conditional upon satisfactory job 

performance 

An effort will be made to match interests expressed by project 

participants with job settings. In the event that placements cannot be 

procured for all p~rticipants, project personnel will explore, consistent 

with the interests of the group, possibilities for creating a work 

project to be initiated and carried out by all or part of the participant 

group. Subsequently, on the basis of satisfactory performance, improved 

work attitudes and habits, etc. developed in the course of such a work 

project, furt~er attempts at job placement might be made. 

Job Placement 

Upon successful completion of the pre-employment orientation 

phase, the participant will be placed for training in a job setting 

meeting the forgoing specifications outline for job recruitment. 

During this 3-month training period, intensive supportive 

services will continue, to include regular group counselling sessions 

dealing with problems encountered in the job situation; individual 

counselling primarily for purposes of discussing employer evaluations, 

specific problems arising in relation to job performance, and future 

employment plans; and such other services as may be required by the 

principal client or his family members to enhance individual and family 

functioning, thereby creating a healthier total environment for the 

project participant. 

/As provided by 
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Employme nt Oppo r t unities cont'd: Sheet 6 

As provided by the Manpower Training in Industry regulations, 

lhe employer will be reimbursed for cost of training, and will in turn 

pa y a wage of the project partic.i..pant during the three-month training 

phas e . It is obviously desirable that such wage provide the participant 

with an income which is h1.gher than the present level of social assistance 

for which he qualifies. However, recognlzing that the "going" wage level 

f o r such an empl oyee (which is the amount that should be soyght) may 

r e alistically, fall below current levels of social assistance due to 

such f2ctors large size of family, excessive rental costs, low level of 

education and limited skills, etc., the following measures shall be taken: 

(i) An attempt will be made to offer additional incentives 
to work in the form of assistance with costs associated 
with employment such as transportation to work, special 
work clothing or tools required, etc. 

(ii) An effort will be made to increase the allowable work 
incentive allowance. 

(iii) The client shall be encouraged to accept that earned income 

from employment supplemented by social assistance is a more · 
satisfactory alternative to total welfare dependence in 
terms of self-esteem, social acceptability, healthy family 
relationships, and general mental health, at this point in 
time, and that this form of public subsidization is clearly 
his right, not to be viewed as stigmatized in any way. 

Perrranent Job Placement 

. Every effort will be made to provide successful participants 

with permanent employment at the conclusion of the project, either 

through employers who have provided training being encouraged to make 

project participants permanent employees, or by seeking other permanent 

job settings on the strength of the participant's progress in the 

Employment Opportunities Program. 

The employee and employer will be offered continuing support 

and follow up from project personnel for a 3-month period after permanent 

employment is obtained, to assist with further adjustment problems which 

may arise. 

Evaluation 

At the conclusion of the project) it will be tr-e joint 
responsibility of the Manpower and Social Services project team: 

(i) to evaluate the results of the project by comparing the 
progress of the experimental with the control group 

(ii) to conduct a cost-benefit analys~s of the project 

(iii) to attempt to isolate those factors accounting for success
ful completion of the program by some candidates as opposed 
to others 

(iv) to determine the adequacy and aJpropriateness of the 
specific Employment Opportunities Project 

(v) and subsequently, to make recommendations for further 
special manpower projects and/or alternative courses of 
acti·on, on the basis of project results 

(vi) to recommend revisions in social assistance policies 
pertaining to employment, work incentives, etc. if indicated 

by findings 

AMcD:bmb 
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Council Chamber, 
City Hall, 
Halifax, N. S., 
May 23, 1968, 
3:15 p.m. 

A meeting of the Africvill~ Sub-committee was held 

on the above date. 

Present: Alderman Connolly, Chairman and His Worship 

the Mayor, Aldermen Sullivan and Doyl~. 

Also Present: City Manager, Director of Development 

and Secretary. 

The City Manager a:h7ised that the meeting was called 

former residents 

c u). ties due to impending foreclosure on their properties. 

He advised that in one case ·_the non-payment of the mortgage 

is d~e to mismanagement of money, since sufficient income is 

received to pay all bills owing, but no details are available 

with respect to the other fa.:.~ilies. He asked if the Cornrt).ittee 

could advise Staff on the course of action they should take. 

The Chairman was of the opinion that it would be 

preferable ~f Staff could handle the problem • 
. 

Eis Worship the Mayor suggested that it may be 

necessary to hire a person te~porarily to see how the people 

from the Africville area are making out. 

3~25 p.m. Mr. G. Davis arrives. 

After further discussion, it was MOVED by His Worship 

0 

_. 1 -

------·------·----
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Africville, 
May 23, 1968 

the Mayor, seconded by Alderman Sullivan that Staff undertake 

to do ever within their jurisdiction to assist the 

submitted to the next regular Council meeting . 

Mr. Davis asked if legal advice is available to 

persons who get into difficulties from City Staff. 

T}le .... City Manager said he would check into the 
'"'JIJJ1t.1i,,1,1..'rf';..,"··---... -..... . 

Minutes of previous meetings to see what agreements. had been 
. ' 

reached with respect to legal .advice from Staff. 

Some discussion ensued with respect to the desirability 

of holding future meetings of the Sub-committee to look at 

t~e O'ii'erall picture, but no action was taken. 

/jl 

The motion was then put and passed. 

3:30 p.m. Meeting adjourned. 

\ 

- 2 - . 

ALDERMAN J. L. CONNOLLY 

CHAIRMAN 
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AFRICVILLE SUB-COMMITTEE 

M I N U T E S 

Council Chamber, 
. City Hall, 
. Ha 1 if ax, N. S • ,· 

February 22, 1967, 
4.17 p.m. 

~ meeting of tbe ·Africville Sub-Committee was held on the 
, 

above date. 

-There were present: Alderman Connolly, , Chairman1 Alderman 

Sullivan, Messrs. G. Davis, .Ho Ao J. Wedderburn and Reverend w. 

Bryant. 

Also present were: Cit¥ Clerk, .Development Officer, 

P. MacDonald and Mrso• F.-McSweeneyo 

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved on 

motion of Mr. Davis, seconded by Alderman Sullivan. 

-AFRICVILLE RELOCATION PROGRAM 

Mr. 

A general report was subrnitt:ed advising of the fellowing: 

1. w1len the Africville Relocation ,Program began, it was 

estimated that there were approximately 75-80 families 

living in the community of Africville 

2 • . Number of families relocated 52 

Set:tlements approved - familie;:; ready to relocate 12 

TOTAL 64 

3. -Properties under active negoi:iation 

Number of families involved 

4. Properties to be considered for acquisition 

Number of fqmili'e~ invol ved 

5. Properties not in proces~s of negotiation 

Number of families involved 

6. Tot.al number of families 

The report was accepted • 

. REPRESENTATION ON COMMITTEE 

Mr. Wedderburn suggested that Mr • . Geor -s---

-
12 
12 

l 
1 

1 
2 

79 

him on t:he Committee as h,:1· {Mr. Grant) felt ,:hat sufficient informa-

tion is not to the le of Africville. 
- l -

,-· 

__ .. -·· -- --· ----

., 
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FROM: 

Members of the Sub-Committee of Council on 

Africville and the Representatives of the 

Human Rights Advisory Committee 

Po Fo Co Byars, City Manager 

DATE: May 24, 1967 

sr~JECT: Staff Report - Possible Acquisition -

Within recent weeks, the Minister (Reverend Wo Bryant) and 

the Deacons (Mro Ralph Jones, Mr. George Mantley, and Mro Leon Steede) 

met with Staff to discuss the disposition of the Seaview Baptist Church, 

Africvilleo The majority thinking of the Church reprS'Sentatives was 

that any monies realized from the sale should be used for education 

purposes through a trust fundo ~ 

It was agreed that a public meeting be held at the Church 

and that the opinion of the residents of Africville be canvassed. 

The result was a confirmation of the proposal previously discussed 

by the Minister and Deaconso 

-....- The Education Fund would be used for a negro boy or girl 

from the area, with preference given to a boy or girl from Africvilleo 

The Trusteeship would perpetuate the name of Africville and its 

residents for years to corneo 

The proposed asking price for the building plus land is 

$30,000o The building is approximately 33 feet by 45 feet and rests 

on a parcel of land, which is approximately 20,000 square feet in 

area. 

The organizational arrangements as far as a Trusteeship is 

concerned should be the responsibility of the Minister and the 

Deacons, with the costs involved (legal, etco) to be deducted from 

the purchase priceo 

Respectfully submitted, 

PJM/bah 

• 

\ 
' 

\, 

--
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ESTABLISHMENT AFRICVILLE 

The _follewing report was submitted from Staff: 

e ~t the time of winding up its affairs the 
Sub-Committee on Africville recommended that "if after

1

complete 

expropriation of the Africville area, there is any increase in th 

value of the land, by re-sale, or a portion of same, as defined by 

the City Council of the City of Halifax, that such amount should be 

allotted to the Trust Fund which has been established by the 

settlement of the Seaview Baptist Church for the education of 

the descendants of the area, whose homes were expropriated, and 

such Fund to expire December 31, 1967. •:J 
The Finance and Executive Committee, on October 5th, 

1967, agreed to defer consideration of the matter pending receipt 

of a staff report showing: 

(a) the total cost to the City of the land and buildings 

•at Africville; 
(b) other costs associated with the relocation of 

~fricvi~le families: a~d 
(c) the value of the land as determined by an independen· 

appraiser or appraisers. 

The cost of proper:y acquisition and relocation of 

families to date h?s been calculated by the Finance Department. 

Staff have, however, recomme~1ded against proceeding with an 

appraisal of the l~nds at the present time. It is considered that 

it would be more appr0priate to appraise the land at a time when 

development proposals are under way, so that the appraisal will be . 

closely related to the real economic value. It is the recommend

ation of staff that the Africville lands not be appraised at the 

present time, but- that the matter be reviewed wher.ever development 

is proposed." 

After discussion, it was MOVED by Alderman Connolly, 

seconded by Alder~an MoirE ~t the a raisal of the Africville land 

every six months • . Motion passed. 
-......------- ----. - -- ------

\ 

• 

... 
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ESTABLISHMENT, - TRUST FUND - AFRICVILLE 

The follawing report was submitted from staff: 

. "At the time of winding up its affairs the 
Sub-Com~1t~ee on Africville recommended that "if after' complete 
expropr1at1on of the Africville area, there is any increase in the 

·-·-- . -·- .. --· ~ --- --- ·•-·--
value of the land, by re-sale, or a portion of same, as defined by 
the City Council of the City of Halifax, that such amount should be 
allotted to the Trust Fund which has been established by the 
settlement of the Seaview Baptist Church for the education of 
the descendants of the area, whose homes were expropriated, and 
such Fund to expire December 31, 1967. 11 

The Finance and Executive Committee, on October 5th, 
1967, agreed to defer consideration of the matter pending receipt 
of a staff report showing: 

(a) the total cost to the City of the land and buildings 
at Africville; 
(b) other costs associated with the relocation of 
~fricvil,le families: and 
(c) the value of the land as determined by an independent 
appraiser or appraiserso 

The cost of proper':.y acquisition and relocation of 
f ~ ili~s to date has been calculated b y the Finance Department. 
Staff have, h ever, recomme~ded against proceedi ng wi th an 
appraisal of the lunds at the present timeo It is considered that 
it would be more appropriate to appraise the land at a time when 
development proposals are under way, so that the appraisal will be. 
closely related to the real economic value. It is the recommend
ation of staff that the Afri~ille lands not be appraised at the 
present time, but that the matter be reviewed whenever development 
is proposed." 

After discussion, it was MOVED by Alderman Connolly, 

seconded by Alderman Moir that the a raisal of the Africville lands 

be deferred unti1-develo ment of the lands is · roposed; and that 

pending receipt of -development proposals, · the matter be reviewed 
~ 

eve~ six months • . ·. Motion passed. --·--------~.=-,!::::;_ _ __ _:,..:.._,_ ___ _:,_ __________________ ·-
• 

I 
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Africvil1e, 
July 19, 196'70 

could be made as to the property claimed by Stanley carvery. He 

felt that if no settlement could be made, the matter should go to 

expropriation. 

.It was agreed to defer both property settlements until 

September. 

SEAVIEW BAPTIST Ch'URCH, AFRI CVILLE 

• A report was submitted from staff advising that the Deacons 

of t h e Seaview Baptist Church, Africville, are prepared to accept 

$20,000 as full payment for their crrurcho It is understood that 

r anizat ional arr an ements etc as far as a Trusteesh i p.i s c on,-

cefned. will be t·he responsibili_J:y of the Church leaders . 

Reverend Brya~'lt asked that. this settlement be left opan 

until he 'had an opportunity to discuss this matter with the Deacons 

of the Seaview Baptist C'-lurcha 

PRO.i?ERT-? NOS. 1 37 a 1 39 FJ§D 139A, CIT£' PLAN' PS00/46, AFRIC\,.ILLE 
}'tR o 'EEREER.I' CAR\-ER'.'.:', I".IR. o WILE'RED (JACK ) CARVERY 

I 
MISS M~R'I'LE 

CAKlEff:! A.."!® .i\1ISS CORA EOWE 

.r•~OVED by Alderman Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Davis, that: 

A. 1. '7ne City purchase i\1..r. Herbert:. carvery' s interest in Pro
perty Nosa 137, 139 and 139A for the sum of $14,204.50; 

B. 

$13,500000 - to be paid to Mr. Rerbert Carvery , 
$ 704050 - to be applied against an outstanding 

Victoria General Hospital account:o 

A Q..i it Claim Deed to\ be .signed by ~.r o and Mrs" Herbert 
(Clara) Carvery in favor Of t'he City for their interest 

1.:-:. Property Noso 13'7, 139 and 139A, Africvilleo 

'Irne City purchase Mro Wilfre:d {J'ack) Carvery's interest. in 
Prope:rty Nos. 137, 139 and 139A, for the sum of $10,443.12; 

$10,000aOO -

207a00 -

to be paid to Mro and Mrsa Wilfred Carvery; 
s-uch amclint. to ::..nclude $1,000 ~00 for necessary 
ho'i.lsehold items; 
to ba applied against. an outstanding 
Victoria General Hospital account; ... 

$ 236 .12 - to be applied against an outstanding r.ax 
account. 

- 5 -

- ------------- - --------
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rent or mortgage payments, taxes, fuel, electricity, 

and water shall not, in anyone case, exceed $115 per 

month. 

Mortgages - 50¾ of the mortgage payment7 

Taxes - actual amount paid per month1 

House Maintenance - (home owners only) $12 per month7 

Fuel - actual amount paid up to a maximum of $20 a month7 

Electricity - the actual amount paid up to a maximum of 

$12 per month. 

An answer to part ncn involves many considerations and therefore 
is much more complex in X nature. Because X of the complexity of the 
problem, the opinion of many interested and competent citizens was solicited 
so that an unbiased opinion could be formed. The general belief was that 
....,___. _,11uld be too cumbersome to realistically reimburse each Africville 
~esident, if the Cit sold the land in Africville for rofit. Rather, it 

...;;;;.._ .._._ 
iould be more prudent to continue to determine liberal property settlements 
it the time of negotiation. 

Of particular significance is the fact that for some Africville 
~esidents, the City is actually converting an uncertain land asset into an 
Lctual cash asset. Therefore, if such residents could be encouraged to 
.nvest their cash asset, then the profit realized might probably increase 
1ore than the value of the land in question. 

JM/bah 

,. 

Respectfully submitted, 

F. F. c. Byars 
City Manager 

,. 
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ASSISTANCE. REHOUSING AND PURCHASE OF FURNITURE -
AFRICVILLE RESIDENTS 

The following resolutjon was submitted from the 

Africville Sub-committee : 

11 that this Committee re-affirm t.ha.t assistance in 

re-location and in the purchase of furn1.ture to make 

the home livable 8 will be a.vailable on negot ia t.i.on, 

on the basis of ne.ed : wi t.h ,Mr. Peter MacDonald of the 

Development Department 11
• 

MOVED by Alderman Meagher, seconded by Alderman Abbott, 

that the resolution as submitted , be approvedu Motion passed. 

---~.--.,.----

'. 

\ 

• 

... 

I I I 

'1 
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Policy Re: Household Furnishings - Africville Families 

MOVED by Alderman Abbott, s'econded by Alderman 

A. M. Butler that, as recommended by the Finance and Executive 

Committee, City Council adopt a policy wherebi necessary house-

through the 2rovisions of the Social Assistance Actu Motion passed. n7 -

.. 

... 
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TO: Members of the Su.b-,Committee of Council on 
Africville and the Representatives of the
Human Rights Advisory Committee 

FROM, Po F. C. Byars, City Manager 

DATE, December 12, 196~ 

SUBJECT: Furniture Allowance 

As the Africville program progresses and property 
settlements become more numerous, minor problems are corning forward 
which require the thinking and direction of the Representatives of 
the Human Rights Advisory Committee and the Members of Council 
on Africville. 

One such problem relates tot.he residents of Africyi1.le 
who are renting and who have no interest per se in land an:Mor 
buildinqs. Ordinarily, wen a proper y se~ emen~ s negotiated, 
it is recommended that the tenant be g-iven assistance in locating 
alternate accommodations. · 

If accommodations become available quickly, it is then 
necessary to make immediate plans for the tenant to- ~Dve to his 

. .._,,,, or her new address. ,. , _ _. 

Generally, the condition of the tenant 0 s furniture is such 
that most items should be destroyedo 

'i .... 
It is suggested that when situations of this nature arisea 

Staff have the authorizat 
furniture store and order 
in relation to the size o 

a re~utable 
household items 

2. Such authorization not to exceed an expenditure of $1,000~ 

3. An itemized account of the items_ urchased be received 
from the store in uestion before the account is passed 
for ent to the Finance De artment. 

It is estimated that there are no more than eight residents 
in the communit of Afric ille who are rentin their present 
accommodations. 

Respectfully submitted, 

PJ'M/bah 

\ 
\ 
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File No. D862 

CONFIDENTIAL 

TO: Members of the Sub-Committee on Africville 

FROM: P. F. C. Byars, City Manager 

DATE: November 12, 1964 

SUBJECT: Africville 

On January 16, 1964, the City Council of Halifax approved 
the recommendations concerning the relocation of the residents of 
Africville. ~n essence, the City of Halifax committed itself to 
compensate the residents of the area for all legal and moral claims 
to ownership to property, to provide alternate housing at reasonable 
rentals and to provide guidance and casework service with regard to · 
employment, education and personal problems. 

Housing 

There are a number of home owners in the community of 
Africville who have a bona fide title to their property either by 
deed or ' throug~ possession. However, in general, the land titles 
are very difficult to determine and much time and effort is necessary 
to define who are the legal owners. It has been generally agreed 
that in instances where there is no clear legal title, the City of 
Halifax will recognize any reasonable title; the value of the property 
in all cases can best be determined by individual appraisals. In 
instances where there is no land value but only a building, the policy 
is that a basic $500.00 settlement be considered and that other ' 
factors such as the size of the family, marital status and indivi
dual circumstance, be taken into ponsideration. Also with regard 
to the purchase and eventual settlement with the City, it has been 
recommended that assistance be made available for the purchase of 
household goods to families where such need is exemplified. 

General Progress 

Since June, 1964 approximately 53 out of a possible 75 
families have been visited regarding their eventual relocation. 
Several families have been seen on a regular basis because of their 
particular position within the community. These persons such as 
Mr. & Mrs. Steed, Mr. H. Carter, Mr. George Mantley etc. are involved 
with the Human Rights Advisory Committee, whose particular fun9tion 
is to gu1de the residents in making reasonable and just decisions. 

Tpe City . of Halifax has acquired 8 buildings since June, 
1964 and at the present time there are 13 property owners who are 
under active negotiations with the City of Halifax. These settle
ments when ·completed, will mean the acqutsition of 21 buildings. 
The reason for the apparent delay in completing these settlements 

~ is due to tha difficulty in determining the rightful owner. However, 
these hurdles are being overcome and all residents and owners involved 
appear to be satisfied with the action taken by the City. 
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Finance, 
December 10, 1964. 

ASSISTANCE - REHOUSING AFRICVILLE RESIDENTS 

The following resolution was submitted from the 

Africville Sub-committee: 

"that this Committee re-affirm the City's 
willingness top e ss · stance in rehousin 
whether it be in the purchase of a home; becoming 
a tenant in public or privately-owned housing". 

MOVED by Alderman Abbott, seconded by Alderman Meagher, 

that the resolution, as submitted, be approved. Motion passed. 

---------~-------

'\. . 

\ 

.. 
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TO: His Worship the Mayor and Members of the 
Sub-committee of Council on Africville . 

FROM: P. F. c. Byars, City Manager 

DATE: February 16, 1965 

SUBJECT: Staff Report - Africville - Supplemental Assistance 

Since the relocation programme for the residents of 
Africville was initiated by the City in J'une, 1964, many problems have been overcome. One problem, however, which requires the . 
affirmation of the Africville Sub-committee and Council concerns 
residents who are in receipt of a $75.00 a month pension from either Blind Perso,n cs Allowance, Disabled Person's Allowance, Old Age 
Assistance, or Old Age Security and who are P.a in rent t 
present accommodations. 

When residents in 
to alternate accommodations 
a e to meet t eir ai y iving expenses. The fe ase in rental will seriously affect their bud.get and will of necessity requLre rearran ement of t hei r f i nances. 

Generally the policy of tha City Welfare Department is not 
1
r, to supplement recipients of Blind Personcs Allowance, Disabl ed 
~,i Person= s Allowance, Old Age Assistance or Old Age Security. However, t et e rec · ·e ts tat th "er ivin costs will not be seriously 

· t · e t t t su emen_tation. to their monthly: income is a necessity. It is suggested that the Africville Sub-committee agree to such supplementation for Africville residencs providing that in no case shall it go beyond December of 1966. It is not intended that this sup?lementation should contravene the already established policy of the City Welfare De?artment. 

Under Part II of the Social. Assistance Act" supplerhentation to income may be claimed on a cost sharing basis with the Provincial and Federal Government participating. In essencer this means the City will be reimbursed two-thirds the cost of supplementary 
assistance which may be paid to those who qualify. 

Respectfully.submitted, 

.,.,,.ft~ ~ 1-:. -/~-...-2--;~·:A' '. i //"~~~- -r ·- -v-
~ - r>, 

P. • c. ""13yars, 
JJt...-Ci ty Manager 

PJM/reo 

\ 

..,, 
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Council, 
February 25, 19650 

Supplementary Welfare Assistance - Africville Families 

The following recommendation was submitted from ~he 

Finance and Executive Committee: 

/ 

"THAT in order to assure Africville residents who are recipients of the Blind Person 1 s Allowance, .:)isabled Person 1 s Allowance , Old Age Assistance or Old Age Security that. their living cost.s will not be seriously affected, the Afric·ville S·.:ib •·•'=ommitt.ee be 
s e e to ·c:r.e mo-. t · '-1 inco £.. such residents , provided that in no case shall suc"h SupPlementary assistance extend be ond Decerol:>.e ·and that s~c~ s .mple-mentation does not cont;!;a y e og ;t~ t;.ebl i s h d of ·- e City Welfare .De:eartment" o 

Alderman O'Brien suggested that the Council should ~pprove 

the supplementation to the Africville residents rat.'ner than the 

Africville Sub-Committeeo Be felt Lnat the form of the motion 

should be changedo 

After discussion, it was MO\,'E:) by Alderman .alack , seconded 

by A ... .:ierman O'Brien, that in order t.o assure Airicville residents 

who are recipients of the Blind Personcs Allowance, Disabled ?erson's 
Allowance, Old Age Assistance or Old Age Security t~1at their living 
~osts will not be seriously affected, that City Ccuncil agree to the 
recommended supplementation for Africville residents Rrov ided that 

each such case shall be recommended b t.he Africville S'"1b-1.ommittee 

-ethe Director o rovided ~hat in no case shall su le-

mentary assistance extend beyond December, 1966" --- =-------------.......: Motion passed. 

... 
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M(mibers of the Sub-Committee of Council on 
Africville and the Representatives of the 
Hur.1an Rights Advisory Committee 

P. F. C. Byars, City Manager 

March 3, 1967 

~er: s~~ff Report - Africville Relocation Program 

The December 7, 1967 meeting of tm Representatives of the Human 

:.s Advisory Committee and members of the Sub-Committee of Council dis

~ the possibility of extending some features of the Africville 

:ation Program. Staff was asked to prepare a report giving special 

1tion to: 

A. Continued legal assistance for a five-year period to Africville 

residents who have purchased homes; 

B. 

c. 

Welfare assistance for Africville residents who have become involved 

in mortgage payments; and 

Reimbursement to Africville residents who owned property in the 

co,nmunity of Africville, if the land in Africville is sold for 

a profit by the City. 

With regard to question"A~ the Legal Department of the City is 

tred to continue assistance to the residents of Africville who have 

1e involved in home ownership. 

An answer to question 11 B11 is found within the section of the 

ia Assistance Act, which relates to persons in need. The Act identifies 

:;ons in need" as those persons who, by reason of inability to obtain 

>yment, loss of the principal family provider, illness, disability, 

>r other cause of any kind acceptable to the Provincial Authority, is 

i to be unable (on the basis of a test by the Provincial Authority that 

to · meet such r uirements) to provide adequately 

1imself, or for himself and his dependents or any of them. 

Therefore, it can be assumed that persons qualifying for assistance 

1se of health and for employment reasons, will be assisted according to 

':' "budgetary requirements". Budgetary requirements included under the 

1. Food 

2. Clothing 

3. R.e:lt - 'fhe actual amount up to $100 per month. The sum total of 
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>#:Mrs. Rose SWami 
~. Fred Dunsworth 

Mrs. James Runacres 
Mr. Thomas Neville 
Mr Barry Mactean 
Mr. Richard Byrne 
Mr. Frank Wbi te 
Mrs. Mathilda Driscoll 
Mr. Thomas Barry 
Miss carol White 
Mr. John McLaughlin 
Mrs. Belen Ashton 
Mr. Archiba,ld MacNeil 
Mrs. Mary Savm:y 
Mr. John M:)rris :#Mr. Kenneth Elcock 
Mr. Frank Jones 
Mr. Michael Bergeron 
Mrs. Ester McNeil 
Mr. Rcmald Beaton 
Mr. Josep1 Torraville 
Mrs. Belen Murphy 
Mr. Melvin Berry 
Mr. Kenneth G. Profit 
Mrs. Marie Raynes 
Mrs. Alma MacAl.duff 
Mr. Bert Smithers 
Mr. James SDl1 th 
Mrs. Agnas Cederberg 
Mr. Barry Lilly 
Mr. Walter Lamer 
Mrs. Janet Levy 
Mrs. Rosanne MacLeaD 
Mr. Wilfred Kelly 
Mr Stanley Wheeler 
Mr. Daniel Bell 

2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults - 1 teenage girl 
2 adults 
l adult 
2 adults 
2 adults 
3 adults 
1 adult (Benior Citizen?) 
1 adult 
1 adult (Senior Citizen?) 
2 adults 
3 adults 
2 adults - 2 boys (15 - 14) 
2 adults 
1 adult 
1 adult 
2 adults - 2 boys (3 - 2) 
2 adults (Senior Citizen?) 
1 adult (Senior Citizen?) 
1 adult 
1 adult -
2 adults 
1 adult 
1 adult 
1 adult 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults 
3 adults 
2 adults 
1 adult (Senior Citizen.?') 
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bachel.or 
l bedroom 
bachelor 
l bedroom 

l bedroom 
1 bedroom 
1 bedroom 
1 bedroom 
1 bedroom 

bachel.or 

2beclroom 
l 

2 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
bachelor 

1 bedroom 

1 bedroom 
2 beciroom 

2 bedroom 
1 bedroom 

 t 
t 

 t 
  

 
t 
t 
 

h  

 

  e 

t 
t 
 

  t 

t 
 

 
 

Mr . John DeSDl:>nd 
Mr . ~rt Young 
Mrs. -E.lizabeth Clarke 
Mrs. Evelyn Brown 

l<b.:s. J~n Zinck 
Mr . Blaine Tynes 
Mrs. Marian Manuel 
Mr. B. v. Barranger 
Mr . James McNeil. 

Mr . Timothy Murphy 

Mr. Ray Q>meau 

~JI)tr:i Betty Black 
Miss Juani.ta Davis 
Miss Margaret Pauzie 

Mr. Lawrence Bennett 

Mr Cecil Harrington 
Mr . Maurice Bill 

Mr. Clement DeYoung ) 
Mrs. Alice Boutilier 

ROTE: The total J'lumberlll indicate a requirement for: 14 - 2 bedroom apartments 
25 - 1 bedroom apartments 
16 - bachelor apartments 

) 

l adult 
2 adults 
1 adult 
2 adults 

2 adUlts 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adults 

1 adillt 

2 adul.ts - 1 child 

1 adult - 2 boys 
1 adult - 2 girls 
l adult (Senior Citizen?) 

2 adUlts (senior Citizen?) 

2 adults 
2 adults - 1 child 

2 adults - 1 child 
2 adults 
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Africville, 
February 22, 1967. 

Mr. MacDonald stated that"he was often asked the question -

"How much did so and so get for their property?" The property number 

only is printed in the paper. 

The Chairman suggested that ·-Mr , Grant secure a signed 

I 
.petition from the residents of Africville if they wish a re2resenta-

tive on this Comrnitteeo The petition will be sent to ·Mr -. -MacDonald. 

-MRo GEORGE MANTLEY, AFRICVILLE 

A report was submitted from staff respecting consideration 

on a moral basis to Mr. and Mrs. -George Mantleyo 

MOVED by Alderman Sullivan, seconded by •Mro Davis that: 

1. The City consider granting Mr. and Mrs. George Mantley 
$3,000 for the purpose of re-establishing themselves; such 
an amount to include $500 for necessary household items; 

2. -Assistance in acquiring alternate public housing 
accommodations; 

3. Assistance in moving their household effects to the new 
place of residence; 

4 .. Assistance with their .rental payments. 

Motion passed. 

PROPERTY N"O. 62, CITY PLAN PS00/46,AFRICVILLE, MR. JOSEPH WILLIAMS 

A report was submitted from st.aff respecting negotiations 

for the above property. --

-MOVED by Mr. Wedderburn, seconded by Mr. Davis that: 

1. The City consider ·r-,t..r. Joseph Williams as the alleged owner 
of Property No .. 62, Cit1 Plan PS00/46, Africville; 

2. The City purchase Property No. 62 for the sum of $5,606.36; 

$4,500.00 - to be paid to Mr . Williams for his interest 
in Property No" 62; 

$1,000.00 - for necessary household items; 
$ 26.00 - for an outstanding Victoria General Hospital 

account; 
$ 80.36 - for an outstanding tax account. 

3. Welfare assistance to Mr. Williams because be is irregu
larly employed as a stevedore; 

- 2 -

--- . ----- ----~---- --- ------ .. 
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A. 

Family 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

AFRICVILLE FOLLOW UP STUDY 

'I 

Name •••••••••••••• •,• ••••••••••••••• •• ·. 

Address•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Telephone No••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Bo STATISTICAL INFORMATI< >N (Specifics· on each member living in household) 
------------------------- --------------~--- ----------------------------- ------------

Name Mari ta. Relajionship Age Education Employment Stab}lity 
Status Hous Holder Grade Training Status Emp~oyment 

---------------- -------- -------------- ---· ~-------- -------- ------------ ------------
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 ' 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 0 

11. 

------ ------------------------
~Bfi~s 

~theg Contiluation 
iur es 

~g¥Y~o!~~ri5ld) ~ come 
------ --------- ----------------(c- continuing 

nc - not contin) 

. 

t q 

I o 1 

~i 
iJ 
f 
i 
.....-1 p 

i 
Yl ' f ~ 
2 3 

I 
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Co Individuals Response to Present Situation (open-ended) 

2o 

la (a) How long have you worked at your present job? 

(b) Do you feel that your present job provides an 
opportunity for promotions, advancements, on 

000000000000•0•• 

(Record) 

the job training etco (Probe) 
0 Yes O No (Specify}oooooooo• 

(If Unemployed, ask:) 
(c) What do you feel makes it difficult for you 

to find and/or keep a job? 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O e e O O e O O • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O • • 

(Record) 
(For Those Employed) 

(a) What is it you like most about your present 
employment? (Probe)oooooo•oooooooaoooooooooooooooo•oooooooooo•• 

O O D O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 0 

(b) What is it you dislike most about your present 
employment? (Probe) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 
(c) Do you feel a need for further education and/or 

traini ng? Cl Yes • No O Don't Know 

Would you be interes ted in participating in a program of 
upgrading or training (trades or vocational) if this could 
be made available to you? 

• Yes 0No 0 Don't Know 

Tf Yes, Why? (Specify)oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo••••••• 
t·r· No, Why not '.? ( Specify) o. o ••• o o. o ••• o o •• o o •••••• o o. o o o o. o o o o o 

If Yes for (3) Ask : 
4o What type or types of program would interest you most? 

' (Probe) 

(Record Commend) o o o o o o o o o • o o o o o o a o o o o o 

5. Is there anything in particular you would like to see 
changed or improved within your present situation? 
(total situatjon - home, neighbourhood, job etco) 

0 Yes D No D Don't Know 
\ 

If Yes, What? (Probe)oooooooooo•o•••••• 

6. Interviewer's Remarks: 

(Over all impression of family, 
Specific comments relating to 
co-operation, interest shown, 

housing, neighbourhood, etc. 
subjects response to interview, 
etco) 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o • o o o o o o o o o o a a o • o o o o o o • o 

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooodo••ooooeoooooo1 

O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O e O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O e e 

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

oooeoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeooooooooooo• 
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. ·, 

A F R I C V I L L E 

Re-Incatees 

Socjal Planning Cory 

P R O J E C T 
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f/-rfJCIJI/E. V-Rvec..r ')(..., r L0q 

NAMES: YEARS: CATAyORYz # MO: TOTAL ASSISTANCJ: 

1.  Received Assistance from 1951 - 1957 
2.  

) 1965 Rent Sept. 72.00 

1967 Rent & groc 11 mos. 1,694.40 
1968 n & n 5 mos. 995.00 

  1964 only Groc. 3 mos. 107.00 

4.  1965 groc. 2 mos. 49.00 
5. 1967 Rent & groc. 11 mos. 552.20 

5.  

6.  1965 Rent & groc. 5 mos. 191.00 

1968 cloth. & groc. 2 mos. 20.00 

7.  

8.   

9.     1968 Basic Req. 4 mos. 70.00 
( groc, rent etc.) 

.......,.  No record 

11.   

12.  1965 Rent l mos. 75.00 

13.   

14. CODE# NOT USED 

15.   No record 

16.  No record 

17. Mr. Howard Byers 

18. Mrs. Ho ward B3ers 1967 Rent & groc. 9 mos 620.00 

19.   

20.  

21. Miss Sarah Byers 1965 Rent & Fum. 2 mos. 230.00 

1967 Ba.sic Req. 10 mos. 493.00 

22.   Wife code (I 2 

23.   1964 Groc.& Rent 2 mos. 179.00 

1967 rent 8 mos. 9()0.00 

24.  

25.  1959 Groc. 3 mos. 50.00 

1962 groc., fuel 2 mos. 17.00 

1967 groc. 3 mos. 396.00 

26. Mr. Aaron Carver.v Received assistance 1952 - April - 5.00 - only ) 

Sub-total 6,718.60 
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NAMES: CATAOORI # MOS. T. ASSISTANCI 

27. Mr. Edward Carvery 1966 Groc. °t~gd Forward 6t_'/;t?oo60 
1967 Groc. 10 mos. 477.60 
1968 Groc. 1 Moe. 3.00 

28.   

( 
1967 groc. 10 mos. 1,.303.56 
1968 groc.,rent,Oi.l 6 mos. 937.00 

Code IJ not used 

!JO. Mies Hattie Carvery No Record 

31.  
 

.32.  No Record 

33. Lucy Carvery Ho Record 

34. Mrs. John(Dorot}zy) 
Carvery 

35. Hr. John Carvery Index Card onl1' 

.36. Mr. Milton Carvery Ho Record 

·w. Miss J(yrtle Carvery 1962 Groc. 8 Mos. 72.00 
..._,,, 1965 Groc. 12 Mos • 7.30.00 

38. '  Ho Record • 

39.  n n 

40. Code# not used 

41.   Index onl,y 

42.  n n 

43.  " " 
44.  n n 

45. Mr. William Carvery 1961 01U.1' Groc. 1 mos. 20.00 

46.    Ro Record 

47.    n " .. 
48.   " n 

49. y n n 

50. Miss Hazel Cassidy n n 

51. Mrs. Elsie Desmond 1959 Groc. 2 mos. 14.00 

1960 Groc. 1 mos. 14.00 

1966 Rent 1 mos. 150.00 
1967 Rent 12 moa. 1,535.00 

52.1 ~las Chisholm Ho Record 

53. Mrs. Douglas Chisholm n n 

54. Mrs. William Clayton n " 
55. Mr. William Clayton " n 

56.  d 

( wife file 13.3) ~ 

Sub-total 12,162.76 
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NAMBSa CATAGORI I HOS. '1'. ASSISTARCBa 

carried forward 12,162.76 

57. Cecil Dixon 

ss. Hrs. Cecil Dixon 1965 Rent 2 mos. 150.00 

1966 Rent 9 mos. 728.00 

1967 Rent & groc. 9 mos. 457.00 

59. Hrs. Dora Dixon 1967 Rent & Oroc. 7 mos. 520.00 

60.   1964 Rent & Broo. 6 Mos. 497.00 

1965 n " 3 os. 131.00 

61.   1966 fl " 4 mos. 130.00 

62. 1~gz " " 3 mos. ?,3·00    II II 4 mos. 4 .oo 
1967 n " 10 mos. 1,025.00 
1968 " " 2 mos. 95.00 

63. Hrs. Theresa Dixon lo assistance since 1958 

64. Hrs. Chrintina Downey 

65. David Dison Ho record 

66. Hrs. David Dixon No record 

67.    

68. to 71 ( code not used) 

72.   No record 

7.3. Mr. Ken Bl.cock No record 

74.  l Ro record 

75.  " n 

76.   1962 Oroc. .3 moa. 7a.oo 
1965 Groc. & oil 10 mos. 526.00 

1969 Rent & Purn. 2 mos. 226.35 

77.  Aliove 

78. Ettie Flint Assistance 1950, 1954 onq 
79.   1959 Groo. 10 mos. 164/00 

1962 n 11 mos. 217.50 

so.  Index oncy 

81. William Fowler 
82. Mrs. w. Fowler 1964 Groc. 2 mos. 75.00 

1965 " 1 I!lOe 45.00 

83. Mrs. William 

Gordon 1959 Oroc. 6 mos. 112.00 

1962 n l mol. 9.00 

1964 " 4Fmos. 114.00 

84.   Index o~ 

85.  " n 

Sub-total 17,952.61 
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CATAOORis I MOO. T. ABSISTAJICll 

Carried forward 17,952.61 

86.  

87.    

88.  

1965 
1966 

1965 
1968 

Groc. & Rent 
It It 

Furn. & Rent 

Groc. 

12 mos. 

7 mos. 

8 moe. 

4 mos. 

89. Percy Howe 1965 Rent & groc. 5 mos. 

( could be active Gott. St. Office.) 

90. Russell Howe 

( Rose Swami) Oottingen st. Office 
91. Thomas Howe 1967 Basic Req. 

92. Hr. Balph Jones No Record 

93.   " n 

94. Wilfred Jackson 1965 

95. Mrs. w. Jackson Above 
96. Mr. Charles Mantley 1961 

97. Mrs. c. >funtley ~e 
98. Kr. George Mantlq 

Oroo. 

Groo. 
n 

99. Mrs. o. Mantley No assistance 1 54 

100. Hrs. Sarah Mantlq No record 

101. Kr. Granville Newman" " 

102. Mrs. G. Newman " n 
103.  

1 mos. 

1 mos 

l mos. 
l mos. 

104.  1962 groc. 4 a. 

1965 groo. & rent 11 Moe. 

( still active in Gott. St., offiC41) 
105. Clement Maraman 
106. Mrs. c. Narsman 

lfJ'l. Mrs. June Jackson 

1959 
1966 

lo Recofd 
108. Kr. Walter Nichols 1965 

1968 

109.  

110.  

lll. Jamee P~ris 

112. Mrs. J. Paris 
113. Mrs. Annabel Regis 

114. Mr. Vincent Simms 

115.    
116.  

Index onq 

1964 

No Record 

" It 

Oroc. 
rent 

Groc. 
n 

4 mos. 

1 mos. 

2 mos. 

4 mos. 

Transportation 

atx.-Kentvllle by bus 

117. Eeon Steed lfo assistance since• 58 
118. Mrs. L. Steed " 

119.  Index only 

120. Mr. David Stewart Index only 

121. Rose Swami 1962 Groc. 11 Mos. 

( tey Gott. St. for recent assistance) 

122. Code Ii not used 
sub-total 

457.00 
577.00 

845.00 
165.00 

.316.00 

106.00 

10.00 

57.00 
7.00 

50.00 

1,122. 

82.00 

48.00 

30.00 

11.00 

22,710.61 
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......, 

NAMESa YEARS: CATAGORY: II MOS. 

Sub-total 

12.3.  1960 Groc. l mos. 

1968 Groc. 1 moa. 

124. Mrs. Kl.la Thomas No record 

125.  Index card 

126.  s Try Gott. Office 

127.   
 1965 Groc. 6 mos. 

1967 Rent & cloth. 9 mos. 

128. Evelina Tolliver Index~ 

129. Mr. Joseph Williams 

1965 Groc. 6 oil 6 mos. 

1959 n n 12 mos. 

1962 " 12 n 

130.   llo Record 

131.   1959 Groc. 3 mos. 

1967 Groc.,011 4 mos. 

l32. Code I not used 

13.3.  

 ) 
1965 Groc,Rent,011 12 Mos. 

1966 " " n 12 Hos. 
( may still be active Gott. Office.) 

134. Code # not used 

135.   
(Husband C@de# 80) Index 

l36. Joseph Skinner 

(II 148 Rita Brown No Record 

137. Herbert Carveey " " ~---~~ 
., Code II not uset11 

139. Mrs. Bd. Carveey See U 28 

U.O.   

141.  

T. ASSISTANCE1 

22,710.61 

19.00 
60.08 

.320.00 

1,923.81 

404. 
754.00 

'7.34.01 

25.00 

285. 

862.00 
1,600.00 

142.  _v 1967 Groc. & Rent 10 Hoa. 816.80 

143.   Index 

144. Code# not used 

145. Code I not used 

Sub-total 

,\ 
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NAMES & YEARS1 CATAGORY: # MOS. T. ASSISTANCE: 

Sub-total $ .30,513.42 

146.   

U.7.  1967 Groc., Oll amoa. 577.05 
1968 " "Dnags 7 mos. 576.80 

148.  
( ) No record 

149.   1959 groc. 8 mos. 54.00 
1962 ff 12 mos. 202.00 

1965 n 9 mos. 430.80 

150.  Ho Record 

151.  1959 Groc. 2 mos. 14.00 

152.  f 1965 n 1 mos. 37.00 

Sub-total 33,020.32 

3.3,028 • .32 

/dpr 
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/ ,f 

Council , 
February 25 , 1965n 

iueplementary Welfare A$sistance - Africvill~ Families 

The following recommendation was submitted from t.he 

'.i.nance and Executn~e Commit.tee; 

THAT in order to assure Afric'Jille re3idents who are rec ii: ient.s 
of the Blind Person's Allowance, =isabled Ferson 1 s Allowance. 
Old Age Assistance or Old Age Security that. their liv ing costs 
will not be seriously affected,. the Afr ic ille S..1b--'.::cmmit.tee be 
au·' orized to provide supplementation Lo t.·:-.e mo:-.t.r.ly incorne of 
s v residents, provided that in no Cdse shcill such supplemefitary 
as n stance extend beyond December, 1966 _. and t.hat suc:-i s.1pple
rnentation does not contrav ene the est.ablished policy of the City 
Welfare Department". 

Alderman QtBrien suggested t~at. t~e Council shouid ap~rove 

.he supplementation to tr_e Afr icv il"le r <:s ide11 ts ra t.-,er t.ha n the 

,fricville Sub--Committee ., He felt. t.nat t.he form o:t L!-te motion 

hould be changed. 

After discussion, it was M:L E'..~ by Alderma n Black , seconded 

-,y Alderman 0 1 Brien, that in order t.o a.ssure Afric , ille residents 

rho are recipients of the .Blind Personr s Allowance _. C·i.sabled Person's 

.llowance , Old Age As~istance or 01d Age Security t ~~ c Lheir liv ing 

osts will not be seriously affected; t~~L Ci£y 2cuncil agree to the 

ecommended supplementation for Afr icville res 1.dents i:;ro·. 1.ded that 

ach such cas.e shall be recommended by the Afric-v ille Sdb-i~ommittee - --

'2 the Director of Welfare provided that in r,o case sha.11 supple--

c ntary assistance ext.end beyond December, 1966" Motion passed. 

t 
~ l' 

~ 
~ 

i 
( 
~ 

" 
J 

< 
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subr,1 i tted )/; 

Social Plann~taff 

City of~ax 

Febr~ 1969 

~ 

,, 
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r 

. -

- ~ T R O D U C T I O N 

l-'.nny b'.1 c l:erG - d::_rec tor s of r el ocn. t ion wou l d be d iso.:1~1o i Y1tecl 
if chtrne;e we r e limited .t'o. a perhaps brief boo::,t in :-:i o r;;.le and 
n s l ic;ht housinc irn::,,rovement. ',•lithout concor:1itan"'.: ::iro::;r;; ¥s 
bear in~ on the fundamental econonic nhd e ducational problemG, 
it is unl i l~ c ly that relocation would have the effects ~a nifestly 
i nd icated by its political rationalization. 

On January 16, 1964, City Council of :alifax unaninrnzsly 

a~J~)rovec1 recomr.ienca tions contained in a report ;rwi th particular res::iect 

"'.:o .;fri cville II subfl1i ttecl by special consultant, Dr. Albert Rose, and 

t~ereby conmitted itself to the rolo~~tioL of the entire Africville 

co~~u nity durinc the three subsequent years. Perhaps the ~ost sisnificant 

contribution of the Rose Report, as it has come to be known, was the 

ex:1lica tion :that 11 the expro:!_)riation of Africville and the relocation of 

·its rer;iclen ts is far r.iore than a housine; problem. In essence this process 

is a welfare problem, not.a mere problem of financial assistance but a 

multi~dimensionnl task 11 • 2 Havin~ clearly identified the fundamental needs 

of the ~eople of Africville as housine, employment, and income, and u::-~ed 

tne t st::.~one forceb be broue;ht to bear concurrently on the three proble·n 

a::-e s. 3, Dr. Rose conclu_ned hie re::;>ort of November 1963 on a note o: cau t::'..:::m -

war~in~ that failure to i~plement recommended social and econo:1ic assist=nces 

coi.:.J_:':. result ir~ a "condition of chronic dependency for many of tl~e fa•-.::..:.ies 

u:-:,ler ::tudy n . 

It is :10t the purpose of this :9ro})Osal to analyze tl1e extent to 

~tict City staff was directed by the spirit and the counsel of the Rose Report 

::'.. n t h e::'..r Africville Relocation effbrts between June 1964, and October 1967 . 

. a a the r, reference is Dade here to the Rose Report as it takes on sic~::_ficance ir 

rela ti on to c u rrent circur.,stances of families· re.located fror.i A fricville. 

l :J0;-,,3 -:.cl '.:: l a irr:1on t and Dennis \-f. !-'.at:;ill, Ul-rn.\t{ .2ELOCATION OF .;:;,?~Ic;::-:.,_r,J 
-- -- ' - -, _ ,_ - r:, " ( n } p . 1 ) • C • 1 • 1 T •t . ,_ . ~ ~ 7 . ' _ - . ___ 1.:.1:1 .:. !i. csearc 1 ronosa : A .;.ocio orica ... nves iga.,ion o: r_~. ,. ~~e ~: 
.:.: c;:: _ _-::_y ··c":/an6e, October 19G7, Pace 16. It is noted.. that this :riro:,o.s,::l is 
confidential, • nd the liberty of quotinc from it here is taken o~ly in view 
o: ;:;:.c fact tLat t r.is report," too, i.::; to be ree;arded n.t; confi ;i 0~ti.'.lJ.. 

2 Dr. l.lbe:rt· R0se, REPOJT 0~, A. VISIT TO HALIF1\X ~.TITH P.li..RTICUL!i:R :.:~~.SP3crr I'O 

A?_UCVILI,~, I'lovember 1963, Pa3e 5. 
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':!h en sod .. , 1 wor·'cer, Peter i-:acDonald, le ft the em;1loynen t o ::' t:r..e 

Ci t.y ,if E:1.lifax ::i. n October 1967 hn vjng ·1con:::1l<'-ted 1
' the Africvill e :!: 1?: locatior: 

to t b ? sa tisfac -t- j on of City PJ ::innine; s tn.f f and. officials, he ursed that 

consu:t-tion servi ce a ~c ob t Rined by-a recocnized social~ency tn iLsure 

:-.h 'l. t ·L e e::'forts of the relocation ;:::.·ocrc.m no~ be frustrated. The followinc 

f~ J , ~;.e Africvillc Sub-Coomittee disbanded, and for all practical'pu=poses, 

~ fricville becaoe a closed chapter in the City's history durins the ensuinG year. 

On October 8, 1968, members of the new Social Planning sta f f were 

invi~ed to attend a meeting concerninG an Institute of Public Affairs ~esearcn 
,, 

s t udy on t h e Africville Relocation. The City is indebted to the De~1artri ent of 

Pi..:.1::lic \'!elfare of the Province of Nova Scotia who approved and financed this 

. undert,J<inc, for it was through their attendance· at this meetine; that .Soc:.a.l 

PlanLins staff became aware of some very considerable proble~s beins encountered 

b~ ~orner A~ricville families. In a ceneral meeting called by the Soc i al 

Plannins Department on October 19, 1968 1 ex~Africville residents save anery 

expression to some of their frustrations and disc·ontents, whic_n signi :icantly 

fell rather clearly into the three problem categor~es of housing, er.;.ployment, 

and income. 

,\ c·rIVITY TO DATE 

An out 3rowth of this eeneral meeting waa the establis~nent of a 

committee, co~prised of six former Africville residents ap?ointed by the 

r e :::::'ec t:. ve .c;rou::,s r.hcy re_present, namely, home owners, !)Ublic t.ou sin _; -::e1:ants, 

., ;, ;.: :'ental occu:x1 nts; ar,d three City staff :-:ienbers, .S . A. \fare., City ::2.. na,::e::--, 

E. D. C~ow0Jl, ~ocial Planner, and Alexa ~cDonouch, Social Plannin~ sta~f 

~rr:: i' r.._·. ':'his co :-nr.1i ttec has met recularly durin,:; the intervenine; months , 

1.:xa r-. i. ri1.. n13 t"0"l f' of the problems with which families are endeavori!:l[j to co:-ie 
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In the i'1ontli o f Dcc.-.,,1bcr, LLrou.c;h t:,e extensive effort.__:· a: tr.0 

· t'' t t i ,·c co:imi ttce, .:1 f:1c t f i. n <llnc; survey was conductccl of ex-Afric vi] le 

' . ] . :!.~1r!1l. J.Q'.3 r c c.ic1i:1__:; in the I-~ali fax oreo.. To date, Lf? recr,_onscs ta ve bor:n 

~~ceiv0i fro~ a totnl of 71~ families to whom que Gt i onaires vcre-~ict:ibuted 

and i n~~erson contacis were m~de. A :::mill fiumber of qucstionaires may still 
. -

be a:1tic-ipcited a_s n result of follow-up ( third) contacts, but co:-,1mi ttec me~nhers 

st· .::;:::;est - that t 11e 3G:•~ f r orn \·!horn no response Las been rece::.. veC. :;encrn.lly ::all 

::.!1-;:o one of tl::ree ca.te.soriec - those who ·a.re r.,an.:1.gine;'adequately a{1C::. are r:ot 

d0si.'t·ous of further contact with the City; those \•1ho are disillu.sio r:. ed. wi t:i 

-
their c'. e.:1.linr;s with the City to the extent that they refuse to enter into any 

~1 

further ::. nvol vement; and those whose problems ha vc overwhell71cu. them so co.,i::-iletely 

t:1at they have given up all hope and effort to cope. 

~wenty-three of the relocated Africville families are presently 

.:;,cco:--ioda ted in r,ublic housing. There can be no question that these s}:el ter 

f&cil~ties, desp ite so~e limitations associated with public housing, represent 

a vast i.1pro\•er,1ent over the frequentl~r unsafe and unsanitary cond::. tions i!l 

Africv:11e~ It i3 notable, however, that soMe of these families risk eviction 

f~o~ ~ublic housing and others, from among the fa• ilies not yet permanently 

re~~use i , are denied entry to same, due. to housekee~ing practices resarded as 

su::,sto.n-:ard and U'1Etcce::_:-,tn.ble to the ? ousin.:; Authority. 3 
----~·. - --------------------------------------

7. 

;;In kee::,ins with its cor:rd. tment to so. fep;uard the sa tis:fa c tory 
- rehousin:::; and rr-:ha1)i] i tation of all fnr.1i1ies fror1 Africville, 

t!-.e ~1.fricville Suh-8o• r:ii ttee on October 20, 1965 ~ 2·equestec. 
that consider"tion h~ given to establishing a course in house
kee~in~ ~rQcticcs for the hor.iemakcrs in relocated famili e s. 
This request was referrAd to P. J~ KacDonald for stuay, but no 
further ~cntion is devoted to thi~ matter in the files. 
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f::tmiJ.ic_s h<;'.ve rcccntl~'. lo~:t their hor:ies throu:::h f_oreclosure, because 

innbility to maintain oort~nses and costs, a~d at least'thrce ot~crs ~re 

·thrc,::,~ tened -with foreclosure due to arrears . t ~ ~ ~ ·1· i~ ~or _ ~ase paynen~s. ~~01 ie • 

livi!15 in rental accomodations conprise the srou~ ex~eriencins the crcate~t 

difficulties ,-,i th re c;ard to .housing. A1 thou,:;h only sixteen res:::,onC:ed to the 

questinnaire, several of t~ese indicate seve~c problems of unca~e, unsanitary 

a,1d r:;en.erall::,r unsatisfactory .housinc con<li ti.one, includin.e; ovC:::rcrowdi ::3, and 

·exhorbita.nt rents. Cornr.,i ttee me:nbers have inforT'led city stQff tr:.::. t ;:1an:r of 

t~e fa~ilies who did not res~ond to ~he survey, face the • ost dire proble~s 

of all. ·several of this 5roup occupy ci ty-ouned housin5 uni ts which, at best, 

a:::-e s:. · J l te'lporary chel ter. Therefore, ::i.. t ·seems evi!3-ent that a lar,:;e percentage 

c: :h~ rental sroup are in urgent need of rehousing. 

At the t i me of Dr. Rose's Report, that is at the outset of the 

~fricville Relocation Pro~ram, it w~s a matter of record~that ap:::,roximately 

tin fanilles only were in recei~t of welfare assistance provided throush the 

C:;_ ty of l:,li fax. '.::'his observation wa:::; cou1)led with the advice thn. t very 

· <:;.:):!'!.GiC:.Cr,.ble :::-,lanr:iinc hy Cit;:( st.iff 1-:ould be reqnircd to offset_ th_e ~is,;:u:ltion 
. ' 

. --· ---, - ------------,-.-------------·----------------
r:e fcrc::ice ic maclc _to staff and Africville .Snb-Cor:uni ttce co_rrc.s.:_;onc.cnce 
oD ~ecord fixinB pol~cy that the Solicitor•~ Dept~ Would continue to 
provide lecal advice needed by horaeowners bey~nd ccirn~letion of the 
relocation prog~aril. Further reference is made to a :-~ay 23, 1968, City 
staff r:ieetinc cal-led t0 consider the !)Ossibili ty of assisti::-1:-:; th~e e 
far:iilies i n trouble Ki th morteap-0.s, the outcome of whici1 ,-:.?,s ~ re
conr'ienc1c1tion that staff s}:ould be l:ired llto take steps to }:el~, tl:ese 
f;:,.;:;ilies 1

' . i~ o 1:1ention of further action is found in ~h e Afr i cville 
records. 

:; -D.,,. lT)O "'C '~ :;, · ·... u 6 -· , "' ~ _.epor-c, ou.ci ~., .:.aGe • 
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Of the total former Africville population who responded to the December 1968 

survey, ·55~~ - more than half - were- in receipt of regular social assistance 

from the City of Halifax. This represents a 40% increase over the population 

_percentage in Africville receiving welfare assistance from the City in 1963. 

There are, of course, several factors which account for such an increase, 

notti1e least of which would be first-time applications from families who 

were-perhaps elibible for assistance while living in Africville, but had not 

:previ'ously a~plied; and, secondly, the adoption of the Canada Assistance Plan 

in 1966 which created eligibility for a new, higher-income segment of the 

general population. 
I 

Nevertheless, this high incidence of welfare dependency 

must .surely be, as predicted by Dr. Rose's cautious warning, at least in part, 

a direct result of the relocation factor itself. Additional information derive 

~ from the recent survey illustrates other drastic socio-economic consequences of 

relocation. ' A 1962 Dalhousie Institute Study cited in Dr. Rose's report reveal 

one family in six to be headed by a female person, not all of whom were 

"dependent families". Infonmation compiled from the completed questionaires 

shows, in contrast, approximately one in three of the relocated families to 

· ~ be headed by females, all but two of whom are ,dependent upon welfare assistance 

---
The second rather alarming ~tatistic pertains to the present debt 

---::::- -

status of the relocated population. on ·the basis of detailed data regarding 

current financial circumstances, the 47 families who responded to the quest

ionaire are found to be indebted in the approximate amount of fifty thousand • 

dollars ($50,000) exclusive of all mortgages and/rental arrears. 
I 
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CI;ey' S 80!•:~-:I'I'!·E~I~~ ·-
That City staff nn<l Cou~cil, at the outs~t of the hfr~cvillc 

rclnc~tion rro~~a~, were sincerely cnnmittcd ~on plnn involvi r s 'rehou::;inc, 

e11:,:i.o::·: 1011 t I cclu cation, an:1 rehn.bili ta tion o'f the resident::; of . .\fr i cville over 

a 3-)·e2..r :Jcriod 11 seemG P-lrinst indisputable. The June 19, 1961.-, staff rf::_!)Ort 

n:p.,rovlJc. by Counci l containin(i the following statement is just one of re9eated 

~cferences to these principles 

In addition to the question of compensation an~ 
social asGiotnnce and housinr, the City has accepted 
a responsibility to assist on matters of employ~ent 
and education. 

Eov,ever, a detailed review of records nertaining to the Africville 
6 ~ 

relocation pro3ra~ revea~ that matteis of pro,erty acquisition, co ~~ensa tion, 

an~ rchousinG took ~arkcd ?recedence over all other considerations of ::;ocial, 

econo:1ic, and lJSycholoe;ical sisnificance. Quite understandably I the staff 

social worker hired to carry out the proeram could not, sinslehandedly, ~ave bee 

expect0d re~l i ~t i cally to attend to every aspect of need in the relocation 

:n· ocess. That the fullest co-operation ~nd expertise of the De velo:rment 

DcpartMent was offered is apparent from the record, but as should be· expected 

the~r efforts were directed primarily to physical aspects of t~e ~elocation, and 

~a tter s of conpcncation, as did the Solicitor's Dept. address itself to lesal 

considerations. 

Vitb recard to employment and education, references to ef~orts exerted 

are s,n.rse and vague amidst the massive records of the relocation project. Of 

a po s sible 12-15 perGons for whor;i em.:_Jloyem_ent opportuni tes were fo1,;.nd ( some of 

J. .L ) ~~ icn were ~e mp orary, some permanen~ , only six appear to have been t o~sehold 

::e:o;.ds or fa. rn ily breadwinners. 1·1ention is made i·n a June 15, 1966 Sts.:f report 

o: :::- e : c r-rals to the Neira Employment Officer en6aged in the Social :Jevelop:r.e:1t 

Di ·ri:;ic:i of the Dept. cf Public Welfare, but recent discussions with this 
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ind:. vi~ur.tl cn:Gcst that very limi·ced e;ains were nacle throush t :-.is channel. 

Si~ilarly, one isolated ~ffort ap:9ears to have been ~ade in the 

c :u c-:i. tion ::icld. An ur,c radinc; course was established throu eh t h e ;..c.ul t 

: d:.i ca tion :Jivisi on i n wh i.ch J.3-15 persons enrolled, ae;ain only a few of wr.o rn 

'.it:rc heads of 1 ouseholds. :'..i'our :persons only com11leted the first :9hasE, of t:-iic 

cou:· se and it was c'.iscontinued. 

?:!OJ::::C7 EF:OPOSAL 

It is as true today as it was in 1963 when Dr. Rose stnted that 

' ' the related problems of employment·and income are not solved by a Jrocess 

of relocation and com,ensn tion, and cannot •::ie met in this nanne~- , .. eYe1: :..f 

com~ensation were increased''. It is significant that -representatives of tte 

rormer Africville residentc servinc on the recently-convened coMrnittee ~~3sess 

c .. real t1nderstand.ing of this concept, and do not suggest tlia t further ri o::e-:.ary 

co0:9ensatio~, per se,is the solution to current ,roblems facing t h e ex-

~::ricville families. Rather, they are in unanimous a5reement that sup,ort 

s:--,ould be sou6h t for a II follow-through n proe;ra1.: with preventive and. re'hab-

::.:.::.tative as:r:,ects. Thus, tbe Social Plannin~ staff has agreed to :'.:)resent 

t~e followin3 requeGts to City Council, and to the Province of ~ova Scotia, 

to be considered for a joint cost-sharing undertaking, deserving of tte 

i~~edi~te consideration of both parties -

I ~S':'.'.:?LI.S!IliEHT OF LOJ\l'I 1-'UNJ 

In view o~ t t e lar~c debts nccunulntcd by ~ma ny A::ricville .... . -. . 1am11.1.es 

si:1c c -::he ti rr; e o:: reloc ;:._ tion, and the nccor.,panying hich i:i.terest '.!.· 2..t.?.:; ro..nd 

c:>,rr~:ing charr;c s (in so 11e in~t.:i.nces a mounting to ;;2;,; · per annur.i ), i t is 

:;u,:::::::c::-:-.er:. that n lonn f-.m d be e stn.blis hc d in t h e a},proxi,rn te a ::'ount of 

::eventy- :five th ousn.nd dollars ( ;;75, 000). Al thouch · thi.:; would r:ienn req1,cstin5 
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(2 ~r ')" ~ .. ),.J ~ :·o the City, U10 actual c~cit to each party would be no ~ore 

th::i.n. the intcre:::;t r0quircd to borTow these ::.;u;i-ic - D..ypro:-::ir-,ately 

five tl:ous.:..~1d dollars (;;5,000) and ei,'.;ht.een hundred dollars (Sl,800) 

reGpecti vely , plus an a~ount which wbuld have to be projected to allo,, 

for bad d.ebts 11
• 

In this way, low interest loanc could be nade available, ~ith 

:'.:(.~'°t:-.. :.11 Gtipule .. tions reca~clin~ maxir.-1um sur~·s allo\•1a.OJ.e for· an:r one f~ r..i. lJ .. 

er-, .. li~ i .:ations on the ucace of such loans, to fa.milies - ini tia.lly to 

t~ose ~ost dec~ly indebted - so that debts carrying unreasonable rate= 
\ ' 

o: interest orcarryinc; charges could be paid off. There are several a:ivant-

a::;es in the 2.rrancer.1ents which could then be 'agree·a U!)Cn for. re}:)ayr::ent to the 

loan rund. In the first place, families would cease to be indebted t9 several 

loan <?o r:1 :rianies and merchants~ :Jl1 t rather would he :faced wi -r;n a c:in5le rnontl:ly 

installr.1ent on thfiir ou tstandin,'.'.; debts. Second.J.y, !)roblems of ex:iorbi tant 

i~terest rates which mnke it virtually impossible for low-income fa~ilies to 

fin~ their way out of debt would ~0 greatly reduced. It is si~nif::..c~~t to 

nc~e ttat low-interest loan aonej is increasingly sugcested as a necessary 

a~ci~lary service to fa~ilics involved in relocation programs, because o~ tte 

r--:an:/ hidden costs to families :(or which cor.1:9en.s.ation is rarely t::rantec.. 

':':,drr.:.ly,· r~alistic monthly installmento could 1;,e -set for the re:payricnt o: :..00:1.s, 

con;:;istent 1::i th a family's incorie :.rncl its abi] i ty to pay. This proce~ ~· \,oula. 

a l~ow :or a neasure of budgetary counsellinj to fa~ilies who, until relocation, 

,. -~,:. --:ot :·-.-::cc: 1.-:ith tte proble::.s of monthly b::.11s for such serv::..ces ::s ~.-ent, 

:"c:el, ,:o le c tricity, 1.-nter, tre.ns::_:;ortation to work (in sor,e insta!:ces, f!·0 :J 

: . .::ili::-,:--: C~,urty), nnd so :ortll. 3;ich involvenent \•:ould also.brin_:; to li,:;::-: 

. :·roo l0~~s ::.-- e2. • tNl to inadequn te incon1e, unemployrn~n t, and. lacl: . o:: job ;:;'.~.-:.11s -

:e,r \-r: . ..:.ch ·,Jo :, 0 solution could be sou 13ht. 
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V 
•· 1 the 1.dllin::;i-.0s1; of the e:-:-,\fr:i.cville conmitt(-:(; r.:c,mber.s to contd'ou.:c 

L. :e _;-:1c, effort to tb:• ;:-.dminictration and control of .such a loo..:-~ :(unc~ ,,,ould 

~c ::; ,~::,t vt:.lu~,bl 0 both ;1::, .:111 expc::-icncc for the e;roup and for the s 1 cce.3=:; o: 
.,_, ..,r, 0 

;.1 ros1·rt·1 . Rcrrc ,-entativcs \·rho have close contact- with :amili.e:::; i.ndc'-itcd. to thr: 

.~·111~, ·•::c1 · ; ·J: o .::i. t. the same ti1:1e, h::i.ve a personal interest in 1!ma~:inc :..t ,-;or}: ' 

for t: . .sel vc.s , woulc'l be :i.nvalua'ole in enforcine; regular payrnen ts e.ncl in co:nin~ 

to ~- " i""' 1·1:.. t":.1 !Jroblems which prevent far:1ilies from 1:1eeting their obli~a ti ons. 

' It ic recommended that immediate steps b~ taken to rehouse ttose 

f ;1. ·:.lies r e locn. ted fro:·1 l,fricville who are not YE;t housed in per.-.ar.ent decent, 

s.::.. :\ 2-. ncl s a nitary facilities. In most instances, this matter cou':.d b e :;.'ac:i.li t at 

,:- ;l ' ,,. -:- stablishin.::; a :0riori ty listing for ir.1mediate consideration of the Halifax 

Eou2L-i,:; ).u tr1ori ty. In addition to the }_)robler.1 of vacancies beine; found .for these 

:a·;.ilies, so::1e attendant problems can be anticipated with regard to unacceritable 

,3tc ndarcs of housekcepinc, and provisions should be sought to deal with these • 

. .;,1 though some consideration should be c;i ven the :rossibili ty of :.1:::.ki::-1:; 

loan money available to homeowners who are in urgent need of te~~orary asaist-

ance with mortgage payments, the Committee expresses the feelinc that the :..::-1-

cidence of such rirobleos would be greatly reduced if the loan fund beco~es 

O?er.:i.tional, ar.ci the pressu:r-e of other debts becomes somewhat alleviatec.. Some 

consileration r.1i3ht be civen to the possibility of scekine leeislative ~ut~oritJ 

to t a ~:e over second r.iortr;o:ses in instances where families are in di ::::icul ty 

~th ne e tins payments; or, to take over any mortcages which are held at a r~te 

r.i .;her than the conveYJ.tional mortgac;e rate available. If such n !)la:1 ,..,;_-:,s doc-

t i , - "· . u ... :. L, 
.L " . v •. 10~11 f tl1~d. b e to .'._100, 00. 
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r-, • 

-~,, '::.1·e ·,. t le::1.::t one :::1.1ll- ti·1e: :::;ta.ff per:::; on to carry out all :::iroc~·&n:::; ::;u;::;;~e.sted 

:-... ,""OYe. 

:n a~dition, it would be the rcspon~ibil i ty of this s taf~ ~enbe~ to 

c~r=~ the r0loc~t~d Africvillc fam~lies as an undifferentiated ca3cload, to 

~ho~~ wtole rnnce o1 rehabilitative nnd p~cvantive services should he p r ovided , 
. ' 

:.~cl·;~inc fcni l~ counsrllin~; ~lannine for j0b traininc, work ~ctivity ~x?er-

:.0 ~c - ~, and job ,1aceaent; and re~crral for specialized services (treatrrent 

:or ~lcoholis~ and child prote ctive services, for example). 

It i s noted that the Social P~annin0 Department-has inclu~ed in i~s 

196~ ~rejected operational plan, a proposal for a special project staff o::: three 

q~ali:~ed social workers wto will assume responsibility :or speci:ic rehabil~t-

at i ~e a nd preventive programs. ~he Africville pro~ram could be structured i~ 

such 3. way t hat the ;;; ta.:f me r-1ber hired to conduct tl'ris particuk pro~ ect woulcl 

~e ~cs,onsible !or co-ordination of all comprehencive services provided to 

t te :or • er Africville families, with the freedom to dele3ate res~onsibility 

:or S? eci:ic services to the v~rious special project staff. 
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s,,. .~: i~·i cn t o r t!Y.cc.ssi.vf' fu'l.t1G hnve alri:1a.d.y been c:x'Jonded on t:,e Af:r··cville 

Q _... '"\ , .. ~ ,, i o~-1·1 e r J. 
_ t l•l• .j , , . ... .._ ':' and inco~o are.not solved by a process of rcloca tion arid co--:1-

}'h"nsa tion and· cannot be :'Jet in ·this manner, even if comi1ensa tion were 

T'.1:i.s project .fo.r 1.Jhich aosi.stnnce is soue;ht has bot]1 ::,rev ntive 

~ ••- r , ~ ~~:..litatjv0 J ~m~nsions, and shoul~ be viewe~ as an endeavor to ~ulfill 

the connit~ent already ~adc to the fnrmer residents of Africville, but ~ot 

yet fully dischareed. So~e :eatures of the proposal, such as the o::;era tio::1 
~: 

of the loan fund, may be found to-have demonstration value as well. 

case, the practical necessity of undertaking J..."'I • • J. • ., • 

vnis assicnmenc in orcer ~o 

prevent and ameliorate increasinc conditions of chronic dependency and. huJa~ 

su:::e:::-:..ng ar19n~ a larse nm1ber of families in this comrauni ty ca!"',not be ur~ed 

stronclY enou~ , , nor can the inmediacy with which such action is re~u~red. 
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TO: Members of the Sub-Committee of Council 
on Africvil.le and the Representatives of 
the Human Rights Advisory Committee 

FROM: P. F . C. Byars, City Manager 

DATE: February 21, 1.967 

SUBJECT: Staff Report - Africville Relocation Program 

In December!/ 1963 , City Council accepted the recormnendations 
outlined by Dr. Albert Rose in his report to the City regarding t.he 
relocation of the residents of the community of Africvilleo Dr. Rose's 
report stated in part that the Africvi.lle Relocation Program should be 
"phased out 11 over a three=year period. The "phasing ou.tu1 period will 
come to completion on May 31, 1967, at which time the C.ity will have 
concluded its commitment "per se~• in relation to the Africville 
Relocation Programo 

The December 7e 1966 meeting of the Representatives of the 
Human Rights Advisory Committee and Members of the Sub-Committee of 
Council on Africville discussed the possibility of exte~ding some 
features of the program~ Staff was asked tcr prepare a report giving 
special attention: 

1.. Continued legal assistance for a five~year period to 
Africville residents who have p~rchased homes j 

2., Welfare assistance for Africville residen ts who have 
become i't" .. volved in mortgage pa.ymentsj ---

3 ., Reimbursement to Africville residents who owned property 
in the communi t y of Africville, if the land in Afrlcy:f:!..:e 
is sold for a profit by the City 

With reg·ard to question number one , the Legal Department of 
the City is prepared to continue assistance to the residents of 
Africville who ha.ve become :lnvolved i.n-home ownershipo 

The second point probably should be qua.1.i.fi. ed to conf orm to 
the re ulations of the Social Assistance Ac t a This A.ct requi res that 
if a resi ent o A r cv lle as become ·a home own er and. i s 1.mabl e to 
meet his obliga.tions because of health and/or employment reason s that 
the amount of municipal assistance be sufficient. to include mo.rtgage 
payments and the ordinary day- to-day l:lving expenses as per the Socia l 
Assistance Scalem 

An answer to question three involves many considerations and. 
therefore is much more complex in natuFeo The opinion of many 
i.nterested corr.rr.un.:lty citizen~ has been ·soughto The uni'versal answer 
was that it would be too cumbersome to ·realistically reiniburse each 
resident if the C:lt" sold the Africville land for a rofito Rather 

to detei:n1ine liberal property settlements 
Staff are of the opi.nion that settlements 

the res id.en ts and to the City .. 
/ 

Another argument advanced was that for some resi.dents the 
City is actu.a.lly converting an uncertain land. asset into an actual 
cash asset .. Thereforeu if such residents could be encouraged to invest 
their cash assetg then the profit realized would proba.bly increase 
more than the value of the land ~ Settlements which have been made 
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on the u.nce~tain land asset appear to be in excess of the amounts 
which could be now obtai.ned for lands with clear title~ 

Respectfully submitted , 

PJM/bah 
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